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ABSTRACT

This research makes an important contribution to the study of interorganizational

competition, particularly for incumbent storeowners facing the entry of large-format

retailers. It draws from literature and research that looks at competition between

incumbents and large-format retailers, as well as relevant research in other literatures on

firm specialization. Three hypotheses are developed proposing that an incumbent

retailer's product focus, customer focus, and narrowing of their focus are related to firm

performance. The findings suggest that specializing based upon a product focus alone

does not provide any significant difference in performance. Altematively, this study

suggests that retailers should concern themselves with a customer focus. The findings

also suggest that while incumbents can make changes by narrowing their focus to

improve performance, such changes are not very common.

This study not only supports the importance of selecting the proper niche to

specialize in, it also provides theory and concepts for scholars and practitioners alike to

assess the environment in order to identify the best niche to exploit. Central to the

contributions made in this study is the argument that understanding the preferences of the

largest cohort of consumers can lead to explanation as well as prediction of the success

and failure of organizations in increased competition.

These findings were directly related to the fact that the study uses a longitudinal

approach rather than cross-sectional, underscoring the need for such research to facilitate

strong theory building. While pre-entry data provided a richer look into the role of
product focus and permitted analysis of fîrm adaptability over time, it was particularly

important for identifying the salience of a customer focus.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

Studies of interorganizational competition have always been of interest for

organizational scholars. In recent years there has been a growing interest and literature

around a particular kind of competition: namely, between large-format retail and smaller

incumbent retailers. There is widespread agreement in literature on competing in the

presence of large-format retail that the performance of incumbent retailers will be

optimized if they find a niche within their market (McGee and Festervand, 1996);

specialize in a particular area (Arnold and Luthra, 2000); or focus on a set of
competencies (Davidow, King and Helleloid, 2001).

The language used by researchers may be varied, however the message is

uniform; incumbent retailers should narrow their activities within a market. By exploiting

a n¿urower market segment, retailers are able to both avoid direct price competition

(Davidson and Rummel, 2000) and provide a greater level of service to consumers

(McGee and Rubach, 1996). While there is general agreement in the literature that

specializing is the right response for incumbent retailers, how a firm specializes gives rise

to differing opinions. For example, Love and McGee (1999) found that having a

customer focus in small retail is a key source of competitive advantage, while Darrow et

al (2001) report that small business can be both innovative and viable by way of a unique

product focus.

This dissertation is primarily nested in the literature and research that looks at

competition between incumbents and large-format retailers, but it also draws from

relevant research on firm specialization in other literatures. For example, the multi-

disciplinary nature of the literature is evident in two recent special journal issues on

large-format retail competition by the International Journal of Retait & Distribution

Management(2000) andthe Journalof RetailingandConsumerServices(2000). Itis



also evident in the distinction between generalists (e.g., large-format) and specialists

(e.g., incumbents) in organizational ecology (Hannan and Freeman, 1977), in the shared

interest with resource partitioning theory of a sustainable co-existence among specialists

and generalists (Canoll and Hannan, 2000), and in the strategy literature which suggests

that reducing competition by 'being different' generates benefits to the firm (Deephouse,

1999) and that avoiding competition by engaging in a product or customer focus (Porter,

1980) may help to explain and predict the effects of a market specialist approach to

competing against the entry of large-format retail.

A distinctive feature of this study is that both a product focus as well as a

customer focus approach to specializing in retail are examined and compares them

against firm performance during a period of increased competition. There are few studies

that have looked at more than one approach to specializing for competitive advantage.

Most often, a product focus has been examined with widely varying results on f,rrm

performance. Based on their own research, Echols and Tsai (in press) argue that,

"studying two niche types provides a more comprehensive understanding of competitive

positioning" (no pagination). They also suggest that further research on the effect of
change in market competition on niche firms and their outcomes is necessary.

Another distinct feature of this study is its longitudinal research design, and

specifically the data collected on incumbents prior to the arrival of the large-format

competitors. For research to study a change, such as the effect of an increase in market

competition on the niche position of incumbent retailers, a method of enquiry that can

offer causal explanation is most useful. However, testing for increased competition in

retail demands a natural setting, which makes experimental design problematic. In the

absence of experimentation, "only longitudinal research lends itself to the study of
causation" (Pedhazur and Schmelkin, 1991, p.316). To date, no longitudinal studies of
incumbent retailers with pre-entry data have been found. Given the greater demands and

complexities of collecting such data, a dearth of longitudinal research persists in most

research streams. This is particularly true of research that requires rare occurrences such

as the entry of increased competition in a natural setting. This study, however presents a

longitudinal examination ofjust such a rare event.



In 1994, mmours began to spread that large-format retailers Home Depot and

Revy were planning to enter the Winnipeg retail home improvement market. At the time

the rumours surfaced, the retail home improvement market was rather stable, primarily

consisting of locally owned home improvement stores and national retailers of moderate

size. There were no large-format sellers of home improvement products to contend with.

Fifty-eightincumbentretailersofhomeimprovementproductswerefollowedoversix

years (1995-2001), comprising a period before, during, and after the entry of Home Depot

and Revy to the Winnipeg market.

In 2001, the Canadian home improvement sector accounted for seven percent of
total retail sales in Canada. Products offered in this area of retail include building

materials, hardware, lumber, paints, plumbing, heating, electrical, garden supplies and

equipment and are used in activities related to renovation, alteration, and accessorizing of
the home and garden (Hernandez,2003). The demand for home improvement products

steadily increased over the duration of this study, as has renovation activity in almost all

regions of Canada (Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation, 2001). Increased home

ownership, reduced interest rates, a relatively stable rate of inflation have all contributed

to a home improvement sector that has experienced a growth in sales. Nonetheless, the

competitive pressure experienced by retailers of home improvement products has become

tremendous. It is estimated that 5625 home improvement stores were in operation in

Canada in 2001, with about two percent comprised of large-format retailers. However,

the large-format retailers gamered more than 23 percent of the 22 billion dollars

generated in retail home improvement sales that year (Hernandez, 2003). While the

market may be gtowing, smaller incumbent retailers in home improvement are left with a

diminishing share of the market's returns.

The impact of large-format retail is not limited to the home improvement sector.

Big box retail has had a "revolutionary impact" in which no retail sector has been

immune (Kumar, 1997; Munroe, 2001). For example, Genest-LaPorte (1999) found that

the market share of large-format retailers in the Canadian consumer electronics sector

more than tripled in the period 1989-1997. Morganosky and Cude (2000) report that



consumer spending in warehouse clubs in the US has resulted in more than a 50 percent

increase in sales between 199l-1996. Jones and Doucet (2000) reveal that retailer Toys R

Us possesses 25 percent of market share in the toys and hobbies category for the Greater

Toronto Area. The presence of large-format retail is yet another development in the

evolution of retail, where ultimately, the pursuit is to profit by satisfying the consumers'

increasing desire for convenience (Peterson and Balasubramanian, 2002). However, if the

presence of large-format retail is to remain, it is necessary to understand how their

presence impacts upon smaller incumbent retailers.

Market analysts and strategists have offered incumbent retailers a myriad of
strategies to position themselves for competition from entering large-format retailers.

Yet, storeowners struggle to launch a meaningful response (Lifz and Stewart, T996;

Peterson and McGee,2000; Barber and Tietje, 2004) to the strategic 'ploy' (Mintzberg,

1987) of everyday low prices that large-formats place in the minds of consumers. With

36 percent of traditional retailers identifying large-format retailers as their main

competitor (Morganosky and Cude, 2000), incumbent retailers toil with the need to select

a particular position or niche within their market that will maintain their competitiveness.

Should they focus upon product specialization, offering a n¿urow but deep variety of
products in a particular area of retail home improvement or should they position

themselves based upon a blend of products that are deemed complementary to the

specific needs of their consumers? This study works towards answering this question.

1.1 Overview of Research Setting and Findings

Within two years of the arrival of the first Home Depot and Revy in Winnipeg,

one-third of the 58 incumbents participating in this study were no longer in existence. Put

differently, each of the 58 stores was exposed to competition from Home Depot and Revy,

yet two-thirds possessed what was necessary to survive through the duration of the study.

V/hat characteristics did these surviving stores possess that the failing stores did not that

enabled them to exist in the same market with the large-format retailers? Was there any



difference in how incumbents appealed to consumers by way of a product focus or

customer focus that may have led to their success or failure?

The data revealed that retailers whose customer focus best addressed the

preferences of Canada's greatest spenders on home renovations enjoyed the greatest

success. More specifically, it became apparent that retailers of home improvement

products were more likely to survive if they focused upon activities that catered to the

lifestyle preferences of the largest single segment of homeowners comprised of women

and men aged in their late thirties to early fifties, often referred to as the Baby Boomer

cohort. While they comprise one-third of Canadians (Foot and Stoffman, 1995), this

particular age group owns 42 percent of the homes, which is nearly twice the size of the

next largest group (Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation, 1995) and are the single

largest spenders on home improvement in Canada (Canada Mortgage and Housing

Corporation, 1993). In addition, incumbent retailers that shifted their customer focus in a

way that targeted this large cohort also experienced increased performance, although this

action was not initiated often. The influence of the buying patterns of Baby Boomers had

a significant effect upon incumbent retailers of home improvement products.

Yet, understanding the 'value chain' of households has not been given due

consideration by retailers (Porter, 1985). Retailers in home improvement must understand

the lifestyle of the greatest spenders on home renovations and then translate that

knowledge into a set of activities that results in offering home improvement products that

best support them. Although we might consider understanding the preferences of an

industry's consumers as uncomplicated, some have noted the lack of attention given to

this activity.

While success for retail home improvement traditionally meant focusing on the

do-it-yourselfer for sales, the influence of the Baby Boomers' consumer preferences have

necessitated a change in focus. The household activities of the largest gïoup of
homeowners, the Baby Boom cohort, suggest that storeowners should offer more

decorative elements rather than traditional do-it-yourself products. The reason for this is



because the lifestyle of the largest cohort does not adequately support personal time for

undertaking renovation projects. This knowledge also suggests that retailers should orient

themselves more towards appealing to trades people that are buying the 'nuts and bolts'

to undertake the projects that boomers do not have time to undertake, rather than focusing

onthedwindlingnumberofdo-iryourselfersthathadbeenthetraditionalsegmentof

home improvement retail.

In contrast to the literature, the analysis of data found no significance in the

relationship between firm performance and organizations that specialized in a line of
products. This meant that, while a customer focused approach led to significant changes

in performance, a similar result based upon product focus could not be found. While the

mix in this finding is divergent from much of the literature in large-format retail

competition, which suggests either focus strategy in order to compete, it does support a

smaller contingent of researchers that have found the competitive strategy of specializing

to be less straightforward than implied.

Chapter One introduces the dissertation with an overview of the findings as well

as the areas of contribution generated from this research. Chapter Two reviews the

literature, examining the relationship of incumbent retailers in a market that experiences

increased competition from entering large-format retailers. Literature in the areas of
large-format retail research, and supporting disciplines is presented and hypotheses are

developed. Chapter Three describes the research methods used in this study as well as an

operationalizing of the hypotheses that were created in the previous chapter. Chapter

Four analyzes the data, reporting on whether hypotheses were supported or rejected.

Chapter Five discusses the findings. Limitations of the study are presented, as well as

implications for managers, and where future research should be directed.

6



1.2 Unique Contributions to Existing Literature

This dissertation makes several distinctive contributions to research on large-

format retail. First and foremost, it provides the first real-time longitudinal study on the

impact that large-format entrants have upon incumbent small retailers, involving four

points of data collection over six years. As such, this dissertation responds to a I ong-

standing need for longitudinal study (Miller, Reardon, and McCorkle, 1999), not only of

entering large-format retail on small incumbents, but also on the niche-perforrnance

relationship o f different competitive strategies: "'We think longitudinal research on the

dynamics of rivalry adds considerable value, going beyond traditional cross sectional

studies that examine interfirm interaction at a given point in time" (Baum and Korn,

1996, p.286). Studies that utilize cross-sectional data or quasi-longitudinal methods have

attempted to replicate longitudinal studies that utilize multiple points of data collection

(Litz and Stewart, 2000; Miller, Reardon and McCorkle, 1999; Peterson and McGee,

2000), however these approaches are considered "incapable of providing answers to

questions concerning persistence, change, growth, or developmental processes"

(Pedhazur and Schmelkin, 1991, p. 316).

Second, this is the first longitudinal effort at studying incumbent small retailers

and the impact of entering large-format retailers that includes pre-entry data.It is also the

first investigation of individual incumbent retailers that includes firm failure as an

outcome variable. This offers a rare look into the pre-existing conditions of incumbent

retailers, which may have led to firm failure. As such, the research provides a response to

calls for the examination of the impact of differing strategic positions set by incumbent

retailers and whether their actions (or inaction) has led them to firm failure (Miller et al,

1999; McGee and Rubach, 1996). Furthermore, including firms that experience firm

failure eliminates implicit bias of studying only surviving firms, which has been a

concern noted by authors in prior studies (Litz and Stewart, 1996; Peterson and McGee,

2000).

7



By using firm failure as an indicator of firm performance, two problems that

plague prior research on large-format retail are addressed: The use of selÊreported

measures and relying upon questionable measures of performance. In previous studies no

direct linkage between low performing incumbents and firm failure have been made. As

it turns out, this study could find no relationship between subjective measures of
performance and firm failure, which means poor reported performance may not lead to

firm failure. Researchers have also relied upon perforrnance variables such as sales per

square foot in order to ascertain the impact of large-format entry. Litz and Stewart (2000)

have recognized the limitation of using sales per square foot on overall performance.

Genest-LaPlante (1999) concluded that the performance measure of sales per square foot

"leaves something to be desired" (p. 30), since the direct calculation of performance does

not incorporate operating costs.

Third, following the recommendation of Amold and Luthra (2000), this

dissertation examines the influence of the Baby-Boomer age cohort on large-format

retail, which has not yet been done. They also state that there is a need to examine the do-

it-yourselfer consumer segment before and after the entry of Home Depot. This

dissertation provides both.

Summary

In summary, this study builds on and contributes to the growing scholarly

literature on the e ffect o f large-format retailers and examines the firm p erformance o f
incumbent retailers that experience first time entry of large-format retail. The study

follows the incumbent retailers over a period of six years, and is the first to include pre-

entry data with incumbent small retailers as the unit of analysis. The retail environment is

assumed to have increased in competition and therefore requires smaller incumbent

retailers to have a position that would minimize any direct competition. By examining the

relationship of two different approaches to specialization (product focus and customer

1.3



focus) with firm performance, this study reveals that a customer focus provides the better

position.



CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESES

This chapter builds upon Chapter One, by offering a review of prior research in

the area of large-format retail. The review is presented based upon the three-fold

competitive strategy of wide product assortment, excellent customer service, and low

price that is associated with large-format retailers and specifically adopted by Home

Depot. T his o verview o f t he I iterature w ill h ighlight t wo k ey findings o n I arge-format

competition research. First, almost all the research suggests that incumbent retailers

should specialize in the presence of large-format retail competition by using a product or

customer focus. Second, the literature shows there is a dearth of research using time-

series data to study the impact of large-format retail on the incumbent retailers.

Following the review of research on large-format retail, a brief review is provided

on how related literatures in organizational studies have looked at specializing in the face

of competition. ln particular, my review draws on relevant research in niche-width and

resource partitioning theories, as well as within marketing and strategy. Niche-width

theory and resource partitioning theory offer an explanation of the relationship between

specialists and generalists competing in the same environment. Literature in marketing

and strategy reveal two often-applied competitive approaches to specializing - product

focus and customer focus. Further review of the empirical literature on specialization

reveals a mix of findings regarding the effectiveness of competing based upon a

specialization strategy. The competitive strategies of positioning via product focus and

customer focus are then separately hypothesized to affect the performance of incumbent

retailers in the presence of large-format retailers.

Finally, I review literature that suggests narrowing of focus may occur over time

at the organizational level. A third h¡pothesis provides an opportunity to explore whether
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2.1

adaptation by incumbents along the two strategic approaches described here can offer an

explanation for firm performance.

Research in Large-Format Retail

While the number of large-format retail stores in suburban markets grows

(Ehrenfeld, 1995; Moore, 19991, Arnold and Luthra, 2000), the presence and influence of
smaller stores can still be found (Miller, Reardon and McCorkle, 1999; Tutton, 1999).

Smaller retailers may have less freedom with respect to product offering and price, given

that direct competitionwith the large-formats has resulted in firm failure (McGeeand

Peterson, 2000; Tutton, 1999). However, the limitations have not fully encroached upon

the incumbent's ability to position itself so that it maintains a competitive fit in markets

where large-formats have entered (Miller, et al, 1999; Tutton, 1999). What has been

particularly burdensome for incumbent small retailers however is to know the right niche

inwhichtospecialize(Achuaand Lussier,2001;LitzandStewart,2000;McGeeand

Festervand,1996). Research in large-format retail has repeatedly found that large-formats

increase competition. In particular, Darrow, Smith, and Fabricanf (1994) have stated that

Home Depot stores compete aggressively based upon their 'three legged stool' analogy of
wide product assortment, excellent customer service, and low price. The following

review presents research on large-format retail from the purview of the three-fold

competitive strategy used by Home Depot. The overarching theme that is drawn from the

review is that incumbent retailers must position themselves so that they minimize

competition with large-format retail.

2.1.1 Competing on Product

There are a variety of reasons why customers will pick one store over another in

search of a product. It is to the incumbent retailers' advantage if they can reduce the

reasons for customers selecting a large-format store over their own. Part of the three-fold
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strategy that Home Depot applies in their stores is product variety, with up to three times

the assortment of products than found in the traditional store (Darrow et al, 1994). One

method of avoiding competition with large-formats is by minimizing the overlap of

products offered: "Businesses selling the same merchandise as the discounter usually lose

sales" (Stone, L995, p.69). Instead, offering products that complement those offered at

large-format stores reduces any need to engage in head-to-head competition.

Miller Reardon and McCorkle (1999) studied the effects of different types of
competition in retail. Applying U.S. census data, Miller et al examined the competition in

the sporting goods trade line. They found that entry of large-format stores may initially

disrupt the market but over time their presence generates benefits, allowing the surviving

smaller retailers to thrive in their presence. Their findings suggested a 'symbiotic' effect

between differing store types and suggest that product specialists should "tailor their

product offerings to complement, rather than compete with, the merchandise lines of
larger stores" (p. 117). Successful organizations that specialize are relying upon resources

less in conflict with the generalist organizations, which are drawing from many different

resources in order to survive. From their review of the literature, Amold and Luthra

(2000) suggest the same, that incumbent retailers will enjoy greater success if they avoid

competition on price and product, instead focusing upon complementary merchandise.

Ozment and Martin (1990) also found merit in incumbent retailers offering products that

are complementary to the products sold by large-format retail.

In terms of product depth and breadth, McGee and Rubach (1996) compared the

effectiveness of different strategies when 238 small independent retailers perceived the

environment as 'hostile' or 'benign' following the recent arrival of Wal-Mart in their trade

area. They found that when viewing overall performance, the strategy of 'target marketer'

(providing products that address a specific market segment or niche) was the best among

four strategies to apply in a hostile environment (an environment where the presence of a

Wal-Malt is deemed to have made an impact on their business). The strategy of 'variety'

(emphasis placed upon breadth of product variety) was rated lowest in performance.

When r etailers p erceived t heir e nvironment a s 'benign' ( the p resence o f a W al-Mart i s
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deemed to not have made an impact on their business) the strategy of 'target marketer'

(canflng relatively deep lines of unique and highly recognizable products) generated the

greatest performance of the strategic approaches studied. These findings suggest that, in

both hostile and benign environments, retailers that focus upon product depth and

specialization will generate greater performance than incumbents that engage in product

breadth and variety. In a later study, Litz and Stewart (1998) paralleled McGee and

Rubach's findings that under high competition situations independents tend to become

more niche-oriented in their products, opting for depth over breadth.

With respect to changes in product variety over time, Carusone (I974) found that

about one-quarter of all changes enacted by incumbent retailers in light of entering large-

scale retail (Carusone was studying the effects of large-scale shopping centres in the

1960s in the mid-western United States) were changes in merchandise and expansion of
floor space. He also noted that most merchandise changes were expansion of product

lines, not contraction. A study of 62 small independent merchant businesses (Achua and

Lussier 2001) revealed that in light of competition from large-formats, over half (52%)

engaged in no product line changes, one-third (34%) expanded product lines, while only

ten percent eliminated some of their product lines. Litz and Stewart (1996) found that

38.4 percent of their 302 incumbent home improvement stores either added (19.6%) or

dropped (18.8%) products in response to the entry of Home Depot, making it the most

frequent form of action taken. Furthermore, high performing firms were the most likely

to have engaged in adjusting product mix in response to Home Depot's entry, which led

to greater levels of satisfaction in firm performance than with other responses taken.

McGee and Festervand (1996) found that retailers that perceived a negative impact from

the presence of V/al-Mart were more likely than other retailers to change their product

focus by canying a wider variety of product lines, a greater depth of product selection, or

by stocking private label or highly recognizable brands. Stores that identified the

presence of Wal-Mart as having a positive impact on their operations reported very little

change.
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To summaize, competing on product is suggested by much of the theoretical and

empirical large-format retail research. The importance in product selection however is to

offer a variety that does not engage in 'head-to-head' competition with the large retailers.

The research suggests that retailers should offer products that complement the products

available by larger retailers. For example, if a large-format retailer offers light fixtures at

guaranteed lowest prices, then a smaller retailer of light fixtures should focus their

product variety on higher quality fixtures, and ensure they do not offer the same products

available at the large-format. It may also be possible for the smaller store to recommend

the large-format to customers that are looking for cheaper fixtures, as well as the large-

format recommending the smaller retailer for more specialized or high-end lighting

solutions. Furthermore, it is apparent in the literature that adjustments in product variety

are a coûlmon reaction by incumbent retailers upon the entry of large-format retail.

However, the adjustment retailers often make is an expansion of product lines, which is

contrary to what theory suggests.

2.1.2 Competing on Service

In a study of the past, present and future of retailing, Peterson and

Balasubramanian (2002) identified the consumer's endless pursuit of convenience as one

enduring trend in retail. Consumers are endlessly searching for easier ways to carry out

their shopping duties, and the more successful retailers are able to facilitate ease. The

literature suggests that as long as a retailer maintains a physical presence, they should be

staffing for excellent customer service, locating for ease of physical access, designing

layouts to reduce time searching in-store, and extending hours of operation for enhanced

convenience.

Home Depot employs former trades people within each store department in order

to provide a high level of service by informing and educating consumers on any of the

products they o ffer (Darrow, Smith and Fabricant, 1994). Yet, patrons o f large-format

retail still find the stores lacking in personal interaction, with unfamiliar store employees
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and - a key source of aggravation - unattended checkout lanes (Morganosky and Cude,

2000). McGee and Festervand (1996) discovered that one of the least likelypreemptive

responses that incumbent retailers will engage in upon leaming that a Wal-Mart is

entering their market is altering their labour force. Only 17 percent of respondents

changed the number of employees in their organization.

The research findings on the service expectations of consumers suggest that niche

stores that employ staff possessing the technical knowledge and skills to inform

consumers on products perform better than stores that staff in order to provide a shopping

convenience. Barber and Tiede's (200a) empirical examination of retail strategies most

successful against large-format retailers found that incumbents have the advantage when

it comes to human resources related distribution services, including information services

and product delivery. McGee and Rubach (1996) found that superior service was a factor

in successful competitive behaviours by incumbent retailers. Miller, Reardon and

McCorkle (1999) found the anticipated level of customer service that consumers expect

to find might be based upon the type of retail environment they are shopping in. They

tested the impact that customer service has on performance and found that customer

service quality and quantity are more critical for limited-line specialists (stores that offer

the highest level of product consistency to fulfill end-use needs) than stores that carry a

more broad selection of products, where only personal service quantity is demanded.

Seiders and Tigert (2000) found in a consumer preference survey of 777

respondents that convenient location ranked as the most important reason for choosing

the store where they shop most often (38 percent of respondents). Marjanen supports

these findings with her own study of several towns in Finland, where good location

ranked highest (51.1 percent of 857 respondents) in importance as criteria for store

choice. In contrast to close proximity, retailers that are not close to the heavy traffic

associated with large-format retail locations may be negatively affected because of the

extra time-expense in getting to their stores. For example, if incumbents are physically

located in close proximity to a new large-format retailer, they may benefit from the

increase in traffic because of the convenience to visit both stores in the same location.
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This effect was found when studies compared communities that had a large-format

retailer with communities that did not. Ozment and Martin (1990) found that state

counties with large-format retailers in their area had greater consumer traffic and a

healthier retail environment than counties without large-format retail. Stone (1995) made

a similar finding in his study of 34 Iowa towns but also found that gains peaked and then

declined two or three years later.

By locating in very close proximity to each other, stores offering similar products

and services can benef,rt from 'symbiosis.' This, Miller, Reardon and McCorkle (1999)

argue, provides more opportunities than threats to the individual f,rrm. The clear benefit

for consumers is savings in time by providing a location convenience to patrons

searching for a particular product in multiple stores (Brown, 1989). This idea cannot be

considered new, since it is a primary basis for the introduction of downtown shopping,

regional shopping malls, as well as nightclub and eating districts. It has experienced a

surge in popularity in retail however, with the onset of 'power centers' - the co-location

ofa seriesofseveralbig-boxretailstores(Hahn,2000).Thedeveloper'sattractionto

power centers over shopping malls is the dramatic reduction in time and expense invested

in order to create a power center, compared to the more complex shopping malls. The

added benefit to consumers is time saved, by the ability to see the storefronts of all retail

outlets, rather than having to venture inside a mall, or the need to drive to multiple

locations in order to find a list of items.

However, while proximity may appear beneficial in the findings of some research,

there has also been research that counters the above. Jones and Doucet (2000) studied the

effects of entering large-format retailers from several categories to the Greater Toronto

Area between 1994-1997 by analyzing aggregated census and tax data. They found that,

in several categories, incumbent retailers that were in closest proximity and direct

competition to entering large-format retailers experienced the greatest rate of store

closure. Further, the categories with the greatest distance sensitivity were electronics,

office products, and hardware. However, Jones and Doucet also found that the creation of
'power nodes' where multiple large-format retailers co-locate has generated a 'spillover
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effect' where majorretail synergies emerge, attracting otherretailers to the immediate

vicinity, creating what they identify as 'baby-box format' retail districts. Also, they

conclude that some retailers, such as book stores may best adopt a strategy where they

locate in close proximity to large-format retailers to take advantage of the increased

trafftc.

Physical appearance and layout of a store can also provide convenience and

appeal to consumers, which increases the frequency and duration of customer visits. The

physical setting influences customer satisfaction and can enrich, or undermine, the

shopping experience (Bitner, I992; Hoffman and Turley,2002). Wider, cleaner aisles,

brighter colours and lighting all contribute to the shopping experience. Eight percent of
respondents in Seiders and Tigert's (2000) consumer preference survey identified 'nice

store' and 'cleanliness' as the most important reasons to shop at a store. Wal-Mart was

rated by the same respondents as having the cleanest stores (73 percent of respondents)

with only product assortment, perceived value and price receiving a greater percentage of
respondents choosing Wal-Mart. Arnold and Luthra (2000) attribute this preference to

Wal-Mart in part due to the consistency of layout and design from one store to the next,

suggesting minimal time expense in searching for products.

In a study of how 255 independent drugstores compete against large-format

stores, Love and McGee (1999) found a significant and positive relationship between

'service image' and performance, where service image included, among other items, store

layout and appearance. Barber and Tiede (2004) discovered that maintaining consumer

perceptions of a better ambiance (layout, visual aesthetics, decor, and store friendliness)

enables the small retailer to maintain profitability. Morganosky and Cude (2000) found

that the movement of store merchandise by retailers from one place to another was an

activity deemed 'especially aggravating' by the consumers interviewed in their study. It

would appear that the need to search for relocated items, particularly in large stores, only

added to the emotional cost of shopping. While Carusome (1974) found little changes

enacted by incumbents when faced with large-scale competition (16 percent of sample),

one of the most common changes that were made involved remodeling of the physical
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facilities (23 p ercent of all reported incidents of change). Only changes in advertising

were reported more often (25o/o).

Finally, another approach to improving upon the convenience to consumers is by

improving upon the time that a retailer is open. In the analysis of a multi-city study, Litz

and Stewart (2000) examined extraordinary after-hours accessibility as an increase in

firm performance and found that small incumbents can compete against large-format

retail in specialized niches, such as remaining open after regular retail hours. Extending

hours into the evening, or being open on Sundays was found to contribute to overall store

performance. McGee and Festervand (1996) found in their study of incumbent retailers

that few (I4%) adjusted store hours prior to the entry of V/al-Mart'to their trade area.

However, of the stores that altered their hours, they could find no significant differences

between storeowners that believe Wal-Mart had a negative impact and those that believed

otherwise. Carusome (1974) also found that the percentage of incumbents that wilt adjust

their hours to compete against the entry of high-capacity retail is small.

ln sum, research has shown that if smaller retailers specialize, consumers will

expect a higher level of service than at larger retailers. This suggests that, in the eyes of
the consumer, providing extra service will only maintain a level playing field with large-

format retail rather than suggesting added value. However, the research has also shown

that customer service extends beyond staffing and includes all efforts to maximize the

convenience to consumers. Convenience can be as straightforward as ease of access from

the major thoroughfares to ease of finding products in the store. Therefore, retailers that

are able to understand what conveniences appeal most to the consumer and focus upon

them are able to generate greater firm performance.

2.1.3 Competing on Price

Competing on price has

successfully maintain. As such,

been considered one of the most difficult methods

incumbent retailers will often specialize around it

to

in
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order to avoid direct price competition. Home Depot is committed to competitive pricing

as one of its three strategic activities (Darrow et al, 1994). Porter (1985) has stated that

countering on a competitor's low price will cut against the responding firm's margins and

reduce their prof,rtability. Furthermore, defensive price-cutting actions by responding

firms may be countered by the initiating firm, which then leads to spiraling prices

downward and non-existent margins (Khandwalla, 1977). Ultimately, the firm with

deeper pockets will be able to withstand the losses longer and win the price battle. Given

the size of large-format retailers such as Home Depot, head-to-head competition on price

against them by smaller retailers is ill advised (Ehrenfeld, 1995; McCune, 1994; Stone,

1995; Taylor and Archer, L994). The tremendous purchasing power of large-formats

allows them to enjoy lower cost of goods sold making it difficult for traditional retailers

to sustain any price-competitive stance (Kumar, 1997). In a study by Litz and Stewart

(1996) nearly half of the incumbent retailers believed that the presence of a large-format

retailer generated competitive pressures that resulted in a decrease in sales and profits.

Consumers also believe that large-format retailers are the reason for a decline in small

retail, even though the consumers shop at the very stores that they blame (Morganosky

and Cude,2000).

McGee and Festervand (1996) have examined the arrival of V/al-Mart in five

mid-westem communities using recall data gathered by survey responses from local

merchants three years after the arrival of V/al-Mart. They found that the arrival of Wal-

Mart resulted in decreased revenues for incumbents that could possibly stretch over an

extended period of time. They found that any attempt at competing on price with the

large-formats was perceived to be 'futile'. Davidson and Rummel (2000) studied the

impact that Wal-Mart had entering Maine and found the same, namely, that head-to-head

competition by incumbent stores leads to firm failure. Barber and Tietje (2004) were able

to study the arrival of a Home Depot store and the impact upon two incumbents before

and after market entry. They examined the consumer perceptions and preferences for

distribution services - retailer outputs valued by patrons of the s[6¡e - for the

incumbents as well as the entering Home Depot store. In support of McGee

Festervand's findings, they found that consumer's perceived that Home Depot has

two

and

low-
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price superiority over incumbents. However, Morganosky and Cude (2000) found that,

while the large-format retailers may have perceived price superiority, the consumers they

interviewed mentioned their "perceived need to police the fiarge-format] retailer or stand

guard at the checkout so they would not be charged incorrect prices on their purchases"

6. 2I9). The impersonal character of large-format stores and unfamiliar staff does little

to build confidence in reliable pricing at the cashier, particularly when consumers view

pricing mistakes as 'intentional' (Morganosky and Cude, 2000).

In contradiction to the findings on perceived price however, McGee and Rubach

(1996) found to their surprise that effective pricing tactics was the best approach by small

incumbents when faced with the introduction o f I arge-format retail. Their study found

that distinct patterns of competitive behaviour that involved low pricing schemes were

linked to increased performance. However, a caveat here is that the low price approach

was bundled with several other activities as a single competitive behaviour. McGee and

Rubach recognize that their findings do not "necessarily refute the notion that pure price

competition is detrimental to small retailer performance" @. 92).However, it does

suggest that incumbents can engage in some price competition without the threat of
certain failure.

Independent retailers may also increase their purchasing power and thus perceived

pricing advantage by being part of a buying group. In an effort to compare the success of
trade-name franchises to independent retailers, Litz and Stewart (1998) examined the

impact of Home Depot on incumbent retailers by utilizing data gathered from 307

storeowners in seven major U.S. cities. Although the data are limited to a single point in

time, a cross-section of cities in the study included four that had multiple Home Depots

present for at least five years and three that had never orjust recently been exposed to the

presence of Home Depot in their communities. Their findings suggest that a trade-name

franchise adds value for small incumbents with a positive impact on f,irm performance.

Yet the benefits are not due to reduced costs through a shared economy of scale. Rather,

they are from the positive image and consumer confidence that is associated with popular

branding. No significant differences were found between independents and trade-name
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franchises when it came to products and services. However,Litz and Stewart suggest that

trade-name franchises will need to further augment their competitive advantage with

initiatives that include increased enrichment of product and service information for

customers if they intend to compete with large-format retail.

In sum, research suggests that price competition is not expected to be effective

against large-format retail. The depth of resources that the larger retailers possess allows

them to embark upon protracted price competition with other retailers if necessary. The

alternative to competing on price for incumbents is to avoid stocking the same items, or

to offer value in another aspect of their operations. In either approach, product or

customer specialization is often suggested by prior studies as the appropriate response.

Firms may specializeby way of a product not carried by the larger retailers, or specialize

in a particular customer group, or services.

2.1.4 Summary

The vast amount of literature emphasizes that the most effective incumbent

retailers are unique (Kumar, 1997); niche in a particular area within their market (McGee

and Festervand, 1996); or specialize (Amold and Luthra, 2000). Kumar (1997) suggests

that incumbents deliver a unique experience, such as the Body Shop, and Starbucl<s have

successfully used. McGee and Festervand (1996) echo this finding and also suggest that

incumbent retailers are more successful if they are niche marketers, positing that the

success of small retailers over the next decade is contingent upon their ability to compete

around large-format retailers rather than against them. Ozment and Martin (1996) provide

additional support with their findings, suggesting that incumbents will compete more

effectively if they attempt to complement the activities of large-format retailers. Much of
the discussion revolved around incumbents including specializing in a product focus

(Stone, 1995; McGee and Rubach, 1996; Davidson and Rummel, 2000; Jones and

Doucet, 2000; Achua and Lussier, 2001; Darrow, King and Helleloid, 2001; Hernandez,
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2003) or customer focus (Carusone, 1974; McCune, 1994; Love and McGee, 1999;

Arnold and Luthra,2000; Brennan and Lundsten, 2000; Peterson and McGee, 2000).

Similarly, there's also considerable agreement that perceived price is one

competitive advantage that large-format retailers enjoy that regular format retailers

shouldn't attempt to counter directly. However being price competitive, if undertaken

with a set of other activities, may bring rewards. And while large-formats may possess

the consumer's choice in perceived price superiority, they also have the distinction of
having the consumer's perceived need to be vigilant at the cashier.

When competing for service, a wide variety of approaches have been offered in

the literature, from simply offering superior service, both in quality and quantity, to

optimizing convenience via co-location with other retailers, to improved layouts and

appearance, to extending store hours of operation. The review presented here highlights

the extent that the literature is varied in its areas of investigation. Yet, many offer a

common conclusion. That is, incumbents that find themselves in competition with large-

formats will have a diff,rcult time being viable unless they possess competencies that have

them focus in a particular aspect of their market. Put differently, service strategies are

generally thought to be most effective if they complement or support a product or

customer focus.

Another theme, notable by its absence is the lack of longitudinal studies that

include data prior to the entry of large-format retail and that focus upon the individual

incumbent retailer as the unit of analysis. Presently, research on the impact of large-

format retail on incumbent retailers is compromised if it does not present the

competencies of incumbents before and after the entry of large-format competition.

V/ithout this we are unable to provide a complete empirical account of the competencies

that enabled incumbent retailers to operate alongside large-format retail, or contributed to

their failure. While the literature revealed several related studies that used a longitudinal

approach, the studies either used aggregated census and tax data, which does not provide

insight at the level of individual retailers (Ozment and Martin, 1990; Stone, 1995;
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Genest-LaPorte,1999; Davidson and Rummel, 2000; Jones and Doucet, 2000), or studied

the consumer as the unit of analysis (Barber and Tietje, 2004), or the data has a limited

relevance in the context of entering large-format retailers (Carusone, 1974).

There has been research on incumbent retailers that replicates longitudinal study

by utilizing cross-sectional data or quasi-longitudinal methods (Litz and Stewart, 7996,

1998, 2000; McGee and Rubach,1996; McGee and Festervand, 1998; Love and McGee,

1999; Peterson and McGee, 2000; Achua and Lussier, 2001). However this approach is

limited (Love and McGee, 1999; Peterson and McGee,2000), because as Cutler (1969)

had found, findings from a cross-sectional study can reveal the opposite of what may be

found when using longitudinal methods. Furthermore, there has been a call for research

that uses time-series data (Amold and Luthra, 2000; Jones and Doucet, 2000). As Miller

et al (1999) have stressed; "further examination [ongitudinally] is needed" þ. 119) in

research on competition. V/hile incumbent retailers have been encouraged to look at a

variety of approaches to specialize, there has not been a study that looks at this from a

longitudinal perspective.

., ,, Related Literature on Specialization

Large-format research has drawn from relevant literature in organizational

research in the past to discuss firm specialization. For example Litz and Stewart (2000)

have referred to organization ecology in order to study retailer niching via extraordinary

hours of operation, Miller et al (1999) have looked at marketing literature to study the

performance of retailers that niche in a limited line of products, and Darrow et al (2001)

used niche strategies to study the performance of retailers that offer a variety of ways to

focus their operations. As with other studies in the large-format literature, this study

draws from concepts developed in related literature. I n particular, the ideas of product

focus and customer focus draw from relevant literature on firm specialization in

or garÅzational re s earch.
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Organizations will often vie for areas of specialization that allow them to

minimize any market overlap, often exploiting a narrower market segment not sought out

by other organizations. Operating in a narrow segment has been identified as a 'niche' or

'focus' by organization ecology's niche-width theory (Hannan and Freeman, 1977;

Aldrich, 1979) and its complement resource partitioning theory (Canoll, 1985; Dobrev,

Kim and Hannan, 200I), marketing (V/einstein, 1984; Sheth and Sisodia, 2002), and

strategy (Porter, 1980; Hamel and Prahalad, 1996). These areas of organizational

research share an interest in how organizations compete and rely on developing areas for

specialization that allows them to minimize the competition.

In niche-width theory, two similar organizations with the same environmental

requirements cannot exist in the same time and space without competition. Competition

between existing organizations in the same environment ensues when they compete for

the same limited set of resources (Hawley, 1950; Hannan and Freeman, 1989; Baum and

Korn, 1996). While some ftrms will pursue specialization via niche, others will look

towards a generalization approach (Aldrich, 1979). The distinction between the two are

often based upon the "width of the niche" - the range of environmental dimensions

across which a population exists (Carroll, 1985); or "market domain" - the set of
markets in which a firm operates (Baum and Korn, 1996).

Specialists will maximize their focus in a particularly narrow niche. Incumbent

retailers in home improvement that focus upon products such as paint or plumbing

supplies may be deemed 'specialists' in the context of home improvement. By

specializing, they reduce "niche overlap" (Baum and Singh, 1994) or "domain overlap"

(Baum and Korn, 1996), thereby reducing exposure to competitive forces, but they

assume greater risk of becoming irrelevant if the environment's resources were to shift

completely beyond their niche (Hannan and Freeman,1977).

Generalists accept a lower level of risk from shifting resources by distributing

their focus over a wider niche, thereby providing a wider spectrum of goods and services

within a given environment (Hannan and Freeman,1977).In return, generalists average
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their outcomes over a wide range of conditions. Incumbent retailers deemed generalists

offer a wide variety of products that cater to an area such as home improvement.

"Generalist organizations compete in a vanety of domains simultaneously, whereas

specialists focus on only one or a limited few" (Carroll, 1985, p.1266).

Niche-width theory presents the helpful distinction of specialists and generalists

among firms in the same market, which has proven helpful in building theory and

operationalizing measures in large-format retail literature in the past. However, there is

the assumption in niche theory that specialists and generalists are unable to co-exist,

which does not accurately reflect markets with large-format retailers (Canoll et aL,2002).

The majority of the large-format retail literature suggests that it is possible for the

smaller, specialized retailers to co-exist with the larger generalists.

While niche-width theory accounts for the survival of specialists or generalists,

resource partitioning theory accounts for the increasing occuffence of co-existing

specialists and generalists (Canoll and Hannan, 2000), which is more in keeping with

research on large-format retail. Resource partitioning theory is a relatively recent

introduction to the theoretical domain of organizational ecology, providing a different

perspective on market competition. Resource partitioning theory relies upon the use of
niche-width and scale economies to explain the dual trend of increasing market

concentration and the proliferation of specialists (Canoll 1985) and attempts to explain

why the smaller specialized firms are able to survive in the same market as large-scale

organizations.

The theory asserts that market concentration occurs as large-scale generalists

converge on a market 'center' - a figurative place where an industry's resource base is

most abundant - leaving the peripheral or outlying market areas to be inhabited by

specialist firms (Dobrev, Kim and Hannan, 2001). Resource partitioning theory is viewed

by researchers of organizational ecology as "an alternative model of niche-width

dynamics designed to explain the differential survival capabilities of specialists and

generalists in environments characteized by economies of scale" (Baum, 1996,p.78).
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Resource partitioning theory is a useful point of departure from the original theory

of organizational niche, but some of its key concepts such as market centre are not

workable here. This issue is further discussed later in Chapter Five. Both of the above

approaches to organizational ecology take a largely reactive, deterministic perspective of
the environment and specialization, and as such garners mixed support as an approach to

strategic management (Mintzberg and Lampel, 1999) and therefore the positioning of
firms.

Research in marketing has looked at specialization in markets with a voluntarism

perspective. Through the process of segmentation, organizations formulate strategy based

upon their analysis of the market. Segmentation involves analyzing markets in order to

find a particular niche in which to develop an organization's competitive position

(Weinstein, 1984). Firms will look at dimensions such as the purchasing habits of
consumers, demographic or socioeconomic information in order to partition a market into

segments of potential customers with similar characteristics. For example, Weinstein

describes the influence of demographics on a store that specializes in dancewear. For the

storeowner, prime importance will be the number of females aged from 14 to 39 years.

This particular group is the most likely to buy dance-related products.

Sheth and Sisodi a (2002) explain that because of the great difficulty present in

competing with full line generalists, smaller firms will carve out areas where they can

specialize. Sheth and Sisodia reveal two paths of specialization that are the most common

approaches for organizations. The first is to become a product specialist, where the store

offers a specific line of products to consumers. The second is the market specialist

approach, where the firm targets a specific demographic group or geographical area. Here

in the marketing literature we find discussion regarding alternative methods of
specializing in order to be competitive in a particular market. This perspective is in
keeping with much of the literature on competing with large-format retail presented here.
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The literature on strategy also leans towards a voluntarist perspective. Much of
the literature suggests that successful firms possess a unique capability that is not

ubiquitous across a particular industry (eg. Hamel and Prahalad, 1996). Through a

rational approach to controlling the environment, Porter (1980) provides a set of
prescriptive tools that can be used to determine the optimal competencies for

organizations to focus upon within their environment. Porter describes firm specialization

as "the degree to which it focuses its efforts in terms of width of its line, the target

customer segments, and the geographic markets served" (t,. 127). A benefit of these

forms of specialization is of special relevance for incumbent retailers because it reduces

pressure to compete on price, because the firm is distinguished from others, thereby

reducing the amount of competition the firm faces (Porter, 1980, 1996).

Porter goes on further to explain that specialization by product type or customer

type are two strategic altematives for achieving above-average results in a fragmented

industry - industries populated with a large number of small and medium-sized

competing firms, as well as many small privately held firms, both common attributes in

retailing. Specializing by product type involves focusing on a tightly constrained product

grouping, while specializing by customer type would mean the firm addresses the

concerns and purchasing decisions of a particular category of customer in the industry.

Previous research has tended to focus on the effect of only one niche type on firm

performance, rather than comparing multiple niche types (Echols and Tsai, in press).

In contrast to niche-width and resource partitioning theory, the approach to

specialization as viewed by marketing and strategy implies much opportunity for

organizational adaptation and change. This voluntarism perspective of managerial choice

suggests that retailers are able to decide the niche that they will compete in, as well as

adjust in order to avoid poor firm performance. The deliberate approach to niche

positioning in a given market, as framed in marketing and strategy research, invokes an

ability to learn from the market and to adjust for greater competitive advantage. While

there may be debate on the extent that managers can learn and adapt to their market,

Mintzberg and Waters (1985) surmise that organizations are neither unlimited in choice,
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nor are they void of any choice. They conclude "strategy formation walks on two feet,

one deliberate, the other emergent" (1,. 27I). Echols and Tsai (in press) state that while

the integration o f organization ecology and strategic management has "highlighted the

importance of the niche concept in understanding different aspects of competitive

dynamics, it has not clarified the performance effect of a firm's niche" (no pagination).

While the suggestion by many researchers is that incumbents should compete

with large-formats by developing strategies that focus on niche markets, there are still

researchers that advise against it, or have not found definitive results in support of it. For

example, Miller (1993) cautions that organizations focused on a single strength or

function such as product or customer type may only enjoy short-term benefits. Dess and

Picken (1999) concur, adding that an organization's strengths may not necessarily offer

extended competitive advantages to the firm, particularly in light of a changing market:

"A narrowly focused competitive strategy that succeeds under one set of market

conditions may not fare well in a different competitive environment" (p. 110).

In the context of retail, Davidson and Rummel (2000) found that specialty stores

that had similar products to Wal-Mart fared poorly. Stone (1995) also found that specialty

stores were severely impacted in Wal-Mart towns as well as neighbouring non-Wal-Mart

towns. Yet, he also found that specialty stores fared well in larger cities. Echols and Tsai

(in press) found in their study of the niche-perforrnance relationship of different niche

types (product focus and process focus) that niche positioning leads to both positive and

negative performance outcomes. In sum, the mixed signals on the effectiveness of firm
specialization coming out of the relevant research suggest that a closer examination of
multiple approaches to specialization is wananted.
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2.3 Hypotheses

2.3.1 Hypothesis 1: Product Focus

This first hypothesis on product type looks at competitive positioning by firms

that maintain a narrow focus on a particular product. It is the first of two hypotheses to be

presented on specialization types. Both hypotheses are built upon the above discussion on

firm specialization in retail, the lack of research on multiple niche types, and the differing

opinion on research on the relationship between specializing and firm performance.

Measures of specializing have been developed for a vanety of industries, with the

bases for a firm's degree of specialization being reliant upon relevant contextual

knowledge of their industry (Canoll et aL,2002). This has resulted in a myriad of ways to

categonze niches across industries. Litz (1997) reported that firms could niche along five

distinct bases, one of which includes produclservice characteristics (p. 15). Porter (1980)

stated that specializing on "a tightly constrained group of products" (p. 208) is one of the

most effective methods in which firms could focus. The na:rower the line of products

offered, the greater the degree of specialization.

In the context of home improvement, if a firm sells paint and paint supplies, they

would be deemed a specialist by product, in comparison to a retailer that sold paint,

lumber, and tools. Achua and Lussier (2001) found a lack of any conscious attempt by

independent retailers to pursue a product niche strategy. Hemandez (2003) revealed that

even Home Depot is looking into specializing on products, given the present saturation of
the home improvement market. McGee and Rubach (1996) explain that small businesses

should focus their competitive stance on a specialized line of products that large-format

retailers will largely ignore. Darrow et al (2001) suggest a specialization approach in

hardware could be unique hardware requirements of older homes, or upscale housewares

and garden furniture being offered. If an incumbent retailer f,rnds themselves in close

proximity to a large-format retailer Jones and Doucet (2000) suggest that the incumbents
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should offer an alternative shopping opportunity that includes highly specialized

products.

Hypothesis I

In the presence of increøsed competition from entering large-format
retøilers, the extent to which ø.firm specíalizes in product type wíll be
positively øssociated with firm perþrmance.

2.3.2 Hypothesis 2: Customer Focus

The second hypothesis on customer focus contributes to a better understanding of
competitive positioning by hypothesizing the influence of a second type of specializing

on firm performance. Specializing based upon a customer focus looks at a firm's

positioning of product variety and activities in order to best appeal to a particular

customer group. Carusone (I974) found that one of the most 'logical opportunities' for an

incumbent retailer in light of entering large-scale retail would be to strategically position

the firm toward a single m arket s egment b y way of specializingin a customer group.

Love and McGee (1999) state that a customer-focus strategy is still a means to

competitive advantage for incumbents. Brerman and Lundsten (2000) suggest that

incumbents should focus upon a customer group that is interested in an array of specialty

goods and service. Amold and Luthra (2000) state the same. McCune (1994) advised

retailers to focus on a particular niche that caters to a particular set of customers, such as

large-sized clothing for women.

Darrow et al (2001) suggest that retailers should emphasize the current culture of
time-saving consumers and assemble activities and products that a p articular customer

group would find appealing, but it is critical that the retailer knows their trading area and

the preferences of the consumers they intend to focus upon. Ingene and Brown (1987)

conclude from their study of retail gas stations that the demographic and environmental

character of the market heavily influences the marketing mix of organizations. Changing

demographics will produce shifts in consumerpreferences and buyinghabits, with the
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shift occurring over extended time periods, allowing for adjustment by organizations

(Dess and Picken, 1999). Jones and Doucet (2000) agree, stating that successful retailers

will b e c atering t o p articular c ustomer n eeds, and t he a ging p opulation w ill b ecome a

factor of increasing importance in determining those needs. Sheth and Sisodia (2002)

believe that the aging of society holds great opportunities in strategic positioning for

organizations. Specifically, they state home improvement retailers must realize that the

do-it-yourself crowd is now in decline and that customers are now more interested in

buying the product and having someone else do it for them. Given the above discussion

the following hypothesis on specialization by customer type is presented.

Hypothesis 2

In the presence of increased competition from entering large-formøt
retailers, incumbent retøilers thøt speciølize in customer type will have
superior performance.

2.3.3 Hypothesis 3: Narrowing of Focus

The two hypotheses offered above have an underlying assumption that

organizations will not adjust to a change in their environment. This assumption leads to

firms that will either be fit, enjoying sustainable performance outcomes, or not, leading to

poor performance and failure. However, what if firms are able to adjust in order to better

fit \¡/ith the changed environment via change in niche width - such as a move to a

n¿Ilrower segment within a market? If orgarrizations in fact survive through a period of
environmental shifts, could it be the result of their successful adjustments? Echols and

Tsai (in press) state that fuither research on niche change and its effect upon perfornance

outcomes is required.

In the realm of organization ecology, Hannan and Freeman (1977) argue that

adaptation is minimal, if possible at all. ln support of Stinchcombe (1965), they contend

that pressures from internal structure (i.e. sunk costs, intemal politics, policies and

procedures) and external constraints (i.e. legal and fiscal barriers, limited information,
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legitimacy) create a 'structural inertia' that makes adaptation cumbersome and unable to

keep step with environmental change. However, Aldrich (1979) believes that there also

exists "less complete forms of selection" where "activities may be eliminated, added, or

modif,red without the destruction of the existing form" (p.44).

Research on incumbent retailers has suggested that adaptation is possible

following the entry of large-format retail, yet alterations in activities are often reported as

minimal. Research has shown that threat rigidity behaviour and maintaining the status

quo can occur due to environmental shocks such as sudden increases in competition

(Staw, Sandelands, and Dutton, 1981). McGee (1996) attributed the inactivity by

incumbents to a'passive acceptance'of market erosion from the presence of large-format,

where merchants have taken a "what else can I do?" stance. Market observers Taylor and

Archer (T994) identify this as a 'deer in headlights' response where storeowners freeze,

fearing that any significant strategic reaction on their part can be ouþlayed by the large-

formats. In essence, the non-response reported by the above researchers suggests that

owners are experiencing what may be likened to a retailer check-mate, where incumbents

fear any possible strategic move taken by them may be countered with a crippling blow

by the large-format.

As well, it may simply be that, as Porter (1996) stated, "making no choice is

sometimes preferred to risking blame for a bad choice" (p. 75). ln any case, an early

study on the adaptive behaviour of incumbent retailers in response to large-scale

competition, Carusome (I97$ found a limited response by 316 small merchants to the

entry of large-scale (suburban shopping malls) retail in several Ohio cities between 1958

and 1967 . About one sixth of all respondents made some form of major or minor change

in their business. The most frequent change reported was increased advertising, followed

by remodeling of store, product line/depth changes and extension of store hours. About

one-quarter of all changes enacted by incumbent retailers in light of entering large-scale

retail were changes in merchandise and expansion of floor space. He also noted that most

merchandise changes were expansion of product lines, not contraction. The least reported

was a change in store location. Carusome furthernoted that incumbents failed to take
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advantage of 'promising opportunities' such as a change towards specialization in single

markets or entering into cooperative ventures to gain economies of scale.

Some thirty years later, in their studies on the impact of big-box retailers on local

merchants, Litz and Stewart (1996) as well as McGee (1996) found retailers still

engaging in minimal adjustments to their way of doing business. Litz and Stewart found

less than half of fheir 302 responding small retailers engaged in any action to counteract

the entry of large-format retail. They found changes in product and service to be most

common, followed by change in hours of operation and store layout. Least reported was a

change in the store size and location. Litz and Stewart speculated that retailers were

unwilling or unable to generate action that would counter any threat seen in the presence

of the big-box retailer. Furthermore, they suggest that storeowner malaise may be

resulting from a lack of confidence in the effectiveness of any competitive response.

McGee found that of the 222 incumbent merchants in his study, most reported minimal

pre-emptive behaviour upon entry of large-format retail. The most used response by

incumbents was change in product lines with the least likely changes occurring in

staffing, store hours, community involvement and credit practices.

Given the above discussion, we should expect to see minimum adjustment by

retailers in their product or customer specialization in order to increase performance.

However, there may very well be some incumbent retailers that have made such

adjustments over the period of data collection. Litz arñ Stewart (1996) found that

respondents were consistently more likely to respond to these giant entrants that had been

in operation for less than two years. This pattern was sustained across all six response

behaviours (changes in product mix, service mix, store layout, store size, store hours,

store location). If incumbents did adjust, did a move toward specialization in product or

customer type result in greater performance? The following hypotheses are offered to

account for this potential shift in response to the increased market competition.
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2.4

Hypothesis 3A

In the presence of increøsed competitíon from entering large-format
retøílers, incumbent retaílers thøt increase their specialization in
product type will increase firm performance.

Hypothesis 38

In the presence of increased competition from entering lørge-format
retailers, incumbent retøilers that increøse their frt with customer etpe
will increøse Jìrm perþrmønce.

Conclusion

This chapter presented literature relevant to generating the hlpotheses related to

firm specializing by product, by customer, and narowing in a firm's focus. It built upon

the broad areas discussed in Chapter One, in particular focusing the research on large-

format retail and presenting it based upon the three competitive strategies used by Home

Depot. The review illustrated the need for longitudinal research as well as the consensus

in the literature that incumbents who specialize are more likely to survive in the presence

of large-format retail. By looking at the literature on firm specialization, a product focus

and customer focus was revealed as two approaches often used by firms. By specializing

in a line of products, or addressing the preferences of a paficular customer group,

incumbent retailers are posited to experience greater performance during a period of
increased competition due to the entry of large-format retailers. The third hypothesis

provides an opportunity to explore whether adaptation by incumbents offers an

explanation for survival or improved performance. The hypotheses presented here are

operational ized in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER THREE

METHODS

The previous chapter presented the hypotheses on product focus, customer focus,

and narrowing of focus. It reviewed literature in large-format retail, as well as drawing

from other disciplines in management research in order to generate the hypotheses that

will lead to understanding the niche-performance relationship of two often-applied

competitive positions. This chapter now presents how the three hypotheses are

operationalized. Site selection, sample and data collection are presented as well as how

the measures were created. The degree of product focus of incumbents is determined by

examining the breadth of products that they offer. The customer focus of incumbent

retailers is determined by first assessing the preferences of retail home improvement

consumers a¡rd then comparing it to the products offered by each incumbent. The

activities of the largest identifiable consumer group of home improvement products, the

Baby Boomer cohort, are assessed to understand their preferences in home renovations

and products. Subjective performance measures as well as firm failure are also

operationalized in this chapter.

3.1 Introduction

A significant contributing element offered by this study is the rare look at

incumbent retailers at the pre-entry, entry, and post-entry stages of a large-format retailer.

Based upon my review of the literature, no other study has looked at the impact of
entering large-format retailers in a longitudinal analysis that includes pre-entry data with
incumbent retailers as the unit of analysis. The data for this study was collected over six

years in V/innipeg, Manitoba; a cityrated as Canada's most economically diverse and

closest in matching the overall economic diversity of Canada (Moody's lnvestors

Services, 2000). The first wave of data collection, 1995, was prior to the physical
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presence of Home Depot or Revy in Winnipeg. However, rumours had already started that

two large-format home improvement retailers would soon become part of the local retail

market. The second wave occurred in 1997, a point at which Revy and Home Depot had

entered the market. The third period of data collection occurred in 1999, which would

reflect a point where both Revy and Home Depot had settled into the local retail market.

A fourth and final collection of data occurred in 2001. This last wave completed three full

periods of study and was limited to confirming whether or not the remaining incumbent

home improvement stores in 1999 were still in existence, thereby determining the effect

that their stated strategies in the 7999 data collection had on their operations two years

hence.

3.1.1 Research Site

There are several important considerations to make regarding selection of a

research site, given that this study examines the impact of entering large-formats on

incumbent firms over time. It must be apparent that the effect upon incumbent retailers of
homeimprovementproductsandservicesisas aresultofenteringlarge-formathome

improvement stores. Carusome (1974) identified four criteria in order to select specific

cities for his longitudinal study on the adaptive behaviour of incumbent retailers in the

presence of large suburban retail developments. First, the city should represent the

dominant trade center for the region. Second, the city should be large enough so that

emergence of suburban shopping facilities is a distinct possibility. The third criterion set

out by Carusome is that the city should be small enough so that it retains substantial

homogeneity in terms of overall retail structure. F ourth and finally, the c ity should be

somewhat socially and economically separate from any neighbouring cities.

While Carusome does not offer any fufher explanation for the rationale for his

first two criteria, it would be fair to suggest that, because he was looking for the impact

of large-scale retail development without knowing where such development would occur,

it was necessary to select sites that would be strong candidates for receiving retail
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development during the course of his nine-year study. Dominant retail centers with a

population base large enough to support large-scale development would be the most

fi:uitful to observe over time. Given that this study already had the knowledge that large-

format retail would be entering a city within two years, the first two criteria, although

both satisfied by the chosen research site, become irrelevant. Regarding the third

criterion, I take this as referring to the lack o f large-format retail in the research site,

whereby the incumbent retailers follow alargely similar and traditional approach to retail

with little variation. ln terms of overall retail structure in the retail home improvement

sector, there was still substantial homogeneity. In 1995, the research market had yet to

experience the presence of large-format home improvement retail, with only limited

experience in this retail format in other sectors (office supplies, home entertainment,

sports equipment).

The last criterion is necessary in order to minimize the possible influence of other

regions. Incumbent retailers that are able to shift their focus to attracting customers from

nearby regional markets will dilute the effect of the large-formats upon incumbents,

generating spurious results. This concern has been echoed by other researchers of large

scale retail (McGee and Festervand, 1996; Stone, 1995) The city of Winnipeg is

geographically located in the center of North America with a population of 618,000,

making it the eighth largest city in Canada (see Table 3.1, source Statistics Canada,1996

and 2001).

Table 3.1: lï/innipeg census data.

Winnipeq
Population (1996)
Population (2001)
Growth Rate (1996 to 2001)
Metropolitan Area (square km)
Population Density (persons/square km)
Average Household Size (persons/household)

618,477
619,544

O.2o/o

465.16
1329.6
2.36
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Winnipeg's relatively remote location places any other metropolis of equal or

greater size a full day's drive away. Minneapolis, Minnesota is the closest large centre

þopulation in excess of 500,000) and is about 725 ktlometres from Winnipeg, while

Calgary, Alberta is the closest Canadian large centre and is about 1325 kilometres.

Smaller communities are nearer, such as Brandon, Manitoba (200 kilometres) and Grand

Forks, North Dakota (240 kilometres), however these cities are still far enough in

proximity to discourage any regular travel from one community to the next on the basis

of convenience. Therefore, Winnipeg is quite socially and economically independent

from any neighbouring cities, with incumbent retailers relying largely upon the residents

of Winnipeg for their customer base; creating an ideal natural laboratory experiment.

Baum (1996) has stated that more organizational research of this kind is needed.

Stone (1995) extends the considerations necessary for site selection in this type of
research by noting the influence of population growth, which may dilute the impact of
entering large-formats. This v/as a key premise in Stone's selection of the state of Iowa as

the region for his longitudinal study on the impact of entering llal-Mart stores on

incumbent retailers. He argued that a static population growth maintains a relatively fixed

'retail pie' thereby offering a more explicit effect upon incumbent retailers by entering

large-format retailers. With minimal dilution from increased population density or urban

sprawl - direct attributes of population growth 
- incumbents will therefore have to

make do with a smaller part of the retail pie by adjusting their operations accordingly to

maintain pre-entry performance, or by exiting the market altogether. Winnipeg's

population has remained largely the same over recent years with only 0.2 percent growth

from 1996 to 2001. The relatively static growth in population means that the scale of the

V/innipeg retail market has also remained relatively fixed for the period of the study.

Finally, while Carusome's Q97a) consideration for growth in retail as a result of
penetrating other markets or Stone's (1995) concern for increases in consumer

populations must be kept in check during the study, I add here, from the domain of
organization ecology, that the research site must also be environmentally munificent; able

to carry a strong home improvement retail market (Aldrich, 1979; Dess and Beard, lg84).
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If there is any indication of a diminishing home improvement retail market, then the

failure of incumbent retailers may be attributed to a flailing local home improvement

market rather than to increased competition as a result of entering large-formats. The

Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC) found that the renovation market

entering into the 1990s was growing and outpacing spending on new residential

construction (1993).

Since 7996, an upward trend has been maintained. Over the period of the study,

the Canadian home improvement market nearly doubled in total dollars spent. In 1995, at

the time of the launch of the study, $11.8 billion was spent on home repairs and

renovations in Canada. In 2001 that amount had increased to 520.4 billion. In constant

dollars (base year 200t), the change from 1995 to 200i is an increase of 60.63 percent, or

an average increase of 10.10 percent annually. In Manitoba, the amount spent on home

repairs and renovations went from $409 million in 1995 to $635 million in 2001,

reflecting an increase in constant dollars of 44.32 percent or 7 .39 percent annually. 'While

the increase in Manitoba does not reflect the same growth as in the rest of the country, the

resulting figures r eflect an aggregate for t he e ntire p rovince, w hich d o not n ecessarily

provide an accurate reflection of the city of Winnipeg specifically.

There are several indicators that suggest ÏVinnipeg should have a home

improvement industry that equals or exceeds those of other Canadian cities (see Table

j.2, based upon Statistics Canada, 1996 census data). Winnipeg has an inventory of
homes that is older, and an economic composition that makes home ownership more

attainable as well as home improvement more economically feasible.
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Table 3.2: A comparison of housing markets infour Canadian cities.

Comparison of Communities Vancouver Calqary Toronto Winnioeo
Average House Value
Average Earnings
House Yalue / Earnings Ratio
Pre-'I981 Homes
Living in Owner-Occupied Homes
Payments below 2Oo/o of lncome
Population Densily (persons/km)

$ 318,127
$ 29,122

10.92
63.2o/o

71.2o/o

55.2o/o

4758.7

$ 154,203
$ 28,991

5.32
66.9%
76.1o/o

59.6%
1252.3

238,51 1

31,264
7.63

72.2o/o

68.2o/o

53.3o/o

3939.4

$ 97,824
$ 24,809

3.94
79.8o/o

7 6.30/o

66.4o/o

1329.6

$

$

A particularly telling city statistic with respect to a market supporting a healthy

home improvement industry is the age of the houses in a community. Older homes

require more repair and maintenance than new (Carter and Douchant, 1999). The useful

life of building materials will vary, but when a house approaches twentyyears in age,

building materials and elements such as shingles and windows require replacing or

significant repair. This type of large-expense work will also be the catalyst for other work

being undertaken at the same time. Room additions, skylights, window treatments, or

fireplaces may end up being included in the same project with the replacement or repair

of aging building components (Joint Center for Housing Studies for Harvard University,

1999). Winnipeg has a greater proporlion of its house inventory (79.8%) built prior to

1981 thananyofthe comparisoncities(vancouver,63.20/o;Calgary,66.9%;Toronto,

72.2%).

Furthermore, while the average eÍìrnings in Winnipeg ($24,809) is lower than in

the comparison cities of Vancouver ($29,122), Calgary ($28,991) and Toronto ($31,264),

the ratio of average house value to average earnings illustrates the affordability of homes

for Winnipeg residents. During the study, Winnipeg homes were on average lower in

price than elsewhere in Canada: It would have taken nearly eleven times the average

salary in Vancouver to buy the average-priced home (10.92), while it requires less than

four times the average salary of an individual in Wiruripeg to do the same (3.94). As a

result, more people are able to own a house in V/innipeg (76.3%) than in any of the

comparison cities.
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While Calgary holds nearly the same statistic with respect to owner occupied

homes (76.1%), residents of Calgary are burdened with alarger portion of their income

allocated to covering the cost of housing. In Winnipeg, nearly a full two-thirds (66.4%)

of homeowners have their housing costs consuming less than 20 percent of their income,

while only 59.6 percent of Calgary residents enjoy the same, which suggests less

discretionary income to allocate to expenses such as home improvements. Only 53.3

percent of the homeowners in Toronto are putting less than 20 percent of their income

towards the cost of housing. Given this information, Winnipeg is a region that has

experienced a healthy, growing home improvement market that would rival other

Canadian cities, at a time when the amount spent on home renovations in Canada has

increased by more than 60 percent over the period of the study.

In summary, the Winnipeg retail home improvement market satisfies the

considerations put forward by Carusome (1974) and Stone (1995) as well as the

additional consideration for environmental munificence. Therefore, Winnipeg is an ideal

site for examining the impact of entering large-formats on incumbent firms over time.

3.1.2 Sample

The sampling frame used for the first wave of collection (1995) was the local

yellow pages, in which firms that met the sampling criteria were randomly selected for

the study. The selection criteria had three requirements. First, businesses had to have a

product line that would overlap with the products offered by Home Depot or Revy.

Several key product sectors are identified in order to meet this first requirement:

lumber/building supplies, painlwallpaper/blinds, flooring/carpelvinyl, hardware,

electrical/heating, lightingifans, plumbing, kitchen/bath¡oom cabinets, and lawn/garden.

Second, the business had to operate within the business trading area that Home Depot and

Revy would be entering, which covers about 465 square kilometers, comprising the
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geographical area of the city of Winnipeg. Third, retail sales had to account for more than

half of the business generated by the store.

Of the 262 ftrms listed in the local yellow pages, 72 retailers were contacted in T1

(1995) to participate inthe study. Of the 72, data were received from 58 stores, fora
response rate slightly over 80 percent. Sampling in subsequent waves of data collection

(1997, 1999 and 2001) was limited to participants in the initial wave of data collection.

Therefore, periods of data collection after the first wave (T1) were limited to the initial 5g

participants. However, initial criteria still had to be maintained for a participant to remain

in the study. Il for example, a study participant relocated to an area beyond the region in
the study they would be deemed to have exited the competing market area and that would

have been noted as a failure to compete with the large-format stores through the course of
the study.

Over the span of the study, 20 of the 58 stores experienced firm failure,

terminating their competition with the big box stores. At T2 (Igg7) twelve of the 5g

incumbent stores had failed. By T3 (1999), eight more failed. A fourth survey in 2001

found that the incumbent population had stabilized, with total firm failure remaining at

twenty. The total failure rate for the duration of the study was slightly under 35 percent

(34.48%). See Appendix 12 for a lisr of parricipants in the study.

3.1.3 Data Collection

Data collection involved survey, interview, and observational methods. The

application of the th¡ee methods allowed for triangulation of data (McGrath, lgg2),
generating support for findings collected in each of the three methods, as well as offering
a richness of detail not necessarily found when limited to fewer methods. The results

should increase the ability to draw conclusions from the study (Scandura and V/illiams,
2000). For example, statements made by storeowners could be compared against

corresponding data found in the survey or by observations made onsite.
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Dillman's Total Design method (1978) was utilized in order to develop and

administer the survey instrument. With the help of a trained research assistant familiar

with the home improvement industry, pilot testing of the 1995 survey was performed on a

few Winnipeg businesses and refined the questioruraire, dropping or adjusting questions

as necessary. The survey instrument adopts the format designed by Litz and Stewart

(1996) as a template, with the intent of gaining understanding of each retailer's products

offered, customers served, and prior year's performance.

The survey included several question response types including 5-point Likert

scale (e.g. How often do you or your employees provide advice to customers? 1 :
yearly. . .5 : hourly), ranking and rating (e.g., V/hich of the following is more important

to your store's strategy?) and written response questions (see Appendix l, 2, and3).

Data collection initially began with a brief introductory telephone call to store

owners inviting participation in the study. Subsequent to an indication of interest they

were mailed a survey with a cover letter. Participants were contacted several weeks

following the mailing to see if they had completed the survey. If completed, a meeting

was alranged at the store in order to conduct interviews and pick up the survey. If the

survey had not yet been filled out a second follow-up phone c all was scheduled. This

process would continue through the summer months.

During the onsite visit observational assessments were made. This included

noting the physical characteristics of the building and site and the pricing of several

products. The onsite visit also included a brief interview with the manager. The interview

was semi-structured, asking the manager, among other items, to identify their competitors

and customers as well as offer their impression of the big box competitors. All data that

were collected were then coded and entered into a statistical software program (SPSS) for

further analysis.
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3.2

3.1.4 Summary

This section provided an introduction to the methods that were used in pursuit of

collecting data for subsequent testing of the hypotheses generated in Chapter Two.

Justification for using the Winnipeg home improvement market as the research site was

offered, as well as an overview of the sampling procedures undertaken to assemble the 58

participants. The methods for collecting the data from each of the study participants were

also presented. The next section presents the operationalizing of measures in four

sections. The first three s ections describe the independent variables that arc associated

with each of the three hypotheses þroduct focus, customer focus, and narrowing of
focus). The fourth section presents two dependent, performance-related variables (firm

failure, and reported performance).

Independent Variables: Hypothesis I - Product Focus

fn the presence of increøsed competitìon from entering large-format
retøilers, the extent to which a firm speciølizes in product þpe will be
positively øssociøted with firm perþrmønce.

Porter (1985) instructed that to identify particular product types or 'segments' an

individual should isolate all products based upon physical distinction. For the purpose of

this study, home improvement products were distinguished along fourteen different

categories based upon the products offered by Home Depot or Revy, including segments

such as: building hardware, tools, plumbing and lumber. The more focused a firm is on a

particular segment, the narrower their niche and greater their specialization. Based upon

this distinction, four different measures to operationalize a firm's niche were developed.

This section presents one method used in operationalizing an incumbent retailer's product

focus for the analysis of Hypothesis 1. Three additional variations for measuring niche

width are p resented i n the Appendix ( see Appendix 4 for' generalists and specialists,'

Appendix 5 for 'retail store typology,' and Appendix 6 for 'niche width score'). The three
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methods in the Appendix offer slight variations from the method presented here.

However, they produced no difference in outcome.

3.2.1 Product Focus

The method of categonzingproduct focus offered here, recognizes the possibility

that subtle variation in the width of a band of resources may exist among organizations

within a particular market. Given this variation, o rganizations are g iven a fine-grained

continuous measure based upon their product specialization or niche (Dobrev et al,

200i); the greater an organization focuses upon a particular line of products, the narrower

their niche. This measure relied upon the responses of retailers regarding the percentage

of each product category they reportedly sold in their store.

The degree that a retailer focused upon a single product line was determined and

labeled as the 'product focus.' Store participants were asked to allocate the percentage of
products sold in their store. At T1, the categories included building hardware, tools,

electrical supplies, plumbing, lumber plywood, gardening supplies and tools, kitchen

cabinetry, flooring, paint and wallpaper, lighting fixtures, yard and garden furnishings,

housewares, appliances, and other. For T2 and T3, some categories were grouped

together (lumber and plywood, lighting and electrical, gardening tools and yard

furnishings). Participants could choose percentage blocks for each product type, ranging

from zero percent, increasing in blocks of ten percent (l-9o/o, l0-I9o/o, 20-29% and so

on).

Retailers \ryere assessed based upon their reported allocation of the most products

sold in a given category as compared to the sum of all products sold. For T1, several

products were grouped together (lumber and plywood; lighting and electrical; gardening

tools and yard fumishings) to remain consistent with product categorization in

subsequent periods of data collection. The product focus was determined based upon the

maximum value reported over the sum of all the products sold in the same time period:
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[Largest Product Category / Sum of all Product Categories : Product Focus]

The p ossible r ange o f p roduct focus r an b etween' 0' and' 1.0'. T he h igher t he

value resulting from this equation, suggested a greater product focus by the retailer. A

low value would mean that the retailer sells products in many different categories,

suggesting a wide niche or generalist approach. Change in the mean over time was

minimal as compared to changes in the mean customer and product focus measures. Tl
product focus Qrl:57) had a mean ratio of .7568 (see Table 3.3). The mean generated for

T2 (N:38) was .7401. The T3 (N:37) ratio was .7518.

Table 3.3: Productfocus descriptive data at each time period.

Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean
T1 Product Focus

T2 Product Focus

T3 Product Focus

57
38
37

0.7568
o.7401
0.7518

0.2416
0.2s68
0.2863

0.0320
o.o417
o.o471

3.3

Product focus reduced in mean from Tl to T3 in a paired samples t-test (using

only the 38 stores that survived through the study). The difference was not significant.

Independent Variables: Hypothesis 2 - Customer Focus

In tlte presence of increased competition from entering large-format
retailers, íncumbent retøilers that specíølize in customer type wíll have
superior perþrmønce.

This section operationalizes the above hypothesis in order to assess the customer

focus that an incumbent retailer has with the preferences of a particular customer group

within home improvement retail. The customer group that will be used is the large 35 -
55 year-old customer group, more commonly referred to as the 'Baby-Boom' generation.

This group has been chosen because B aby Boomers are the single largest spenders on
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home renovations in Canada (Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation, 1993) and, as

Sheth and Sisodia (2002) were noted as stating in Chapter Two, the aging of society

holds potentially great strategic opportunities (and threats) for organizations. Amold and

Luthra (2000) provide the only study on large-format retail that explicitly states the

influence that Baby Boomers have had upon large-format retail, and they suggest that

further study is required that specifically addresses this cohort.

As was also stated in Chapter 2, retailers can emphasize a product grouping and

assemble activities to create a customer focus that appeals to a particular consumer group.

ln order to determine a customer focus it is first necessary to describe both the consumer

group and what may comprise their preferences in home improvement products. A

unique characteristic of the retail home improvement industry is that many of the

products that consumers will purchase at a home improvement store must subsequently

be installed, which usually entails more skill and effort than simply 'plugging it in.'

Retail clothing, sports equipment, and even much of the home electronics industry do not

share this same characteristic. Shoppers of home improvement products must decide if
they will be installing the products themselves or have someone else to carry out the

work. If it is the former, then they might require tools and building materials to do the

job. If it is the latter, they only need to focus on the finished products and acquire trades

to carry out the work.

The Baby Boomers are not only the largest cohort (more than two-fifths) of all

Canadian homeowners they are also the least likely to carry out the work themselves.

This consumer group is most interested in home improvement products that are

decorative rather than the 'nuts and bolts' of home improvement, because this particular

group neither has the time (nor, in some cases, the inclination) to undertake renovations

and home improvement projects on their own. As such, skilled trades are now carrying

out many of the activities that were previously undertaken by the traditional 'do-it-

yourselfer.'Allen's (1999) interpretation of the home improvement industry is that the

majority of homeowners are "shifting from 'do-it-yourself to 'buy-it-yourself projects,
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meaning that a lot of the people picking out floor tiles and toilets at Home Depot are there

to save a buck on the materials so they canpay someone else for the labour" (p.23).

For retail home improvement, this creates two unlikely areas for stores to focus

on, counter to what may be deemed a traditional focus. lncumbent retailers should offer a

greater array of decorative, aesthetic products for the homeowner to view and purchase

rather than focusing on hardcore hardware products. Incumbents should also reduce their

traditional focus on the do-it-yourselfer, and start to attract more attention from the trades

customer group. While these two measures may seem different, they are the result of the

same effect, that the largest consumer cohort, the Baby Boomers are having renovations

done and not doing the work themselves. The attempt here is to quantify a single effect

based upon two dimensions. Product choice and installation choice are related when it

comes to the effect upon the retail home improvement industry. Incumbent retailers that

position themselves to focus on these trends are hypothesized to experience superior firm

performance because it caters to supporting the activities of a particular customer group.

The two trends were brought together to create a measure of customer focus used

for Hypothesis 2, which will be compared against measures of performance in Chapter

Four.

3.3.1 Determining the Preferences of Consumers

ln Canada, the home improvement market has nearly doubled in total dollars

spent from 1995 ($11.8 B) to 2001 ($20.4 B) (Canada Mortgage and Housing

Corporation, 1993). The BabyBoomercohort has been a significant driver behind the

growth in home improvement (Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation, 1993, 1995;

Foot and Stoffman, 1995; Meredith, Schewe and Karlovich, 2002; Smith and Clurman,

1997). Darrow, Smith and Fabricant (1994) found that Home Depot had positioned itself

to enjoy the swell of home improvement activity expected from Baby Boomers in the late

1980s and 1990s. Bob Nardelli, the current CEO of Home Depot, stated that the reason
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Home Depot entered into a super-sized store format in 1986 was to tap into the growing

spending occurring in the home renovation market, where spending on home

improvement was not a fad but a growing trend (CEO Exchange, 2002).

Many reasons are given for Baby Boomers being a significant impact upon the

home renovation market. First and foremost is the significant size of the cohort. At the

last point of data collection for this study (2001) the Baby Boomers (ages 35 to 54 years)

comprised3l.4percentoftheCanadianpopulation.WhileBoomerscompriseroughly

one-third of the population, they consist of 42 percent of consumers in the housing

industry; nearly twice the size of the next largest group, and were expected to grow by

1.3 million Canadian households through the 1990s (Canada Mortgage and Housing

Corporation, 1995). As such, any minor shift in renovation preferences by the Boomer

cohort would have a significant impact upon the retail home improvement industry.

Secondly, the Baby Boomers are at an age when people spend more time at home,

either to be with family or to engage in the growing trend of working from home (Canada

Mortgage and Housing Corporation, 1995). This increase in home time spurs the need for

larger or improved home spaces (recreation rooms, family rooms), entertainment spaces

(dining rooms, media rooms), and workspaces (office or den), which prompts

homeowners to move or renovate (Joint Center for Housing Studies for Harvard

University, L999). While CMHC (1995) was unable to find a relationship between

spending time at home and renovation plans, they did f,rnd that 60 percent of Canadians

that are spending more time at home want to move up to residences of a higher value, and

the vast majority of people who expect to buy a new home (78%) will renovate upon

moving, which is considered a large contributing factor to annual renovation activity

(Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation 1995; T999;2001). In the United States,

growth in home sales were estimated to have generated $2.2 billion in added spending on

home renovation in 1998 over 1997 (Joint Center for Housing Studies for Harvard

University, 1999).
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Third, Baby Boomers (particularly the front end Boomers) have the highest

average income, coupled with a high home equity, allowing them to spend more on their

existing residence than younger cohorts that have low equity and low income, and older

cohorts, that have high equity but lower, fixed incomes (Canada Mortgage and Housing

Corporation, 1995). CMHC (1999) found that well over half of the homeowners

intending to renovate within ayear were in the $60,000 to $100,000 household income

bracket, which, as a sample comprise less than one-third of homeowners. Furtherrnore,

higher incomes correlate with greater expenditures on renovations.

From the above, we can surmise that the Baby Boomer cohort has not only

occupied a large segment of the home improvement market, but (more importantly) also

participates in home renovation in a significant manner, on average undertaking more

projects that are of greater expense than any other cohort. Therefore, it should follow that

retail stores catering to home improvements and a growing home renovation market

should be particularly sensitive to the preferences of the Baby Boomer cohort. However,

research on large-format home improvement retail has yet to look at this closely.

While the Boomers command a significant presence in the renovation industry,

they are also at an age when they are less likely to do projects themselves and more likely

to acquire the services o f trades and contractors to undertake their renovation projects

(Joint Center for Housing Studies for Harvard University, 2000). This has fuelled

dramatic growth in areas such as house keeping, home maintenance professionals, and

contractors in order to manage their residences (Sheth and Sisodia,2002). For example,

the number of home service related jobs increased in the United States by eight percent in

1998: more than five times the overall rate of growth (Meredith et al, 2002; 202). By and

large, Boomers are acquiring services to undertake and manage household activities and

projects that, in a previous generation were usually carried out by homeowners of the

same socio-economic stratum. "So what's changed since our parents were younger? For

one thing, new houses have gotten bigger and old houses have gotten older - both are

therefore harder to care for. And, while we loath to admit that we're clumsier or lazter

than our parents, it is true that we're a lot busier" (Allen, 1999,p.23).
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Table 3.4: Use of trades in renovations.

Project
Completed bv:

CMHC
1994

CMHC
2001

ofto

Chanqe
Do-ityourselfer
Mix
Trades

-34.88
-17.14
133.33

We can observe the shift from projects undertaken by homeowners or traditional

'do-it-yourselfers' to being assigned to services or 'trades' by comparing two studies

carried out by CMHC (see Table 3.4). In spring 1994, a survey of home owners found

that, of those that were planning to renovate, 43 percent were going to undertake the

work themselves, 35 percent were going to have some of the work undertaken by trades,

and only 18 percent were going to have the work entirely carried out by trades (Canada

Mortgage and Housing Corporation, 1995). Seven years later, the same questions

revealed a different response: Only 28 percent of respondents were going to undertake

the work themselves,29 percent were going to have a mix, and 42 percent were going to

have all the work undertaken by trades (Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation,

2001). While the shift in preference was not directly attributed to Boomers, we can infer

the presence of a relationship. The 1995 study showed 52 percent of all intended

renovation projects were by individuals aged 30 to 48 years (born 1946 - 1964). The 2001

study showed nearly half of all renovation intenders to be of about the same age cohort as

the 1 995 study, aged 3 5 to 5 4 years (bom 1947 - I966). Therefore we know that the

significant cohort represented in both studies is largely the same.

The shift from do-it-yourselfers to trades means that more of the building

products and tools that are purchased for home renovation projects will be by the trades.

Compared to d o-it-yourselfers, trades are m ore I ikely to p urchase those p roducts from

wholesalers and suppliers, which means fewer building products and tools sales for retail

home improvement stores. If market forecasters expected a growing do-it-yourselfer

market based upon the activities of previous cohorts, the commanding size of Baby
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Boomers, and the increase in home renovation activity, they will find that the opposite

has occurred. Although the home improvement industry is strong, it does not translate

into a proportional increase in do-iryourself activity. Stores that maintain a focus upon

do-it-yourselfers over the burgeoning use of trades will find a loss of market share. The

shift also suggests that homeowners acquiring trades for renovations will focus upon

buying home improvement products that are more aesthetic, leaving the building products

or 'nuts and bolts'to the trades. The shift in products being sought by homeowners means

that home improvement stores that do not offer finishing products (such as paint, light

fixtures and window treatments) for renovations will have fewer sales than stores that do.

What this means in practice is that 'décor' trumps 'hardcore' hardware when it comes to

establishing a customer focus with the largest consumer group in the home improvement

sector. Incumbent retailers that provide décor products and offer a focus on trades over

do-it-yourselfers are maintaining a better fit with the 35 to 55 year-old market, which is

presently the dominant consumer group.

The remainder of this section creates the measure of customer focus for

incumbent retailers based upon the preferences of the largest consumer group. A 'trades

focus' measure is created, as well as a 'décor focus' measure in order to reflect the two

trends in retail home improvement influenced by the Boomers. These two measures are

then brought together to assess the customer focus of incumbent retailers.

3.3.2 Trades Focus (Trades vs Do-Ít-Yourselfer Customers)

Study participants in each period of collection identified the percentage of
customer traffic that their stores received from 'trades,' 'do-it-yourselfers,' 'occasional

shoppers,' 'institutions,' and 'others.' The customer traffic of each group was indicated

as a percentage of all people that visited the store, based upon the participant's

observations and recall. Participants could choose percentage blocks for each customer

type, ranging from zero percent, increasing in blocks of ten percent (l-9o/o, l}-lgyo, 20-

29%o and so on) up to 100 percent. For the purpose of this study, the relationship between
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do-it-yourselfers and trades was explored by creating a continuous variable where the two

customer types were placed on either end of a customer focus continuum. This was done

so that incumbent retailers could be compared based upon the extent that they positioned

themselves with trades customers in comparison to do-it-yourselfer customers. Customer

traffic from trades and do-it-yourselfers for each case were placed into a ratio, where the

equation would express the extent that trades were a focus over do-it-yourselfers:

IV' of trades / (%' of trades + "/o of do-it-yourselfers) : Trades Focus]

Possible values can range between'0' and '1.0' with the higher values indicating

a greater trades focus by the retailer. A one-sample t-test was run on the ratios generated

in each time period. The trend over the course of the study was an increase in the trades

focus mean (see Table 3.5). The mean trades focus ratio generated for T1 (N:58) was

.4344. The mean generated forT2 (N:39) was.4601. The T3 ratio was .5178 (N:36).

While the study's number of firms at the various stages was 58 (Ti), 45 (T2), and 38

(T3), the table shows only participants that had no missing data in the construction of

their trades focus score.

Table 3.5: Trades focus descriptive data at each time period.

Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean

T1 Trades Focus
T2 Trades Focus
T3 Trades Focus

58
39
36

o.4344
0.4601
0.51 78

0.3073
0.3233
0.2898

0.0403
0.051 B
0.0483

ln a paired samples t-test between the mean of trade focus of stores at T1 and T3

(stores that survived through the study) no significance was found in the difference.

Correlation of mean trades focus from Tl to T3 was positive and significant (r: .680,

and p < .000).
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3.3.3 Decor Focus (Decor vs Hard-Core Products)

Utilizing the same part of the questionnaire as the product focus measures, store

participants were asked to allocate the percentage of products sold in their store. At T1,

the categories included building hardware, tools, electrical supplies, plumbing, lumber

plywood, gardening supplies and tools, kitchen cabinetry, flooring, paint and wallpaper,

lighting fixtures, yard and garden furnishings, housewares, appliances, and other. For T2

and T3, some categories were grouped together (lumber and plywood, lighting and

electrical, gardening tools and yard furnishings). Participants could choose percentage

blocks for each product type, ranging from zero percent, increasing in blocks of ten

percent (I-gyo, LÙ-Igo/o,20-29% and so on). These categories were subsequently grouped

into two larger categories, one being a 'hard-core' genre of products þroducts that

contribute to the 'nuts and bolts' side of home improvement projects), the other being a

'décor' genre of products (products that contribute to the aesthetic side of a home

improvement project).

The value for each geffe was determined by the sum of the sales percentages that

store participants assigned to each product within the genre. The hard-core product genre

at T1 included hardware, tools, electrical, lumber, plywood, and gardening while the

decor geffe at Tl included cabinets, flooring, paint, lighting, yard & garden, housewares

and appliances. Product categories for 'plumbing' and 'other' \ryere dropped from the

hard core and decor genre measures since it later became apparent that it was not definite

whether participants were regarding their products in these two categories as being 'hard

core' or 'decor.' For example, plumbing could infer copper pipe (hard core product) to

one retailer and sink basins (décor product) to another. This has had no effect on the

findings in this study, since the items were never analyzed.

For the purpose of this study, the relationship between hardcore hardware and

decor products were explored funher by creating a continuous variable where the two

product genres were placed on either end of a product focus continuum. Product sales
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from the decor and hard-core genre for each case were placed into a ratio, where the

equation would express the extent that decor products were a focus over hard-core:

Ío/o of decor / ('/t of decor + o/o of hard-core) : Drócor Focusl

Values can range between '0' and '1.0' with the higher values indicating a greater

décor focus by the retailer. A one-sample t-test was run on the ratios in order to generate

a mean for each time period. The trend over the course of the study was similar to that

found in the trades focus: An increase in the décor focus mean occurred from T1 to T3

(seeTable 3.fl. Themeandécorfocus ratio generated forTl (\¡:47)was .4320.The

mean generated for T2 (N:26) was .5413. The T3 (N:28) ratio was .5897 (N:28). The

table shows only participants that had no missing data in the construction of their décor

focus score.

Table 3.6: Decorfocus descriptive data at each time period.

Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error MeanN

T1 Decor Focus

T2 Decor Focus
T3 Decor Focus

47
26
2B

o.4320
0.54i 3

0.5897

0.4109
o.4124
0.3900

0.0s99
0.0809
o.o737

A paired samples t-test between the mean of décor focus of stores at T1 and T3

(the 38 stores that survived through the study) showed no significance in the difference.

A correlation of mean décor focus from T1 to T3 was also found to be positive and

significant (r: .846, and p S .000).

3.3.4 Customer Focus

The customer focus score will be the measure used in analysis to determine the

extent that specializing with a customer focus lelds greater performance among

incumbent retailers. Customer focus is determined by creating a new value by combining
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the measure for décor focus and trades focus. The first measure (decor focus) reflects the

buying preferences of the Baby Boomer customer group for home improvement projects,

and the second measure (trades focus) reflects their preferences for how those projects

are going to be carried out. Both variables reflect the differentiated value chain of the

Baby Boomer customer group. Porter (1980) has stated that, "segmentation variables can

be reduced by c ollapsing segmentation variables together that are correlated" (p. 250).

The correlation between the measures of trades focus and décor focus was significant and

positive (r : .423 and p < .005), suggesting that product choice and installation choice are

related when it comes to the effect upon retail home improvement. The interaction of the

two measures are checked against firm performance in Chapter 4

[Trades Focus * Decor Focus: Customer Focus]

The combining of the two measures creates a new measure where values can be

distributed anywhere on a scale from '0' to '1.0.' The higher the retailer focuses on trades

customers and decor products, the greater the customer focus, suggesting a better position

in the market to handle the effects of the preferences of the industry's largest consumer

group. In tum, a high customer focus should result in better firm performance. The mean

customer focus at T1 CN:49) was .3400 and gradually increased over the course of the

study. At TZ (N:27) the mean was .3841, and at T3 (N:28) the mean was .4902 (see

Table 3.7). The table shows only participants that had no missing data in the construction

of their customer focus.

Table 3.7: Customerfocus descriptive data at each time period.

Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error MeanN

T1 Customer Focus

T2 Customer Focus

T3 Customer Focus

49
27
28

0.3400
0.3841
o.4902

0.3200
0.29s6
o.284s

0.0456
0.0569
0.0s38
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3.4

In a paired samples t-test of the mean customer focus at Tl and at T3 (of

incumbents that survived through the study), no significant difference was found. The

correlation between T1 and T3 was significant and positive (r: .674 andp S .001).

Independent Variables: Hypothesis 3 - Narrowing of Focus

In tlte presence of increased competition from entering lørge-format
retøilers, incumbent retøilers tltøt:
A) increase their specialization in product type will increase firm

perþrmance.
B) increase their specializøtion in customer type will increase Jìrm

perþrmance

This section examines the possibility that incumbents can change their activities

along the two previously hypothesized specialization strategies. As such, the measure

from each strategy (product focus and customer focus) are presented here and extended

over time to reflect any change that may have occurred during the course of the study.

3.4.1 Change in Product Focus

A change in the product focus over the period of the study would occur if there

were any changes in the products offered by the incumbent retailer. The product focus

from T1 to T3 was measured by taking the difference resulting when a retailer's product

focus value at the T1 period is subtracted from the value at the later point in data

collection (T3). A value was then generated for change in the product focus from T1 to

T3 (T1->T3). For example, if a retailer's product focus 'score' was .7500 (suggesting a

high product focus) at T1 and then at T3 the score was .6500, then a change in product

focus of -.i000 would be recorded between T1 and T3. This would suggest that the

product focus value would have diminished over time (and would therefore reflect a

widening of the incumbent retailer's focus).
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[Product Focus at T3 - Product Focus at T1 : Product Focus Change Tl -> T3l

The mean change in the incumbent retailers' Product Focus from T1 to T3 was -
0.0104 (see Table 3.8). This suggests that the amount of change occurring by surviving

incumbents is relatively low, and moving towards a slightly wider focus.

Table 3.8: Change in productfocus descriptive data.

Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean
T1 -T3 Product Focus Change 36 -0.0104 0.i 356 o.0226

3.4.2 Change in Customer Focus

I noted earlier that the customer focus is derived from both the trades focus and

décor focus measures.As well, the datagathered on products sold byincumbents had

changed slightly from the T1 survey instrument to T2's. In order to accurately measure a

change from one time period to the next the measures need to represent the same items

over time. Since the subsequent periods of data collection utilized a somewhat different

categorization of products due to an altered grouping of categories, a new T1

categoization that was consistent with the later period measures in order to compare a

decor focus score over time was developed. This new measure did not include the

lighting/electrical or the gardening tools/yard furnishings categories in distinguishing

hard core from decor because, like the plumbing category mentioned earlier, it was not

possible to discem if the respondent referred to a hard core or decor product. While this

second set of data provided T1 values that were comparable over time with T2 and T3,

the fulI set of measures are less rich than the original Tl set because there are fewer

product lines represented. As such, its use is limited to constructing the measure of
change in customer focus over time.

Change in customer focus from Tl to T3 was measured by taking the difference

resulting when a retailer's customer focus value at T1 is subtracted from the value at the
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later point in data collection (T3). A value was then generated for change in customer

focus from T1 to T3 (T1->T3). For example, if a retailer's customer focus 'score' was

.7500 (suggesting a high degree of customer focus) at T1 and then at T3 the score was

.6500, then a change in customer focus of -.1000 would be recorded between T1 and T3.

This would suggest that the customer focus has diminished over time.

[Customer Focus at T3 - Customer Focus at T1 : Change in Cust. Focus T1 -> T3]

The mean change in customer focus for retailers over time was .0168 (see Table

3.9). Similar to the mean change reported for product focus, the extent of change

occurring in the incumbents' customer focus is minimal and in a negative direction. This

suggests that surviving incumbents on average are reducing their fit over the course of the

study. The low number of firms reported inTable 3.9 (27 of a possible 3 8) is due to

missing data in cases.

Table 3.9: Change in customerfocus descriptive data.

N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean
T1-T3 Customer Fit Change 27 0.0168 o.?404 0.0463

3.5 Dependent Variables

The following measures presented are dependent variables utilized in this study.

All of the dependent variables are performance-related outcome measures. The first

measure presented looks at firm failure while the remaining are subjective performance

measures. Two of the subjective performance measures are reported performance and

reported optimism. The final two measures of performance relate to change of reported

performance and optimism over the course of the study. These two subjective measures

are used as outcome measures for the hypotheses related to niche adaptation. Reported

optimism generated limited results, and for the sake of parsimony was dropped from the

study. A description of the measure can also be found in the appendix (see Appendix 10).
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3.5.1 Firm Failure

Firm failure offers an important measure that is based upon the firm's ability to

maintain operations in its market in light of the entry of large-format competition. There

are several ways that a firm can be marked as failing to maintain its presence in the given

market. The store could experience organizational 'death' (Hannan and Carroll,l9g2),

terminating their competition with the big box stores by c losing their doors. Also, the

incumbent could 'escape' (Delacroix, Swaminathan and Solt, 1989) by 1) altering their

products so as not to have a competitive overlap with the big box stores, 2) relocating

their business outside the study or market aÍea, or 3) being acquired by another

incumbent. ln either method of firm exit (death or escape), they provide a valuable proxy

for measuring the intensity of competitive rivalry (Baum and Kom, L996). Failure

includes "exit by [a] losing firm or exit by a firm that chooses to yield to the dominant

rival in that market without ever engaging in competition" (Baum and Kom, 1996,p .

258). Therefore, exit as avoidance of heightened competition (in this study, incumbent

retailers that exit prior to the entry of large-formats at T2) has also been considered an

example of firm failure. For the purpose of this study, any of the above methods of
terminating competition are denoted as firm failure.

Overthe span of the study, 17 of the 58 stores experienced organizational'death,'

terminating their competition with the big box stores by closing their doors. Only three

'escaped' either by being acquired by another incumbent (N:1), relocating their business

outside the study area (N:1), or altering their products/services to avoid a competitive

overlap with the big box stores (N:1). Of the above-mentioned failures, twelve occurred

by T2, the point at which the large-format retailers entered the market. This fact

highlights the importance of pre-entry data, particularly at the organizational level, in

research on the effect of entering large-format retail.
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Incumbent retailers that were noted as 'failed' at T2, were assigned a T2 Fail

value of '1'. lncumbent retailers that were noted as'failed' atT3, were then assigned a

T3 Fail value of '1'. If a firm survived through all periods of data collection, then their

T2F ail and T3 Fail values would both be'0' (there were no failures recorded atT 4)

Adding the TZ Fail and T3 Fail values together also developed a continuous value for

firm failure, 'failure velocity':

[T2 Fail + T3 Fail: Failure Velocity]

The higher the value, the more quickly firm failure was experienced. Values can

range from '0' to '2' where a value of '0' denotes survival and '2' denotes 'quick'

failure. For example, if a firm survived, it would receive a value of '0.' If a firm failed by

data collection at T3, then it would have been 'slow to failure' and received a value of
'1.' If a firm in the study had failed by data collection atT2, then it would have been

deemed to have experienced 'quick failure' and received a value of '2.' (see Table 3.10).

AtT2 (1997), twelve of the 58 incumbent stores had failed (see Table 3.ll). By T3

(1999), eight more failed for a total of 20 (see Table 3.12). A fourth survey in 2001 found

that the incumbent population had stabilized, with total firm failure remaining at 20. The

total failure rate for the duration of the study was slightly under 35 percent (34.48%).

Table 3.10: Failure velocity of íncumbent retailers.

Percent
Cumulative

PercentN

Survived
Slow to Failure

Quick to Failure

Total

3B
B

12

58

65.5
i 3.8
20.7

100.0

65.5
79.3

100.0
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Table 3.1I: Firm Failure at T2.

N Percent
Cumulative

Percent
Survived
Failed

Total

46
12
5B

79.3
20.7

i 00.0

79.3
i 00.0

Table 3.12: Firm Failure at 73.

Percent
Cumulative

Percent
Survived
Failed

Total

38
20
58

65.5
34.5

100.0

65.5
100.0

3.5.2 Subjective Performance Measure

While failure provides the ultimate measure in an incumbent's ability to navigate

a turbulent period, Dess and Robinson (1984) have argued research that uses survival or

failure to measure performance does not offer managers any advanced warning to

indicate they may be headed towards firm failure. Yet the practice of using failure has

largely been due to the difficulty in retrieving financial information from often privately

held firms in order to generate objective performance measures. In lieu of objective

measures of performance from all participants, the alternative is to rely upon subjective

reports to generate performance results of firms. However there is concern that managers

may inflate their profits, or downplay their losses.

Kets de Vries and Miller (1984) have found that organizations, which display

overconfidence and a feeling of invulnerability, can goad themselves into staying the

course during a period of turbulence, ultimately entering into a death spiral. Clarke and

Perrow (L999) suggest that organizations may have a plan to deal with events that

precipitate failure, however these plans merely amount to 'fantasy documents,'
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particularly if generated by managers that have never experienced what they are planning

for (such as competing against large-format retailers). In both cases, management would

have disclosed positive performance reports, yet still result in firm failure. Still, in lieu of

acquiring objective measures, subjective measures are a suitable altemative and have

been reported as highlyconsistent with objective internal and extemal measures (Dess

and Robinson, 1984; Venkatraman and Ramanujam, 1987).

The following describes the survey items used for constructing the subjective

performance measure as well as the exploratory factor analysis that was carried out. A

description of how the items loaded in the factor analysis is presented within the

presentation of the subjective performance measure immediately following the factor

analysis. Two components were extracted from the factor analysis, however only the first

component 'reported performance' was used in tests of the hypotheses in this study. The

second component, 'reported optimism'generated limited findings and is presented as

Appendix 10. Subjective outcome measures were collected in the survey, comprising a

series of questions that aims at understanding the f,rrm's past, present and future sales

levels, profit and growth rate:

1. How satisfied are you with your store's current performance in each of the
following areas (1 - "very unsatisfied"...5 : "very satisfied")?

a. sales levels
b. netprofit
c. sales growth rate

2. How have each of the following changed for your store over the past five years
(1 : "significant decrease"...5 : "significant increase")?

a. sales levels
b. net profit
c. sales growth rate

3. What changes do you expect for your store over the next five years
(1 : "significant decrease"...5 : "significant increase")?

a. sales levels
b. net profit
c. sales growth rate
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Exploratory factor analysis was conducted on the above items, extracting

principle components with an Eigenvalue over 1.0 (see Tables 3.13 and 3.14). Direct

oblimin rotation was used in the analysis since the items are related. Three components

were generated, accounting for 70.3I5 percent of the variance.

Table 3.13: Explanation of variance in subjective perþrmance measures.

1 4.649 51.654 51.654 4.649 51.654 51.654

2 z.zsz 2s.o18 76.673 2.2s2 25.018 76.673
3 .a¿r 9.346 86.019
4 .432 4.8Q. 90.821

5 .320 3.551 94.372

6 .184 2.040 96.412

7 .155 1.7n 98.132
8 .111 1.2U 99.366
I 5.7oBE-02 .634 l oo.ooo

lnitial Eigenvalues Extaction Sums of Squaed Loadinqs

Component Tctal %of Variarce Cumulative % Tctal % of Variance Cumulative %

E xtractio n Method : Principd Cøn ponent Ana lys's.
a. \Mten components are correlated, sums cf squared loadings cannotbe added t¡ obÞin a tdal variance.
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Table 3.14: Factor loading of subjective performance measures.

Corponent

Past five year sales
growh rate change?

Past five year net profit
change?

Satbfþd wih current
sales growth rate?

Past five year sales
Ievels changed?

Satbfbd wih current net
profit?

Satbfþd wih current
sales?

Next five year sales
growtr rate will change?

Next five years sales
levels change?

Next five year net profit
will chanoe?

Extractio n Method: Principal Component Ana lysb.
Rotation Method: Oblimin witr Kaiser Normalization.

3.5.3 Reported Performance

The first factor, identified as'reported performance'had six of the items (#1a, lb,

lc, #2a,2b,2c) load together with an Eigenvalue of 4.649, accounting for 51.654 percent

of the variance. The mean of three or more of the six reported performance items are used

to form the total score for reported performance in each time period with a range between

a low of '0' and high of '5.0'. By taking the mean of only three of the six items it is
possible to maximize the number of cases represented in the analysis. Reliability analysis

conducted on the measures for reported performance provided acceptable Cronbach's

alpha scores to use in the study: T1 (alpha: .88), T2 (alpha : .92), and T3 (alpha: .89).

.890

.BB4

.BB1

.864

.800

.795

.929

.917

.840
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Table 3.15: Reported perþrmance descriptive data at each time period.

Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean
Reported Performance at T1

Reported Performance at T2
Reported Performance at T3

55
3B

36

3.i 455
3.1667
3.2704

0.8190
o.9428
0.6982

0.1 104
0.1529
0.i 164

The mean score for reported performance increased over the period of the study,

at Tl (¡J:55) the mean performance reported was 3.1455 (see Table 3.15). AtT2 CN:38)

that score rose slightly to 3.1667, and at T3 Qr¡:36) the value was at 3.2704, although this

was not found to be statistically significant.

3.5.4 Change in Reported Performance

Change in reported performance is derived from the reported performance

measurepresented above. Thismeasureisusedinconcertwiththe changeinproduct

focus and change in customer focus measures in order to test the hypotheses generated

regarding narrowing of focus. The change in reported performance from one point of
collection to another was measured in the same manner as the change in product focus

and change in customer focus measures. The difference in a retailer's reported

performance score at T1 is subtracted from the value at T3. The value generated is

recorded as the change in reported performance between T1 and T3 (T1->T3). For

example, if a retailer's performance score was 4.25 (suggesting a high level of
performance) at Tl and then at T3 the score was 3.50, a change in performance of -0.75
would be recorded between T1 and T3. This would suggest that the level of performance

has diminished over time.

[Reported Perf. at T3 - Reported Perf. at T1 : Reported Perf. change Tl -> T3l

The m ean c hange i n reported p erformance from s urviving i ncumbents o ver the

study was -.0586 (see Table 3.17), suggesting a diminished level of performance over
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time. The low number of firms reported

missing data in cases.

in the table below (33 of a possible 38) is due to

Table 3.16: Change in reported perþrmance descriptive data.

Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean
T1 -T3 Reported Performance 33 -0.0s86 0.823s o.1434

3.6 Summary

In this chapter I presented the bases for selecting the Wiruripeg retail home

improvement market and the methods for drawing the sample of 58 incumbent retailers

as well as collecting data. I also operationalized the measures for testing the three

hypotheses on product focus, customer focus, and narrowing of focus. Product focus was

determined by examining the breadth of products that incumbents offer. Hypothesis 1

will be tested by using a measure of product focus. I test customer focus in Hypothesis 2

by using an operationalized description of customer focus thatwasconstructed in this

chapter.Thecustomerfocusisbaseduponthe extentthatanincumbentretailerhasa

trades focus and a décor focus in their retail activities. These activities reflect two trends

in retail home improvement due to the influence of the activities of the largest identifiable

consumer group of home improvement products. Narrowing of focus applies the

measures developed for Hypothesis 1 and Hypothesis 2 and extends them over the study

period, looking at change in product focus and change in customer focus.

In this chapter I also presented the dependent variables that will be used in the

testing of the hypotheses. Firm failure, which is a measure of incumbent retailers exiting

the market either by 'death' or 'escape' will be used in testing all three hypotheses as

well as two subjective performance measures, one being used in Hypothesis 1 and

Hypothesis 2 (reported performance) and the other being used in Hypothesis 3 (change in

reported performance). One other subjective perfonnance measure was generated in the

factor analysis (reported optimism). It is presented as Appendix 10 and is not used in any
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tests of the hypotheses. In the next chapter the hypotheses generated in Chapter Two will

be tested using the measures created in this chapter.
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CHAPTER FOUR

ANALYSIS

In this chapter, I present the results generated from the analysis of measures that

were developed in Chapter Three in order to test the hypotheses g enerated in Chapter

Two. First presented is the validity of data, ensuring that statistical analysis can be

undertaken on the data, as well as the method of analysis possible. Although there was

face v alidity in the data, tests o f n ormal distribution found that all m easures were not

normally distributed. ln particular, the measure created to indicate the product focus of
incumbent retailers was not normally distributed. As a result, non-parametric methods of
analysis were required to carry out tests for Hypothesis 1. The measures that were used in

testing Hypothesis 2 and Hypothesis 3 were found to possess a normal distribution and

therefore I was able to conduct parametric methods of analysis.

Next, I present the testing of each hypothesis, product focus (Hlpothesis 1),

customer focus (Hypothesis 2), and narrowing of focus (Hypothesis 3) against the

dependent outcome measures. A mix of results was generated in the analysis. Table 4.1

presents a summary of the findings for each hypothesis. No significance was found with

product focus against the perfofinance measures, resulting in Hypothesis 1 being rejected.

On the other hand, positioning via customer focus generated significant results, resulting

in Hypothesis 2 being accepted. Tests involving Hypothesis 3 generated mixed results.

Although a narrowing of product focus by incumbent retailers was not significant in

corresponding changes in performance, a. narrowing of customer focus was. This led to

Hypothesis 3 receiving partial support, rejecting Hypothesis 3-A and accepting

Hypothesis 3-8.
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Table 4.1: Summary offindings for all hypotheses.

Hypothesis 1: Product Focus
Product Focus

Hypothesis 2: Customer Focus
Customer Focus

Hypothesis 3: Adjustment in Specialization
Change in Product Focus
Change in Customer Focus

Not Significant

Significant

Not Significant
S ig n ifica nt

4.1 Validity Assessment

4.1.1 Face Validity: Niche Overlap

Because the study focuses upon an incumbent retailer's reaction to increased

competition from entering large-formats, it was imperative to ensure that study

participants were actually in a position to be in competition with the large-format stores

upon their arrival. Utilizing the initial sampling criteria, the incumbents in the study were

evaluated to see if in fact there was niche overlap in 1) product lines that are similar to

product lines offered by Home Depot or Revy stores and 2) operating in the same

business trading area. Table 4.2 lllustrates product lines that were referred to in Chapter

Three as areas ofpotential product overlap. The values for each represent the percentage

of products sold in participant stores. The lowest percentage of total sales in overlapping

products (e.g.: sales in tools, paint, patio, and flooring) that were reported by any single

incumbent was 45 percent. All stores reported their tradin g area as including all or part of

the Winnipeg region. These combined results mean that study participants had a

considerable stake in the resulting competition that Home Depot or Revy may generate

upon arrival.
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Table 4.2: Product lines in study.

Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation
Hardware
Tools
Electric
Lightfan
Plumbing
Lumber
Plypanel
Paint
Flooring
Kitchen
Patio

Garden
Housewares
Appliances

57
57
57
57
57
57
57
57
57
57
57
57
57
57

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

65
10
75
95
95
9s
35
95
95
35
15

95
20
55

9.74
2.OZ

5.79
7.19
9.47

14.65
5.61

20.00
4.65
1 .58
1 .14

15.61

2.11
1.40

i3.11
2.65

12.O2

21.19
20.52
26.12
10.65
37.21
16.77
5.19
2.68

34.27
5.00
7.54

4.1.2 Face ValidÍty: Perception of Competition

As part of the interview process, each participating incumbent retailer was asked

an open-ended question regarding whom they felt was their competition. Table 4.3

indicates the number of incumbent retailers that identified Home Depot or Revy as a

competitor at each data collection period. As illustrated, there is a dramatic increase over

time in the number of incumbent stores that identify one of the large-formats as one of
their competitors. Given that the first point of collection is pre-entry, there is no store

identifying either of the large-formats. However, in the year that Home Depot and Revy

enter the Winnipeg market, nearly one quarter of all participants identify them as

competition. At the third point of data collection, when Home Depot and Revy had been

in Winnipeg for only two years, over half (54%) of all remaining participants report

Home Depot or Revy as one of their competitors. Given that entry was still fairly recent,

saturation would not be expected, but with a few more years, the number of incumbents

reporting Home Depot or Revy as a competitor would likely approach the 100 percent

mark. The trend here reinforces what Litz (1997) found when comparing incumbent

small retailers in cities of varying length of exposureto Home Depot. Retailers in cities

that were experiencing the entry oî Home Depot in their area (much hkeT2 in this study)
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had a reporting rate of 32.5 percent. Retailers in cities that had experienced the presence

of Home Depot for about five years reported Home Depot as a competitor in about 84

percent ofthe cases.

Table 4.3: Retailers that identified Home Ðepot and/or Revy as

competition.

PercentageSum

ls Big Box a Competitor at T1?
ls Big Box a Competitor atT7?
ls Biq Box a Competitor at T3?

5B
43
37

00
10 Z3o/o

20 540/o

4.1.3 Statistical Validity: Tests for Normal Distribution

In order to assess the method in which the data was to be analyzed, tests to

determine the distribution of the sample was undertaken. If a normal distribution was not

found, attempts to normalize were carried out. The results of these tests would dictate

whether p arametric o r n on-parametric m ethods o f analysis w ere u ndertaken t o t est the

hypotheses generated in this study. Tests of normality are presented according to the

hypothesis in which they are used. None of the measures used in Hypothesis 1 were

found to have a normal distribution, while tests involving measures for Hypothesis 2 and

Hlpothesis 3 revealed a normal distribution for items being tested against outcome

measures.

4.1.3.1 Hypothesis I - Product Focus

The independent variables that are used in Hypothesis I involve testing whether

the product focus of an incumbent retailer are associated with greaterperformance. A

One-Sample Kolmogorov-Smimov Test (K-S Test) was conducted to test the distribution

of eachoftheindependentvariableinHypothesis l.Thetestresultedina significant

finding (p < .100), indicating that, for Hypothesis 1, the independent measure of product
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focus is not normally distributed (see Table 4.4). Attempts to normalize the data, utilizing

a variable's natural log or square root generated the same significance when the K-S Test

was used. Testing of Hypothesis I will therefore entail non-parametric methods.

Table 4.4: Tests of normal distributionfor Hypothesis I variable.

One-Samp le Ko lmo go rovS mim ov Test

Product Focus

N

Normal lìarametersaþ

Most Exbeme Differerces

Kolmogorov-Smirnov Z

Asvmp. Siq. (2-hiled)

Mean

Std. De¡iatb n

Absol uþ

Positive

Negative

57

.7568

24161

.168

.157

-.168

1.269

.080

a. Testdistribution is Normal.

b. Calcuhted fom data.

4.1.3.2 Hypothesis 2 - Customer Focus

The independent variables that are used in Hypothesis 2 involve testing whether

an incumbent retailer's focus on the preferences of the largest consumer group are

associated with greater performance. Two measures that are used in Hypothesis 2: décor

focus (ratio of décor products over hardcore) and trades focus (ratio of trade customers

over do-it-yourselfers) are combined to form the customer focus value.

A One-Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test was also conducted to test the

distribution of the customer focus measure. The test resulted in a significant finding

(p < .100) indicating that it is not normally distributed (see Table 4.5).
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Table 4.5: Tests of normal distributionfor Hypothesís 2 variable.

One-Sample KolmogorovS mimov Test

Custsner
Focus

Mean

Std. Deviatb n

Absolúe

Positive

Negative

KolmogorovSmirnov Z

Asymp. Sis. (2-tailed)

a. Testdistribution is Normal.

b. Calcuhted from data.

Attempts to normalize the measure of customer focus, utilizing the measure's

square root were successful in generating a K-S Test with non-significant results

út >.i00), thus permitting analysis of Hypothesis 2 to entail parametric methods with the

new measure.

In order to check the interaction between the two measures of customer focus, the

measure of trades focus and décor focus were stratified into groups of low and high (low

tradeslhigh trades and low décorÆrigh décor), based upon their median. The groups were

then placed into a two-by-two matrix as illustrated in Table 4.5 and an analysis of
variance was conducted using firm performance measures.

N

Normal Parametersaþ

Most Exbeme Differerces

56

2201

.26464

.234

.234

-.203

1.752

.004
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Table 4.6: Interaction check between

and trades þcus.

measures of décor

Hish

Decor Focus

Low

Low High

Trades Focus

When failure velocity was inserted into the analysis of variance, the resulting F-

statistic was 8.222 (p < .010). The highest mean failure rate (1.000) was in Cell 1 where

the low trades and décor focused retailers are located. The high trade and décor focused

retailers in Cell 4 generated avery low mean rate of failure (0.1875). However, Cell2,
where the low trades and high décor focused retailers are located, generated a value that

was slightly lower (0.1818). The remaining cell, a low décor and high trades focus,

generated a mean that fell somewhat midway between the two extremes (0.5556).

When reported performance atT2 was inserted into the analysis of variance, the

resulting F-statistic was 4.454 (p < .050). The lowest mean performance (2.6970) was in

Cell 1, where the low trades and décor focused retailers are located, and the highest mean

performance (3.6667) was in Cell 4, where the high trades and décor focused retailers are

located. The remaining two cells g enerated means that fell between the two extremes,

Cell2 generating a mean reported performance of 2.9286 and Cell 3 generatin g 3.2292.

Performance of
Low Trades

&
High D- cor

Focused Stores
2

Performance of
High Trades

&
High D- cor

Focused Stores
4

Performance of
Low Trades

&
Low D- cor

Focused Stores
1

Performance of
High Trades

&
Low D'cor

Focused Stores
3
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Reported performance at T3 did not generate any significant results when inserted into

the analysis of variance.

4.1.3.3 Hypothesis 3 - Narrowing of Focus

The independent measures that are used in Hypothesis 3 involve testing whether a

change in product focus or change in customer focus over time results in improved

performance. A K-S Test was conducted to test the distribution of the two independent

measures (see Table 4.7). Both were found to have a normal distribution (p > .100).

Table 4.7: Tests of normal distributionfor Hypothesis 3 variables.

OneSa m pl e Kolm ogorov-Smirnov Test

T1-T3 T1-T3
Product Customer
Focus Focus
Change Change

N

Normal Parametersa'b Mean

Std. Ds/iatbn

Most Extreme Differerces Absolute

Positive

Negative

Kolmogrov-Smirnov Z

36 27

-.0104

.1 3560

.128

.128

-.098

.770

.0168

.24044

.185

.126

-.1 85

.964

Asymp. Sis. (2-tailed) .593 .3ii
a. Testdistribution is Normal.

b. Calcubted from data.

4.1.4 Summary

Examination of the sample data reveals that the criteria used for sample selection

has provided a valid dataset to work from in order to test each of the hypotheses.

However, while the distribution of responses in measures used for Hypothesis 2 and

Hypothesis 3 are sufficiently varied to undergo parametric statistical analysis, the
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measure in Hypothesis 1 is not

analysis.

and will have to rely upon non-parametric methods of

4.2 Testing Hypothesis I - Product Focus

In the presence of increased competition from entering large-format
retailers, tlte extent to wlticlt a firm specializes in product type will be
positively øssociated witlt firm perþrmance.

The first hypothesis suggests that niching, or speci alizing in a particular product

area should offer greater returns than if retailers were to offer a broader line of products.

The following analysis tests this view utilizing a method of defining product focus within

the sample of incumbent retail stores. The series of tests examine the continuous measure

of product focus as defined in Chapter Three. The tests generated no significant

relationship with the outcome measures.

4.2.1Hypothesis 1: Product Focus

Testing of the continuous measure product focus was conducted by utilizing the

Mann-Whitney Rank Sum tests to determine if significant findings may exist. The Mann-

Whitney Rank Sum tests produced no findings that would suggest any difference in

product focus would produce greater performance. The distinction by way of product

focus has produced no significant difference in either firm failure or reported

performance (see Table 4.8).
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Table 4.8: Summary offindings for Hypothesis

Cross-tabulation of Product Focus with:

Firm Failure at T2

Firm Failure at T3

Reported Performance at T2

Reported Performance at T3

I: Product Focus.

Not Significant

Not Signifìcant

Not Significant

Not Significant

4.2.2 Summary of Hypothesis 1: Product Focus

The first hypothesis suggests that firm performance can be explained in part by

the product focus of incumbent retailers. This was supported by literature on increased

competition as a result of entering large-format retailers as well as literature in marketing

and strategy. Analysis of the data has provided evidence that categonzationor distinction

of incumbent retailers of home improvement by virtue of the breadth of products offered

does not lead to any significant difference in outcome measures associated with

performance (firm failure or reported performance). The data does not provide any

statistical support for Hypothesis 1. Specialists in product were expected to outperform

firms that took a generalist stance. However here, not only was I unable to attain

statistical significance, the direction of the relationship between product focus and firm

performance was not consistent from one test to the next.

Testing Hypothesis 2: Customer Focus

In the presence of increased competition from entering large-format
retøílers, incumbent retailers that speciølíze ín customer type will have
superior perþrmønce.

Hypothesis 2 suggests that the degree of fit that an incumbent retailer has with

consumers' preferences will determine firm performance. This position is tested with a

measure that assesses the customer focus of the incumbent retailer. The following

analysis tests Hypothesis 2 by utilizing the customer focus value, derived from two trends

4.3
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in the home improvement industry: décor focus over hardcore hardware in products and

trades focus over do-it-yourselfers in customers. The series of tests conducted here

generated results that are significant and different from the results of Hypothesis 1. There

is statistical support for a high customer focus creating superior performance

(see Table 4.9).

Table 4.9: Summary offindings for Hypothesis 2: Customer Focus.

lndependent Samples T-Test of Change of Customer Focus with

Firm Failure at T2

Firm Failure at T3

Reported Performance at f2
Reported Performance at T3

Correlation Analysis of Customer Focus with

Firm Failure

Reported Performance at T2

Reported Performance at T3

Simple Regressions of Customer Focus with

Firm Failure

Reported Performance al T2

Reported Performance at T3

Significant

Significant

Not Significant

Not Signifìcant

Significant

Significant

Not Significant

Significant

Significant

Not Significant

4.3.1 Hypothesis 2: Customer Focus

The customer focus is based upon the extent that an incumbent retailer has a

trades focus and a décor focus in their retail activities. These activities reflect two trends

in retail home improvement due to the influence of the activities of the largest identifiable

consumer group of home improvement products, the Baby Boomer cohort.

The series of t-tests conducted on customer focus suggests that there is a

relationship between an incumbent retailer's measure of customer focus and firm failure;

in this case, an incumbent retailer with a high customer focus is less likely to experience

firm failure than incumbent retailers with a low degree of customer focus. Tests presented
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below of firm failure atT2 and T3, are significant. While tests with firm failure generated

significant findings, no significance was found in the difference in the mean level of

customer focus between stores that reported a low and high level of performance at either

T2 orT3.

4.3.1.1 Independent Samples T-Test of Customer Focus with Firm

Failure

The following tests check for any significant differences in the mean value of
customer focus befween stores that survived and failed at T2 and T3. A category

(survived or failed) having a higher mean indicates a greater contingent of stores with a

higher customer focus. Table 4.10 presents the results for T2 while Table 4.I I presents

the results for T3. Both tests found a significant relationship between low customer focus

and firm failure.

Table 4.10: Independent samples t-test of customerþcus withfirmfailure at 72.

Group Statistics

Firm Failure at T2 N
Std. Error

Mean Std. Deviatbn Meat
Customer Focus Suvived

Failed

45 .4ß0 .30799 .04591

11 17A7 ttñF.( n^^Ãñ

p <.050

Two-tailed significance Qt <.050) was found in the mean level of customer focus

between stores that survived and failed. A surviving incumbent retailer's mean of .4030

more than doubles the mean value found in retailers that failed (.1797). Incumbent

retailers that survived af T2 were found to possess a high customer focus, which supports

Hypothesis 2.
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Table 4.1 I : Independent samples t-test of customer þcus with firm failure at 73.

Group Statisfics

Firm Failure at T3 Mean
Std. Error

Std. Deviatbn Meær

CustomerFocus Survived

Failed

37

19

.4%9

.2n2
31268 05141

24671 05660

p <.050

Two-tailed significance Q) <.050) was also found in the mean level of customer

focus between incumbent retailers that survived and failed at T3. A surviving retailer's

mean of .4259 close to doubles the mean value found in retailers that failed (.2292).

Incumbent retailers that survived had a high customer focus. Having found significance

in firm failure at both T2 and T3, suggests that a high customer focus offers a greater

chance of survival for incumbent home improvement retailers than retailers with a low

customer focus.

4.3.1.2 Correlation Analysis of Customer Focus with Firm Failure

The following test in Table 4.12 checks for significant relationships via

correlation analysis between the customer focus of incumbent home improvement

retailers and 'failure velocity,' which determines if there is a relationship between a

store's customer focus and the pace at which firm failure occurs. Positive significant

relationships would indicate that higher customer focus correlates with fîrm failure, while

a negative significant relationship indicates a lower customer focus correlates with firm

failure.
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Table 4.12: Coruelation analysis of customerfocus withfirmfailure.

Gorrelations

Customer
Focr-s

Failure
Vdocity

Customer Focus PearsonCorrelation

S ig. (2-tailed)

N

1

56

-.328-

.014

56

FailueVebclty PearsonCorrelatìon

S ig. (2-tailed)

N

.32B.

.014

56

1

58

Correbtion is signifbant at the 0.05 level (2{ailed).

Failure v elocity c olrelates n egatively and s ignificantly with t he c ustomer focus

(r: 328 and p < .050). These f,rndings provide support for Hypothesis 2, suggesting that

a low customer focus retailer is more likely to experience firm failure than an incumbent

witha higher customer focus.Moreover,thelowerthecustomerfocus thegreaterthe

likelihood of failing sooner.

4.3.1.3 Correlation Analysis of Customer Focus with Reported

Performance

The following test in Table 4.13 checks for significant relationships via

correlation analysis between the customer focus of incumbent home improvement

retailers and reported performance at T2, and T3. Positive significant relationships would

indicate that a higher customer focus correlates with reported performance, while a

negative significant relationship indicates a lower customer focus correlates with reported

performance.
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Table 4.I3: Coruelation analysis of customer focus with reported perþrmance.

Corre lations

Customer
Focus

Reported Reported
performance performæce

atT2 at T3

Customer Focus Pearson Correhtion

Sig. (2-tailed)

N

1

56

.300

.071

37

.036

.837

35

Reported
performance at T2

Pearson Correbtion

Sig. (2-tailed)

N

.300

.071

37

I

38

.349

.068

28

Reported
performance at T3

Pearson Corlehtion

Sig. (2-tailed)

N

-.036

.837

35

.349

.068

28 36

One of the measures of reported performance correlates positively and

significantly with customer focus (T2 reported performanc a, r : .300 and p < .100). The

findings regarding T2 reported performance lends support to Hlpothesis 2: The higher

the customer focus, the greater the reported performance of incumbent retailers.

In summary, the series of correlation tests conducted on the measure of customer

focus suggests the presence of a relationship between an incumbent retailer's customer

focus, as defined by its décor focus and trades focus, and reported performance. ln this

study, customer focus correlates positively and significantly with reported performance at

T2. At the same time, a lower customer focus correlates significantly with firm failure.

The correlation of a lower customer focus and failure velocity suggests that the lower the

customer focus, the quicker the incumbent retailer experienced failure. These results

suggest that customer focus may influence f,rrm performance.
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4.3.1.4 Simple Regressions of Customer Focus with Firm Failure

Hypothesis 2 asserts that customer focus is a determinant of firm performance.

Simple regressions will confirm whether customer focus explains with statistical

significance the variance present in the outcome measures used in this study. The

outcome measure of failure velocity is used to test firm failure in Table 4.14 below. A

significant positive relationship would mean that a higher customer focus would precede

firm failure while a negative relationship would infer that a lower customer focus

precedes firm failure.

Table 4.14: Simple regressions of customerfocus withfirmfailure.

Independent Variable
Customer Focus

df Standardized Beta Rz Adjusted R2

Dependent Variables
Failure Velocity 55 -.328 . 108 .091**

** p < .050

The customer focus was found to be significant in explaining variance in firm

failure. A negative relationship of r : -.328 indicates that a lower customer focus leads to

firm failure, and that the lower the customer focus the quicker that firm failure was

experienced. The adjusted R square value indicates that 9.1 percent of the variance in

firm failure is accounted for by the customer focus of an incumbent retailer. These

findings support Hypothesis 2.

4,3.1.5 Simple Regressions of Customer Focus with Reported Performance

Simple regressions were conducted on customer focus to check for significant

relationships between customer focus and reported performance atT2 and T3. The simple

regression utilizes the reported performance measure (range from 1 to 5). Positive

significant relationships would indicate that a higher customer focus correlates with high
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reported perforrnance, while a negative significant relationship indicates a lower

customer focus correlates with reported performance. A significant relationship was

found between customer focus and reported performance atTZ (see Table 4.15).

Table 4.15: Simple regressions of customerfocus with reported perþrmance.

Independent Variable
Customer Focus Score

df Standardized.Beta R2 Adjusted R2

Dependent Variables
T2 Reported Performance 36 .300 .090 .064*

* p'.100

Customer focus was found to be signif,rcant in explaining the variance in reported

performance at T2. A positive relationship of r : .300 at T2 indicates that a higher

customer focus leads to high performance. The adjusted R square value indicates that

customer focus accounts for 6.4 percent of the variance in reported performance af T2.

These findings lend support for Hypothesis 2.

4.3.2 Summary of Hypothesis 2: Customer Focus

In contrast to the analyses undertaken for Hypothesis 1, analysis of the data has

provided some support of Hlpothesis 2. Significant results found in the series of t-tests,

correlations and regressions suggest that a high customer focus can create a competitive

advantage and leads to greater performance.

Furthermore, the independent measures of décor focus and trades focus used in

creating the customer focus also generated significant results when tested individually.

Both a high décor focus and high trades focus correlated negativelywith firm failure,

generating adjusted R squares of 5.Io/o and 6.8Yo respectively (p <.050).
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4.4

While significant findings were present at T2 for reported performance, the same

was not found in reported performance at T3, which may suggest that customer focus,

while a good determinant for failure, loses its salience as a predictor in reported

performance over time. It may also be that the market was entering a stabilized period,

where the 'shake-out' from the entering large-format retailers created a new equilibrium

where the demand for customer focus diminished. The data provides statistical support in

accepting Hypothesis 2.

Testing Hypothesis 3: Narrowing of Focus

In the presence of íncreased competition from enteríng large-formøt

retailers, incumbent retailers thøt:

A) increase their speciølizøtiott in product type will increase jìrm
performønce

B) increase theirfit with customer type wíll íncreasefirm

perþrmønce.

This section examines whether narrowing of customer focus and product focus is related

to performance. The hypothesis found mixed support from the tests conducted (see Table

4.16)' On the one hand, no significance was found in the t-tests ofchange in product

focus and reported performance, nor were there any significant correlations. This

suggests that narrowing a store's product focus will not create any positive impact in

reported performance. On the other hand, significant findings were found in t-tests of
change in customer focus and reported performance.
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Tøble 4.16: Suntmary offindings for Hypothesis 3: Narrowing of Focus.

lndependent Samples T-Test of Change in Product Focus with:

Change in Reported Performance Not Significant

Correlation Analysis of Change in Product Focus with:

Change in Reported Performance Not Significant

lndependent Samples T-Test of Change in Customer Focus with:

Change in Reported Performance Significant

Correlation Analysis of Change in Customer Focus with:

Change in Reported Performance Not Significant

4.4.1 Independent Samples T-Test of Change in Product Focus and

Change in Reported Performance

Independent samples t-tests checked for any significant differences in the mean

value of change in reported performance between stores that experienced a high change

in product focus and low change in product focus from T1 to T3. A higher mean indicates

a greater contingent of stores that experienced a greater increase in performance over

time. No significant difference was found in the mean level of change in performance

between stores that experienced a high change in product focus and those that

experienced a low change from T1 to T3. Lack of significance in this finding suggests

that narrowing the width of products offered, will not generate increases in performance.

4.4.2 Correlation Analysis of Change in Product Focus with

Change in Reported Performance

Tests were conducted to check for significant relationships between a change in

product focus by incumbent home improvement retailers from T1 to T3 and reported

performance. Positive significant relationships would indicate that a high change in

product focus conelates with reported performance. No significant correlations were

found between change in product focus and repofed performance.
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In summary, flo support for Hlpothesis 3A was found in the t-tests and

correlations. From this, we can surmise that narrowing one's product niche does not

translate into better performance or sustained competitive advantage.

4.4.3 Independent Samples T-Test of Change in Customer Focus

and Change in Reported Performance

Table 4.17 reports any significant differences in the mean value of change in

reported performance between stores that experienced a high change in customer focus

and low change in customer focus from T1 to T3. A higher mean would indicate that a

gteater number of stores experienced an increase in firm performance over time.

Table 4.17: Independent samples t-test of change in customerfocus and change in

reported perþrmance.

Group $distics

T1-T3 Customer
Focus Charge N Mean Std. Deviation

Std. Error
Mean

T1-T3 Change in High Foors Change 13
Performance 

Low Foq-ls Ctange 11

.â15 .80414

-.5152 .68498

.22303

.20653

p < .050

Two-tailed significance (p < .050) was found in the mean level of change in

reported performance between stores that experienced a high change in customer focus

and stores that experience a low change in customer focus. Stores that had a high degree

of change in their customer focus had a mean increase in performance of .2675, while

stores that experienced a low degree of change in customer focus reported a negative

trend in performance (-.5152). These findings suggest stores that adjusted their niche

positioning to better reflect a fit with the preferences of customers experienced an
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increase in performance as reported by store owners. Also, stores that undertook minimal

adjustments in their customer focus experienced a reduction in performance.

4.4.4 Correlation Analysis of Change in Customer Focus with

Change in Reported Performance

Tests were conducted to check for signif,rcant relationships between a change in

customer focus by incumbent home improvement retailers from T1 to T3 and reported

performance. Positive significant relationships would indicate that a high change in

product focus correlates with reported performance. Although very close, no significant

conelations were found between change in product focus and reported performance.

A significant finding in the t-test offers some support for Hypothesis 3B: a high

increase in customer focus is present with an increase in reported performance. However,

no significant correlation could be generated. Taken together, the analysis suggests that

enhancing the extent of a firm's customer focus might translate into a competitive

advantage however, the increase of one does not necessarily correlate with an increase in

the other. Further, the results suggest no effect is present with a change in product focus.

V/hile a structural inertia appears to be present for changes in product focus, narrowing of
customer focus appears to result in strategic advantages. Adaptation, it would appear, is

an effective approach to customer focus.

4.4.5 Summary of Hypothesis 3: Narrowing of Focus

The third hypothesis appears to reflect the differences found between the two

types of niche focus in Hypothesis 1 and Hypothesis 2. Lack of significance in the change

in product focus, as compared to some significance found in customer focus, partially

reinforces the observation that a customer focus has greater importance over product

focus. Adjusting the product focus narrower appears to produce no effect while
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4.5

narrowing of customer focus may be present with an increased firm performance. Given

the results, an adaptation perspective of incumbent home improvement retail is not yet

theoretically sound for positioning products to fit with the preferences of the largest

consumer group. However, the door is still open to the possibility that narrowing a

customer focus may increase performance.

Summary

This chapter presented the results generated from analysis of measures developed

in Chapter Three. Tests for normal distribution showed that the measures used in

Hypothesis I would require non-parametric methods of analysis. The measures used in

Hypothesis 2 and Hypothesis 3 were normally distributed thus enabling the use of
parametric methods. The first hypothesis suggests that firm performance can be explained

in part by the product focus of incumbent retailers. This hypothesis was, in effect,

seeking confirmation of the majority of research in this area. As it tums out, tests of
Hypothesis l generatedno significant differences in product focus on firm failure and

reported performance. The data do not provide any statistical support for the product

focus positioning proposed in Hypothesis 1. Moreover, the direction of the relationship

between product focus and firm performance was inconsistent from one test to the next,

making it difficult to discern any possible trend in the data.

In contrast to the tests undertaken for Hypothesis 1, analysis of the data has

provided support for Hypothesis 2. Significant results found in the series of t-tests,

correlations and regressions suggest that positioning based upon a customer focus can

create a competitive advantage leading to superior performance. T1 is a pre-entry period,

which is a point in data collection that has not been used as a datum in research on

incumbent retailers before. The performance of incumbent retailers at T2 is explained in

part by customer focus. However, significant findings were not found in reported

measures at'T3, which may suggest that customer focus, while a good determinant for

firm failure, loses its salience as a predictor in reported performance measures over time.
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It may be that the retailers remaining at T3 are those with a higher fit and therefore the

charactenzation of each hrm in this manner no longer provides a significant difference in

reported performance levels. It may also be that by T3 the market had stabilized, creating

a new equilibrium where a high customer focus is no longer a critical element in

performance. The analysis of the data provides statistical support for accepting

Hypothesis 2.

The results generated in the analysis of the third hypothesis reflect the differences

found between the two approaches to specialization in Hypothesis 1 and Hypothesis 2. A

change in product focus did not correlate with improved performance, however an

increase in customer focus was present with higher performance. Therefore, some

support for Hypothesis 3 was found in the data. The next chapter discusses and draws

implications of the findings generated here and provides answers to the initial questions

put forward in Chapter One. The contributions of this study are presented, as well as

study limitations, concluding with suggestions for future research possibilities.
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CHAPTER FIVE

DISCUSSION AND COI',{CLUSTONS

This research contributes to large-format retail literature. It examines the

performance differences among incumbent retailers following the entry of large-format

retailers. The extant literature presented in Chapter Two suggests that specializing by

product or customer type is the best way to compete in the presence of largerformat

competition. This provides the basis for Hypotheses 1 and 2. Some of the literature also

suggests that it is possible to adjust an organization's focus in order to increase

performance. This became the basis for Hypothesis 3. Chapter Three put forward the

methods used in gathering the data and operationalizing variables, while Chapter Four

presented the analysis of data collected and the testing of each hypothesis. This chapter

reviews the findings generated from testing each hypothesis. The contributions of this

study are also presented, as are the limitations. The chapter concludes with implications

for future research.

Discussion of Hypotheses

5.1.1 Hypothesis 1: Specializing on Product Type

The results of the analysis in this study generated some unanticipated findings. In

particular, results on the effectiveness of product focus call us to reconsider well-

accepted theory in the big-box literature. Distinguishing incumbent retailers by virtue of
their product focus (Hypothesis 1), as operationalized in this study, generated no

significant differences in the success or failure of retailers. Specializing based upon a

product focus was unrelated to firm performance when faced with increased competition

due to entering large-format retailers. The data provided no statistical support for the

hypothesis. These results were unexpected particularly when most of the literature on

5.1
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large-format retail has suggested that specializing b y product is an effective means o f
competing with big-box retail.

A possible explanation for the difference between the prior studies and this one is

the presence ofpre-entry data at the level ofthe organization in this study. If exit by

incumbent retailers prior to entry of large-formats is deemed avoidance of competition

(Baum and Korn, 1996), then the least fit organizations for the new environment may

have actually exited the study market area prior to Home Depot and Revy entering. In

other words, the retailers that exited might have envisioned the future with large-formats

as one that would be too hostile for them to survive. Therefore the incumbents elected to

close their doors rather than engage in competition. This suggests that the information

collected on retailers prior to the entry of large-format retailers may possess a richness

that helps explain the impact of large-format competition and firm failure.

In an attempt to replicate previous studies of entering large-formats, I conducted

Chi-square tests on Hypothesis 1 using only data that could have been gathered from

incumbent retailers existing atT2 and T3, leaving out all data from T 1, including the

twelve firms that had failed by the time Home Depot and Revy had entered the market.

The tests involved both firm failure and reported performance outcome m easures. The

result of the tests did not generate significant results.

However, when I used the measure of reported optimism (found in Appendix 10)

to test for a relationship between product focus and firm perfornance, the test was

significant (Chi-square p S .010). The result for reported optimism is consistent with

what has been found in previous studies, which suggest that a product focus will increase

performance. However, in order to replicate findings in other studies, I had to drop the

events that occurred up to the entry of the large-format retailers. So, while the

explanation that having pre-entry data can lead to differences in study findings could not

be proven with reported performance and firm failure (even after dropping T1 data)

reported optimism opens the door to speculation that pre-entry data may indeed make a

difference.
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Another possible explanation for the absence of a relationship between product

focus and firm performance may be due to the measure of product focus not taking into

account the specific products that a retailer specialized in. Litz (1997) has stated "simply

choosing a niche is not enough if the wrong niche is selected" (p. 175). Porter (1985) has

also mentioned that there are particular niche positions that provide incumbent retailers

with the ability to compete, while there are others that do not. lnterestingly, what might

account for a niche being the 'right' or 'wrong' niche may depend upon other influences,

such as consumer preferences as described in Hypothesis 2. For example, the product

measure of décor focus used in building the measure of customer focus was tested alone

against firm failure. In a correlation analysis, a retailer that sold décor-oriented products

as defined in Hypothesis 2, correlated negatively with firm failure, (r : -.292, p < .050).

To pursue this line of thinking further, I conducted a series of Mann-Whitney

Rank sum tests on each product category used in this study (i.e., tools, lighting, lumber,

flooring). I found that most had no significant relationship with firm failure or reported

performance, which echoes the findings in Hypothesis 1. However, the tests on the

'lumber'product category revealed a significant relationship between firms that had a

high percentage of their product in lumber and firm failure at T2 (p < .050) and at T3

(p < .050). While this might make some sense, owing to the fact that the entering large-

format retailers emphasize lumber as one of their product lines, the results did not extend

to other emphasized lines such as building hardware or gardening supplies. However, we

might speculate that lumber may be deemed more of a commodity than other home

improvement product lines, and therefore more sensitive to price competition. Also, the

relatively high operating costs associated with the larger area needed for a lumberyard

may have contributed to making their long-term viability cost-prohibitive.

The findings in Hypothesis I are not inconsistent with Echols and Tsai (in press)

who also found ambiguity in their study of the relationship between product focus and

firm perfornance. A firm with a high product focus could experience a positive or

negative relationship with firm performance. They found that a positive relationship
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between product focus and firm performance was contingent upon the extent that a firm

is embedded in a social network. Firms that had a product focus and were involved in an

interconnected interfirm relationship experienced greater firm performance. FurtherTnore,

the more focused the line of products, the more embedded the firm should be in a social

network in order to attain high perforrnance. For a research setting like the one in this

dissertation, Echols and Tsai's findings might suggest that retailers social networks -
such as membership in a buying group, and community involvement - may moderate the

product focus vs. firm performance relationship.

Prior research has examined the relationship between an incumbent retailer's

membership in a buying group or community involvement and firm performance. As

reported earlier, Litz and Stewart's (1998) research findings on incumbents entering

networks by way of buying groups found no signif,rcant differences between

independents and trade-name franchises when it came to products and services. Further,

Litz and Stewart's (1996) examination of incumbent home improvement retailers'

community involvement found no relationship with firm performance. Given Echols and

Tsai's findings, future research may find that examination of the moderating effects of
buying groups and community involvement on an incumbent retailer's product focus may

generate significant results.

Another possible explanation for the unexpected findings in Hypothesis I that

warrants closer inspection is that the market had become 'partitioned,' whereby firms

offering a wide variety of products are able to coexist with fîrms that specialized, each

having an equal chance of success or failure. Resource partitioning theorywas briefly

presented in Chapter Two and may offer a theoretical explanation for what is occurring

here. The theory relies upon the use of niche-width and scale economies of organizations

to explain the increasing combined presence of market concentration and the proliferation

of specialists (Canoll 1985). The theory attempts to explain why smaller specialized

firms are able to survive in the same market as large-scale organizations. Consistent with

resource partitioning theory, there is the presence of scale economies in the Winnipeg

home improvement sector, there are more retailers deemed specialists than there are
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generalists, and there was no significant differences observed between the failure of
product specialists and generalists. As will be developed further below in the section on

future research, research on large-format retail like the one presented in this study may

provide an intriguing opportunity to test resource partitioning theory. As well, resource

partitioning theory may help strengthen the theory and concepts within the large-format

retail literature. The dataset used for this dissertation does not permit tests of resource

partitioning theory, but this study does provide a basis for suggestions for future research.

5.1.2 Hypothesis 2: Specializing on Customer Type

In Hypothesis 2, a retailer's customer focus generated a significant relationship

with firm performance. Hamel and Prahalad (I99\ assert that forecasting the needs of
customers or gaining "industry foresight is based on deep insights into trends in

technology, demographics, regulations, and lifestyles" (p. 128). From the findings

gathered here, there is an indication that retailer positioning based upon a customer focus

(operationalized here as the trades focus and décor focus of incumbent retailers as

determined by the lifestyle preferences of the Baby Boomer cohort) may influence firm

performance as well as firm failure. Understanding the buyer is central to successfully

withstanding market change and forecasting preferences in retail. Peterson and

Balasubramanian (2002) state that "retailing, by definition, focuses on consumers"

(p. I2).Those retailers that do not pursue information on consumers' purchasing patterns

will be at a disadvantage (Kumar, 1997). ln the context of retail home improvement

products, this means not only understanding the home improvement market, but also the

consumers of home improvement products today and in future projections. The findings

support the premise that market demand, based upon consumer preferences, is an

influence that not only helps to explain the growth and success of large-format retailers,

but also contributes to determining the survival of incumbent retailers.

While prior research on large-format retail has recognized that a customer focus is

an effective strategy in generating a competitive advantage, the influence of the largest
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cohoÍ group's consumer preferences on positioning is rarely examined. This oversight

could be partially due, as suggested earlier for Hypothesis l, to a lack of pre-entry data in

previous research. If a researcher tested for the influence of cohort preferences without

pre-entry information, the results may have generated non-significant findings.

Consistent with this speculation, in order to make my data set more similar to data

sets that had been used in previous large-format research, I dropped the pre-entry T1 data.

I then re-ran the tests using the customer focus value generated for Hypothesis 2 using

only T2 and T3 data. The tests did not find a relationship between customer focus and

firm perfornance without the T1 data. In other words, without including the events

leading up to the entry of large-format retailers the data do not reveal a significant

relationship between customer focus and firm performance. This may help to explain

why previous studies do not report any significant f,rndings like the one found here.

Cutler's (1969) revisit to a previously published data-set on political party

preferences may shed some light on what appears to be occurring when pre-entry data is

excluded. The data-set Cutler revisited offered a series of cross-sectional survey results

(collected in 1946,1950,1954, 195S) that identified political party preference in different

age groups. The data consistently showed older respondents choosing the more

conservative party. At first, it would appear that the data offers consistent evidence that

as people age, they become more politically conservative. However, Cutler's subsequent

examination of the data looked at all age groups in the first series (collected in 1946) and

'aged'them respectively for each subsequent survey set (collected in 1950,1954,195S).

He discovered political choice remained largely the same within each age group, with

relatively minor increase/decrease fluctuations over time. His findings led him to
conclude that, "what may at first appear to be clear and dramatic evidence of one

phenomenon when analyzed in a cross-sectional manner, may turn out to be convincing

evidence of an alternative effect when the appropriate longitudinal methodology is

employed" (p. 587). Although the evidence put forward in this dissertation is not

unequivocal, it does illustrate that relying upon cross-sectional data in order to state the
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influence of particular phenomena as well as to forecast trends can be misleading, and

may sometimes result in the opposite of what one might expect.

Hamel and Prahalad (1996) have stated that management should always be able to

identify andempathize withthe'ordinary'customerif firms aretomeettheneedsof

consumers. Porter (1985) has discussed the importance of an organization appealing to

the buyer's purchasing pattern, or value chain, which for retailers involves understanding

the value chain that exists within households. "IJnderstanding households' value chains is

less intuitive, but nevertheless important. Households engage in a wide range of
activities, and products purchased by households are used in conjunction with this stream

of activities" (Porter, 1985, p.52).

This study formulated a representative value chain for the Baby Boomer age

cohort. The age group of people is a reliable predictor of human behaviour (Reynolds and

Wells, 1977). Demographers and sociologists alike examine people in age groups, known

as cohorts, in order to g ain insight into lifestyle choice. The B aby B oomer cohort has

been the driving force behind new markets for products and services since the late 1940s

and this trend is expected to continue well into their senior years (Ambry,1990; Foot and

Stoffrnan, 1995;Meredith et aL,2002; Van Gorder, 1990).

An important implication of the theory underpinning this study is that the Baby

Boomers will not always be the significant group for retail home improvement to

monitor. Their preferences are shifting due to changes in time demands and financial

resources, which will ultimately affect the choices they make in homeownership and

renovations, not to mention the way they shop. As the number of Baby Boomers owning

homes dwindles and entering generations pick up a greater share of home ownership, the

customer focus of retailers will shift. The Baby Boomers will relinquish the distinction as

the single largest group of homeowners in Canada, passing it on to the 'Echo' generation

presently entering the home ownership years. This shift may result in lower-scale home

improvements as the younger, high-debt, low-income cohorts start to increase their share

of the homeownership market. This is where foresight in the preferences of future
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generations of homeowners can be a value to incumbent retailers positioning for

competition in the future (Kumar and Subramanian, 2000).

For example, there is a growing tendency for aging homeowners to move into

condominiums in order to maximize time freedoms. This means that the homeowner that

moves to a condominium will no longer toil with the maintenance of their residence.

Even for those that remain in their homes, the retention of domestic 'facility managers' is

expected to become increasingly popular, where an agency manages all of the

maintenance aspects of the home, in essence, offering the same freedoms as a

condominium, with the ability to stay in the home. lnvariably, this translates into fewer

renovations by Baby Boomers, and more maintenance undertaken by professional

services rather than the do-it-yourselfer.

Taken together, these trends may mean that in the future retail home improvement

may return to catering to do-it-yourselfers, providing the nuts and bolts to homeowners,

since the younger cohorts that will comprise the majority of the home owner market will

need to carry out the renovations themselves in order to save money. In the meantime, the

Boomers will prefer increased service, where shopping in boutiques and upscale shops

will be preferred over the warehouse approach of large-formats. If décor shopping is

going to be carried out, it will be done in trendy districts that are comfortable and safe to

walk with parking close at hand. However, the large-scale high-end renovation projects

will diminish in volume. It i s no coincidence then that retailers I ike H ome D epot and

Ll'al-Mart are presently experimenting with smaller store sizes that have more of a

boutique or specialty store feel to them (Metters, Ketzenberg and Gillen 2000; Seiders

and Tigert, 2000; Hahn, 2000). While this scenario might be assumed understood by

managers of retail, the review of literature found the opposite, where few retailers

reportedly understood their local demographics and customers.
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5.1.3 Hypothesis 3: Narrowing of Focus

The final series of tests regarding change in retailers' product focus (Hypothesis

3A) and customer focus (Hypothesis 3B) versus performance generated a mix of support.

Regarding Hypothesis 34, no significant correlations could be found between retailers

that narrow their focus in product and an improvement in perforlnance over the study.

This was consistent with the paucity of significance in the positioning of firms by product

focus as presented in Hypothesis i. V/ith regards to Hypothesis 38, however, a

significant relationship between an increase in customer focus and improved reported

performance was present, which adds to the significance already found regarding the

benefit that a customer focus has for incumbent retailers Adaptation might have a place in

explaining increased performance due to change in organizations.

The data set suggests that it may b e e asier and less costly to change customer

focus rather than product focus. Perhaps the resources required to shift product focus are

more 'sticky' (Chen, 1996) in comparison to a shift in customer focus. For example,

consider the resources required to change product focus: breaking existing merchandising

agreements with suppliers, establishing a new social network of contacts, and possibly

retraining employees to work with a new product focus. All of the above will cost a

retailer both in time and finances. In comparison, changing a customer focus may require

a retailer to promote adifferent bundle of current array of products that appeal to the

customer group the retailer is focusing upon. Retail changes associated with a customer

focus change may involve items such as merchandising displays, colour schemes, and

advertising medium in order to appeal to the customer. While retailers incur an additional

expense in the changes to customer focus, it may not hold the same degree of structural

inertia as a shift in product focus.
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1) Limitations of this Research

As with all studies, there are limitations to the research carried out here. The

limitations relate to: the number of participants in the study; repeated testing of
participants; construct measurement; generalizabllity; the definition of firm failure in this

study; and chance. First, the low number o f p articipants in the data-set i s the greatest

limitation in the research here. This has reduced the ability to undertake analysis with

multiple measures, such as multiple regression analysis in order to see the combined

effect of measures across several hypotheses. The low number of participants may also

explain the lack of statistically significant results when testing Hypothesis 1. However,

where this data-set lacked in number of participants, it gained in having the data collected

at four points over six years.

Regarding the longitudinal nature of the study, in an effort to reduce

instrumentation threat (Cook and Campbell,1979) nearly all items collected at each time

period remained largely unchanged. However, a potential problem that can come out of a

longitudinal study with repeated use of the same instruments is participants may become

sensitive to questions asked, which may cause disproportionate consideration to the

survey-related activities in their work between points of data collection. This threat may

have been ameliorated though, given the period of two years between data collection and

the volume of material gathered each time.

Regarding construct measurement, the measures used in testing product focus in

Hypothesis 1 may not have adequately operationalized a firm's product specialization,

which may help to explain why the Hypothesis 1 measures (including the three presented

in the Appendices) were not normally distributed and did not generate any significant

results. Assigning a focus based upon coarse grain 'specialist' and 'generalist'

categonzations, or a mathematically derived value of niche based upon the products sold

may not be reliable measures of niche width. In addition, examining a retailer's product

variety as well as the customers they serve creates a measure of customer focus in
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Hypothesis 2. There is the possibility that this measure may also be insufnicient in

operationalizing a firm's specialization by customer type.

Generalizability of the study must also be considered as a limit to the research

here. For example, although product and customer focus could be used in other retail

environments the array of products and industry activities, as well as the characterization

of consumer trends as 'décor' and 'trades' focused are fairly specific to the industry of
home improvement. However, the activities undertaken in finding the influences on the

retail home improvement environment (i.e. understanding the largest consumer group)

should be applicable in other retail environments.

Another limitation to the research in this study is how firm failure was measured.

Failure has been accounted for in numerous ways. In this study firm failure bundled

together organizational 'death' (i.e, the closing of doors) with organizational 'escape'via

the changing of stripes by being acquired, relocated, or product-overlap being eliminated.

And while escape provides a valuable proxy for measuring the intensity of competitive

rivalry (Baum and Korn, 1996), the suggestion that all exits are a reflection of the firm's

inability to compete is an attribution that could rightfully be argued as false. For example,

Hager, Galaskiewicz, Bielefeld and Pins (1999) discovered in a study of 35 failed

organizations that one in five close their doors when management believe they have

achieved 'mission completion,' where the objectives of the organization have been met

and a new mission is not pursued. It may be possible that some of the incumbent retailers

in this study closed their doors with the same rationale of mission completion. The

importance of this limitation warrants fuither study on the assignment of 'firm failure' in

research and as such is discussed further in the next section.

In a related vein, we must accept that not all 'fit' firms survive, and not all 'unfit'

firms fail. Aldrich (1979) stated: 'Just as the fittest sometimes fail, because of random

variations in the selection process, so patently maladaptive organizations sometimes

survive" (p. 54). It may simply be that, by chance, an organization was best suited to the

new conditions that are created, ot a'misfit' organization was protected within a benign
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environment (Miles and Snow, 1984). Furthermore, some organizations, particularly

privately held firms will survive, even though they may appear to be inefficient and less

fit than others. Porter ( 1980) explains that "they o ften work out o f homes, use family

labour, and avoid regulatory costs and the need to offer employee benefits" (p. 212)

offering them more slack resources than would appear possible on the surface.

5.3 Future Research

This study has many implications for future research. I will draw attention to four

that are of particular relevance for literature that looks at the performance of incumbents

competing against large-format retailers. The first area for future research is to build on

what Porter (1996) calls the 'origins of strategic positions,' which describes three

different approaches to positioning for competitive advantage. While two of the

approaches were investigated in this study, a third remains ripe for study alongside the

first two. A second area for future research is to design studies that draw from and test the

ability of resource partitioning theory to explain the joint presence of specialist and

generalist firms in the same market. Third, future research is required to investigate more

carefully the reasons for firms closing in the presence of heightened competition by the

entry of large-format retail. Do they close their doors because they have been beaten

down by the increased competition, or because they are inclined to see themselves as

having achieved their 'mission?' Finally, measures of subjective fîrm performance as a

predictor of firm failure requires revisiting in future research. Subjective measures are

regularly used in order to determine firm perfoñnance in lieu of access to objective

performance measures. However, this study found no relationship between subjective

performance measures and firm failure. Each of these four areas of future research is

presented below in further detail.
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5.3.1 Examining the Importance of Convenience in Firm Focus

Porter (1996) has stated that firms can appeal to a buyer's value chain by way of

three distinct bases for positioning in order to gain competitive advantage: variety-based

positioning, needs-based positioning, and access-based positioning. The first two of

Porter's three sources for strategic positioning (variety-based and needs-based) were

explored in this study. The third source for positioning, access-based positioning was not

looked at, yet it has a good conceptual overlap with offering convenience to consumers as

described in the earlier review of the large-format retail literature.

Porter's first basis, a variety-based approach to strategic positioning entails firms

selecting a s pecific subset o f i ndustry p roducts to o ffer the m arket. F irms that b elieve

they can provide a distinctive set of activities around a specific product group that others

are unable to offer will apply this strategy. In this study, specializing based upon product

focus is consistent with Porter's variety-based positioning.

Porter's second basis, a needs-based approach to strategic positioning, entails

firms tailoring a set of products to best serve the needs of a target customer group. This

approach is used when firms try to differ from their competitors in providing a range of
products and activities that are sought out by a particular group of customers. The

measure for customer focus in this dissertation is an example of needs-based positioning.

Porter's third source, access-based positioning, entails configuring a firm's

activities so that they "reach customers in the best way'' (Porter, 1996, p.67). This

requires firms to look at being distinctive in their availability to a target customer group.

In Chapter Two, the literature review of retail presented research that suggested how

retailers could create an advanta ge by increasing convenience by way of accessibility for

consumers. Some of the research focused upon proximity elements, such as location

(Seiders and Tigert, 2000) and layout (Arnold and Luth¡a, 2000), while other research

looked at availability, such as in-stock items (Barber and Tietje, 2004) and hours of
operation (Litz and Stewart, 2000). While the findings from previous studies have
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suggested the importance of access-based positioning in retail, it would be particularly

beneficial for a study with a larger number of firms be conducted, so that all three sources

of strategic positioning could be analyzed simultaneously.

5.3.2 Apptying Resource Partitioning Theory

Future research on the effect of entering large-format competition on incumbent

retail could be carried out using resource partitioning theory. An altemative explanation

put forward earlier for the f,rnding in Hypothesis 1 was that firms specializing in product

might have become partitioned from firms that offer a wider variety. In effect the two are

able to co-exist because they serve different areas of the same market. This is consistent

with resource partitioning theory, which even posits that the increased dominance of

large-format retailers will enhance the life chances of the specialist retailers (Canoll and

Hannan, 2000). From a resource partitioning perspective, firms that face the greatest

threat in retail home improvement are mid-sized generalist firms. These particular

retailers are out-competed by the specialists in their respective product categories, as well

as by the larger generalists that enjoy gteater scale economies. Outside of the resource

partitioning literature, Sheth and Sisodia (2002), as well as Porter (1985) have referred to

this particular problem facing mid-size generalists as being 'stuck in the middle.'

Resource partitioning theory looks at the evolution of specialists as being

different than the evolution of generalists. Generalists basically compete with other

generalists, and the larger generalists will dominate due to scale advantages. Over time

the smaller generalists are out-competed and driven out of the market. Specialists thrive

because of the market that is left by the out-competed mid-sized generalists. In essence,

the 'spoils of war' are split among the ever growing generalists and the smaller

specialists. The generalists take the larger spoils that overlap with their produclservices

interests, and the specialists consume the lesser spoils that fall outside the interests of the

generalists. Resource partitioning theory argues that specialists can proliferate in a market

if they avoid head-to-head competition with generalists and instead focus on: market
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segments of little interest to generalists; customer groups with changing needs over time;

or specializing in products or services associated with status (Canoll et aI,2002).

Clearly, it would be ofconsiderable interest for futureresearch to examine the

efficacy of resource partitioning theory for understanding the dynamics between

incumbents and large-format retailers. Such research must be designed to satisfy specific

requirements related to the assumptions that resource partitioning theory is premised

upon. One such premise assumes that there exists a market center, if only figuratively.

Furthermore, resource partitioning theory requires the use of a complete data set. These

two specific points are given more attention below, however more can be found on the

assumptions and requirements of resource partitioning theory in Carroll and Hannan's

(2000), as well as Carroll et al's (2002) reviews of the literature.

A key assumption in resource partitioning theory is that there exists a place in the

market where resources are most abundant and where the greatest demand for a firm's

products and services can be found. This place in the market is known in resource

partitioning theory as a figurative 'market center' or 'uni-modal peak.' It is where

crowding and competition by other firms is most intense. It is critical to the application of
resource partitioning theory that environmental resources are distributed in this particular

mariner (Canoll et aL,2002). Given this assumption, resource partitioning theory also

presumes that scale advantages will exist in the market because of the presence of high

volumes at the market center. While a higher volume of sales at the market center creates

the potential for reduced costs and scale economies, the outlying, less crowded regions of
the same market will have higher unit costs than the center.

Therefore, in future studies involving resource partitioning theory it is important

to include data on incumbent retailers that reside in product sectors beyond the target area

of the large-formats, such as wholesalers, rental s hops, sellers of used equipment, and

retailers located beyond the city limits. For example, in this study, the product sectors

observed were limited to those carried by Home Depot and Revy in their target

geographical market. The main approach in explaining the proliferation of specialists is
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by viewing the resource space outside the target area of generalists (Carroll et aL,2002).

By including this area in a study it is possible to compare the amount of resource space

available for specialists when market concentration rises. This would require collecting

data on incumbent retailers that did not operate within the target area of the entering

large-format retailers that are under study.

Finally, A data set of the entire population is also required in resource partitioning

theory in order to statistically draw any conclusions on mortality; representative sampling

schemes are strongly discouraged. While a representative sample may provide

description in the distributed characteristics of firms, organizational demographers make

it clear that such samples are not sufficient to support analysis of demographic change or

vital rates (Canol and Hannan, 2000). Moreover, data collection should include the outset

of the industry under study, particularly if the inference of age-related mortality is

presented. This type of information extends beyond what would be available in sources

such as the Yellow Pages. Ultimately, census and tax information are more appropriate

sources of data for resource partitioning theory. However, the pursuit of a full set of
population-level data comes at the expense of detail at the individual organization in the

population.

5.3.3 Examining Firm Exit and Failure

Further research on reasons that business owners offer for explaining the closing

of their doors is warranted. For example, many researchers have framed the retail home

improvementindustryascomprisedof 'Mom &Pop'retail(Ehrenfeld,1995;Litzand

Stewart, 2000:' Metters, Ketzenberg, and Gillen,2000). we must remember some day,

regardless of how well their firm is performing, Mom & Pop will want to retire, and they

may not want to transfer the business to others. Such a possible explanation of firm exit

merits further examination in studies like this, especially given the number of family

owned businesses (N : 27).
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While the entry of large-formats may have been the catalyst for confronting the

issue of 'retiring' the store, it may have only quickened the inevitable. In effect, perhaps

some storeowners who had been living off of the home improvement needs of traditional

consumers had been waiting for a reason to exit the market, and the entrance of large-

formats gave them one. As a result, Mom and Pop close their doors, marking the event as

their own personal 'mission complete,'having successfully managed a career in retail and

were now teady to embark upon a new mission, where the store is no longer required.

Further study on this explanation for market exit as well as other types of exit such as

"orderly failure" by voluntarily entering into bankruptcy (Delaney, lggg) could be

reached via 'exit interviews' of managers of failed organizations. This may provide

valuable insight into the reasons for the closing of doors and changing of stripes that

extends beyond the perception that retailers fight to survive until their last breath.

Along the same lines, if it is true that entry of large-format retailers was especially

likely to hasten the exit of firms that were no longer fit to compete in the present

environment, then there may be implications for our understanding of appropriate

governmental policy issues related to raising 'artificial' barriers to entry for large-format

retailers. Perhaps such barriers are serving to protect complacency rather than to promote

healthy economic activity. Use of actions like government zoning and trade legislation to

protect incumbent retailers from the competitive forces of large-format retail have

already taken place in Canadian cities such as Vancouver (McMartin, 2002) and are

being discussed as necessary measures in others such as Edmonton (Bohn and Burrill,

2005). However, some claim that the benefits of restrictive barriers have been "largely

unfounded" (Miller, et al 1999, p. 117) and could lead to stagnation of products and

services available to consumers.

In other words, the entry of large-formats may prevent incumbent retailers from

becoming complacent. Failing to scan the environment for potential challengers coupled

with "earning unsustainable margins", or "ignoring buyer needs" is one of the largest

pitfalls in defensive strategies and may have actually invited the new competition to their

market in the first place (Porter, t 985). Sam TValton, founder of Wal-Mart had explained
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in the past that "his company had been invited into small towns [as a result of] Mom-and-

Pop retailers who remained mired in the past by charging high prices, offering only

spotty selection of goods, and refusing to open on Sunday or reducing evening hours"

(Davidson and Rummel, 2000, p. 168). Recall that the findings generated in this study

suggest that firm failure in light of increased competition had stabilized over time

(failures inT2: 12; T3 :8; T4:0). This pattern could be argued as the outcome of a
market 'shake-out,' which led to the closure of the complacent stores.

In sum, future research is required to shed fuither light on non-performance-

related reasons why incumbent firms exit in the face of large-format entrants, including

the possibilities of 'mission complete' and complacency. As well, it would be interesting

to have comparative studies of markets with and without artificial barriers to help better

understand the implications of restrictive legal barriers as an approach to managing

competition with large-format retailers.

5.3.4 Reconsidering the use of Subjective Performance Measures as Proxy

for Objective Performance Measures

Although some studies in the literature have suggested that subjective assessments

of firm performance are highly consistent with objective internal and extemal measures

(Dess and Robinson, 1984; Venkatraman and Ramanujam, L9ST), this dissertation could

find no relationship between subjective measures of performance (reported performance)

and firm failure. Put differently, an incumbent retailer initially reporting high

performance was just as likely to fail over the course of this study as a retailer reporting

low performance.

In lieu of objective measures and firm failure, researchers often rely upon

subjective reports of firm performance. This practice is largely due to the difficulty in

retrieving financial information from privately held firms in order to generate objective

performance measures (Dess and Robinson, 1984). The concern with subjective measures
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is that they may possess perceptual biases that do not accurately represent the

performance of the firm. For this reason a majority of empirical studies that examine the

relationship between strategic management and organizational performance in small

firms have been restricted to success or failure as the measure of performance.

Dess and Robinson's ( 1984) has often been cited to warrant the application of
subjective measures in the absence of objective measures (on a search using ISI Web of
Knowledge, the article had been noted as being cited 244 times in other peer-reviewed

journals). lndeed, the findings of Dess and Robinson's (1984) are seldom questioned; in

the broader context of organizational performance, only one other study was found that

does so (Sapienza, Smith and Gannon, 1988). Dess and Robinson (1984) argue that

studies of subjective failure (or success) offer limited advance waming to managers that

are headed towards firm failure, and thereby point to the value of subjective performance

data. However, my search of data bases revealed no study that tests whether a firm with

low subjective performance scores is indicative of a firm heading toward objective

failure, or whether it is simply representative of a temporary slow period that may in due

course be remedied.

Thus a counter argument to Dess and Robinson (i984) suggests that it is better to

have no information than to have managers base decisions on subjective data that has no

effect on the likelihood of failure. In sum, the linkage between firm performance and firm

failure requires more research in order to clarify for retailers that low firm performance

does not necessarily forecast firm failure; and more importantly, that high performance

does not necessarily predict success, thus countering the argument by Dess and Robinson.

Conclusion

This study has important contributions for the study of interorganizational

competition, particularly for incumbents facing large-format entrance. Most notably, the

findings suggest that current theory and practice pays too much attention on product

5.4
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focus and not enough on customer focus. Specializing based upon a product focus alone

does not provide any significant difference in performance when studied longitudinally

through a period of heightened competition. On the other hand, this study suggests that

retailers should concem themselves with a customer focus.

This dissertation is consistent with and builds on scholars like Echols and Tsai's

(in press) observation that the niche-perforTnance relationship is not necessarily clear-cut,

and Porter (1985) and Litz (1997) caution that not all niche positions are equal. This

study not only supports the importance of selecting the proper niche to specialize in but it

also provides theory and concepts for scholars and practitioners alike to assess the

environment in order to identify the best niche to exploit, thereby enabling firms to be

positioned for maximum fit during periods of heightened competition. Niche positioning

is multi-dimensional with some dimensions being more important to performance than

others. It may be that the level of importance of these dimensions may change based upon

the market conditions a firm finds itself in. My study makes a contribution towards

conceptual and theoretical development on how to incorporate extraorgwrizational

customer information alongside intraorganizational activities toward managing product

lines.

By investigating two different types of specialization, this research contributes to

further understanding the ways that incumbent retailers can distinguish themselves from

their competitors. Central to the contributions made in this study is the argument that

understanding the preferences of the largest cohort of consumers can lead to explanation

as well as prediction of the success and failure of organizations in increased competition.

The findings suggest that during heightened competition a customer focus, which appeals

to the preferences of a significant cohort, provides a competitive advantage.

The findings also suggest that although incumbents can make changes to improve

performance, such changes are not very common; adaptive changes may be more

common than organization ecologists might expect, but less common than the shategy

literature would expect.
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Finally, note that these findings were directly related to the fact that it was a

longitudinal study rather than cross-sectional, underscoring the need for such research to

facilitate strong theory building. As Miller et al (1999, p. 119) have stressed;

"competition is by its nature, a longitudinal construct." The availability of pre-entry data

was particularly important for identifying the salience of a customer focus (Hypothesis

2). The longitudinal nature also permitted analysis of firm adaptability over time

(Hypothesis 3), and provided a richer look into the role of product focus (Hypothesis 1).
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Appendix I
Survey Instrument at Tl (1.995)

@,.,
2no

PAIft 1 : !'OUR STORE'S EISTORY IN TEÊ NEIGEBOUREOOD

How nany years has you-r stoæ been...
. in operation?
. in this neigbbou¡hood?

Âbout how close do you live to t}le stôre? 

-Ules 

or -f Ulometers

How long bave you worked...

i!/øinnæs
/l

. í¡ tÀís i¡dustry? 4-ynu"

. for ihie E¡D? / 0 y" r"
r gt, rhiq locatÍou? /2 y.u,

,\bout what perænt of your customers do you knowby tame'! 

- 

%

Is your store a famiìy business? Please cirde yes or no.

lno
?ñ.à If yes, forhowlo"s,? /O wars\---/

How díd you gei involved as sr¡ ow'Þer of tha st¿re? Please circle appmpriaæ
number.

Ã\*t rrol upply - I do aot own tåe store

V aøræd.the storo myself

3 took it over ald/or boug¡ht it f¡om a¡otber fa&ily member

4 bought the store frorn a aon-fa¡oily member

5 oiùen

Wbo $qou exl ect. ta oun tÀis store 10 years from now?

Orha pres€n¿ ownér(s) will conti¡ue t¡ owtr the store

2 the store will probably have ceased opentions

3 family members relat¡d ø the current os¡er
4 eooeoue not related to tùe p¡esent owner

Who do you expect to mcra¡te tlis storc 10 years froû Dow?

Ã)ø. present Esnage(s) will conti¡ue to Dxarage Lhe s¿ore

V *ustore will probably have ceased operatiocs

3 family members relst€d to tbo cunent Eanager

4 someonê not related to tåe present manager

Does tbe 8tóre owner also own the buildilg? Ie your bueiness curreatly for ssle?

-/.Q.r"*lQr"*

I

:

I

1

@
yes

nÔ
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PÁ,I{12 : DESCRIBING YOUR SIûRE'S PRODUCTS AND SffiVICES

About what p€rcentage of you.r Btore's 1994 t¡tal sale€ c-ue Êþm:

. tJne *)e ol prúucb: ./nA % . thc e¡le of een:ìces: 

-7o
Please list you five EÒst importânt seruíces ;n order of s¿lee arouJrts:

1.

5.

Please estimate the percentage ofyour 1994 salesby producÉ catægory by placilg
an X in tbe appropriate spot along each lioe for each product group.

'hardware - Å
. powerÂand tools - X
r alaa¡¡ie^l _ X
. lighti¡B/fans X
o pìr,mbing & 6xtues - X
.Imber X - -. plywood./paneling - X
r flooring/canpeUviayl I
. kitchm & other

cabi¡ets X
. patio fumiture X
. housewsreS
. major appliances X
. orlgç

\Thich ofthe following best describes yourproduct line objectives for tlis 6tôre?

fÐ 
"nt" 

store offcrs a narrow but deepassortmerit of prod.ucts. we seek t¿

- satisfy cust mero looking for specialízed ¿¡d ha¡d-to-fi¡d products.

2 Tb.is store seck¡ to offer a broa.d but limited selection of different
p¡oducts. We ofler custoDcrs a basic selection in many product
cåtegories,

r.""isø"$.14út3rßr-E r$rtfu"S"ql"-too*

-l
!

I
j
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I
PAXI 3 : YOUR SIORE S ME}fBER.SEIP &Y¡. B(mNc cROUp

Is your store a member of my formal or i¡fomal buyilg group (for exa:¡ple
Home Ha¡dwa¡e in ¡eiail ha¡dwa¡e, or I.Gá. i¡ ret¿ù 

-goceriesl? please ãñje
yês or n0.

lNo
@Ves lfyes please a¡sp.er the nert 3 questione - otberwise go t¡ part 4.

Wbatisthe graop'"ot^"? 4 L¿-RO C-
How long bave you been a member of ihis group? / O y" r"
IIow importaat do you think being_a me'_'rbe,r of a buying networh ir in belping
)ou¡ Bt¡re in the following areas? Pleæe circle tàe apþmpriatæ nu:¡ber,

iEporùa-ût

C
â)
6)

t

2

2

PABI 4 : YOTIR STOnE"g TECENIC¿,L UpffiIISE
this.grou-p.of ite¡os .deals ¡¡ith the knowledge'of your store's eaployees in a
nu¡oler ofdille¡enL âreas. Please circle rh2t þ!s¿ enssTsrg each it¿m, -

Hoç, often do you or your employees,..

Yery
importå-Bt

345
345
345

dailyc
4

4

. reducing operating costs

. improving store i-mage

-*+ . pmduct educ¿rion

pmvide advice t¡ customers?

hold scheduled workshops to
deB,onstrate products?

yéâ¡ly

1

I

Eoûthly

2'.

o

2

2

weekly

J

J

¿

ó

hourly

5

5

5

5

have customers ask you questions
you dont k¡ow tlte answe¡ to?

tqlk to a lradesme¡ to bc able to
amwer a cust¡mey's question?

get additional training on the
products or services being sold?

learn something f¡om e cus¿omer
who's visiting your store? I

-4-
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PÂRT 5: YOUR SIORESSTAAS|:EGrC PRIORIflES

Which of the followirg is more ímportant Lo your etore'e shraægy? Circle
appropriaæ nu-raber.

A maintainíng high service levele

2 mqinþi¡ing aa erceilent product selection

Whicb of the followi.ng is rnor e imporlant to your store's stratery?

( I ) m¡int¡ini¡g high service levels
t nqini¡ining low retai] priccs

W'bjch of the following is æore ìmportatt tn you¡ stôre's sÞat€S/?

the

p¿i¡þinì¡g an excel.leat pmduct selection
maíntaining ìow retail prices

Suppose that you receive a nt¡¡¡ber of requests for a liue of products that is
relstêd t your axisting product liles, but one that you do not cårry (for example,
suppóse tåat you sel hå¡d a.n.d pos/ér tools, a¡d you begír1 t¡ geú requesB for
screws, nails, bolis and otber fastener hudwa¡e that you do not carry). Which
of the followilrg ståtemenùs best describes what your response would Lle?

1 I g¡ould condnue to refer cust¡mers to other st¡res who ssll úh€
line they've inqujred âbout eveb though I might lose potential
ssles. I would do tbis because I bclieve it, is inportånt t 6einþi¡
rÃy focus on my preseDt product Iines ä¡Id avoid spreadiDg lnyself
too thin.

( Z 7Ï wou.ld inquire about adding the product li¡e t¡ tho6c I already
\---l seI even though it rqight take mo¡o of rDy ti¡oo a¡d add inventory

andot!ercosts.Iwou]dcothisbecauseIbeIieveitísirûportânÈt¿<.
maintaín a broad variety of products to Eeet ruy custoners'
changing needs.

'Ío meesure m! store's succcsg, it is gpneml¡y better t¡ ¡oeâsure.,.

L the level of current sâles (¿hs¿ is, larger saìes are better)

O lhe level ofcunent proÂl margins (higher margins are beùt¿r)

pro¡lús it is generaily betær to,,-

hold margins const€,nt ani inc¡easc 6ales volu6e
increase margins and hold sales volume const¿¡t

To mìnímize ¿or.ç¿s it is geuerally beitær !0...

t hold margins constant ¿Lnd lose sales

2 ¡educe margins and hold sales volume constånt

-Ð-

o
I

To í>t¿tzaseo

t16
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PART 6 : ESTL\L{TIN'G YOLIR STORE'S CORE TRADING AREA

On tìe following mop please do the following:

1. P)ace al X Lo represeDi ]¡our st¡re's cu

2. Dmw a circle a¡ ãt¡re's core trading uea-

xlli{itr;:frfF-a;.

(
t\rl

"t-
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P¡{RI 7 : YOUR ST0RSS CUSTOIIRS

Please place an X in the appmpriate spot along each line Ín esrímÊting th6
percenlage of ¡ou¡ 1994 sdJet tåat came Êom e¿ch of tbe following groupe:

X
X
À

Y-¿\
- -: -:

Please place an X in the appmpriate spot aloug each li¡e in estimating the
¡rerxentoge of¡our 7994 cztsto¡næ that cane ínto lol¡¡sl¿re from eschgroup

. tradesl¡âDd]Ðm

. do-Ít-you¡selfers

. occasionøl ghoppers

. institutional buyers

s""þ+ro"dþ.r{ose$}d?"o.bsä.6rþrþ4ù1ñft

x
x

. other:

PÂRT 8 : YOUR STORE"S E4fPLOYEES

In additjon to yourself, how many empioyees work is your stlre?

, full-tine employees .g . part.tíme eøployees þ
How long has your fpical employee remai¡red with this store?

. full-tiruemployees /O y"^n . paí-¿írflcemployces J ye*
Alut how many of you employees are in each of the followiug catøgoriee?

-q A regllar high school education only

- 

vocational-tech¡ical higb school education only

- 

coarmunity college educat¿d

4/ uliversity educate<l

1 former/present tradesperson

t.ei-s41vrqq"{"""ß"q.r$o"ßtt".tfuS
' tradcs/¡andyman
. do-it youselfcrs
. occasioual shoppers
. institutional buyers
. ot]ler

1t9



P-{I{D 9: YOIiR STORES CUSTOÀIU¿ RU¡{flO¡¡SEIPS

flow ofr¿n do you or yow employees...

. greei, your cuslomers by
Dr,rl]e &6 t¡ey entêr the store

' try to develop Éiendships
$¡'itå rustomers while they're
shopping ir ùhe st¡rs

m.akc ìt a priority to be eroud
tåe stor€ during regular hours
i¡ orde¡ to get to know customers

Þev€r

1

I

ooEe¿it]leB

234

aJwaye

@

lnt/
o

a.lwayø

o

tÔô

Ifa customer asks, how oft¿a would you or you¡ employees,..

. hold merchandise for longer.
tha::-nonal lengths of time

. give out your home phor,e number
to cnstoners just in case tåey
have a aft,er-hou¡s emergency

. place special orders for cust¡mers
without requiring deposits from them

. loa$ customers products tô try out
before they buy tåem so they get
e:actly what they need

. opeD the store up in ths middle
ol the night in order to heip
cus¿omers wità a¡ energency

. keep tåe store open past ofÊcisl
gt¡re hou¡s to help out customers

. let customers rcnt cquipmeBt
without putÈing do*rr a deposit

, t^ke back praducts even if
custorners don't, have a receipt

. take back pmducts even if
tàey'rc oponed

' take back prcducLs even if' they're used

' cxtend crûdi! ¿o rusùomers becausc
of irow well you know them

neve¡ sometimeg

@
0

tc
o
o

q

o
@

o
@

@
4

5¿-

-9-
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PA.E[ 10 : YOtiR SIORE'S COMMUIr'IIS D{VOL!:AME1{TS

Tlús group of items deal with how you stora ís involved_ in its community.
Please ci¡èle tb€ appropriåt€ num.ber for each activity your businese is involved
in.

ao
involvemcnt

Yery
i¡volved

res45
/11 2 s 4 5

Y2@4Ã
L 2 3 4 (tS)
t 2 3 4@
L2345

no help
whâtsoever

(t
@

L

1

helps
a lot

Ôt)Ê

2345
2 6)48
21(Ðs
z s @ 5
ôo/E

bugi¡ess (e.g. Chamber of Commerce)

charitable (e.g. Unihd rffay)

seruice (e.g. Kiwanis, R¡târy, Lions)

youth (e.g. sponsoring spor¿ t€m)
relígious (e.g. in.kind for church auctions)

other.

How useful are i:hese activities in helping customers fom relationships witå
you¡ store? Please cirde the appropriate nu:ober for each it¿n,

busiÉess (e.9. Chambc¡ of Comnerce)

charit¿blc (e.g. United V[ay)

servico (e.g. Kiwanis, Rotary, Lions)
youtå (e,g. sponsoring sport t€âh)
religious (e.g. ín-kind fo¡ church auctioas)

other

About how mauy hours each week do you spend working,...

. on st¿re-relat¿d mâi.têrs? 6 noun

. on community involvements? 2 nou""

In add.ition ø tbe items listed above, is there an¡thing else that you do to help
forn good working relationships with your customers? Please comment in the
area below,

-10-
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1994 PERFORMANCE

What wcrc thís storc's 1994 ørdl JøIes'! Ct¡cle the appropriaæ numbcr.

I lcss ùa Sl0O,00O

2 bcrwccn S100,000 and S249,999

3 bcscen 5250,000 añd 5499,999

.tr bcwcen 5500,000 and 5999.999

5 bcrwæn $1,000,ü10 a¡d Sa,999,999

6 bctwæn 55,000,000 ud 510,000,000

/'î-brn S10,000,000

How sarisficd arc you with your stoÞt cr¿ærr p¿fomancc in csch of ùc followíng aes?

. s¿lcs lcvcls

. rctprcñr

. salcs 8¡owth raæ

2
)
2

4

4

4

How have ach of rhe following chargcd for your srorc avcr táe pæl fue yeø2

significanr about úrc signiñcant
dcüca-sc samc incrccsc

. salcs Þvcls

. naprofit

. salæ gromh raæ

L

2

7

1

3

3

5

5

5

What changcs rlo you cxpcc, for yow sørc over thz ncxt five years?

si6rriñcut
rrc¡Ê&

. salcs k¡s¿ls

. rlctproñt

. salcs growth nrc

2

2

1

5

5

5

Yqy
rrcdsõcd

I

I

I

vcfy
sadsñcd

5

5

5

signifiøt
deæ

I

I

I

rbou¡ thc
sõm

3

3

B
?NODocs your storc havc a profit sharing or sain shuins llu? @a

11
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P.4Itf 12: YOUR COMLÍE\¡TS

Is t-here a:oything else ¡nou wouJd like t,o æU use about your st¡re ? If so, please use
tåis epace for tåaÈ purpose.

Thønkpu foryur tímel

.i2-
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Appendix 2

Survey fnshument atT2 (1997)

Abour how close do you live

How long have you worked..

PART l: YOUR STORE'S ÌIISTORY IN THE NETGHBOURHOOD

How maly years has your sro:-c- bcen...
. in operation? _ yea¡s
. in rhis nciglrbourhood _ ycars

to the score? _ míles or kilometers

_ minutcs

_ yea¡s

_ ycars

_ ycars

. io thís industry?

. for riis firm?

. ar tlris focation?

ls your slorc a lamily busincss? Plcase circle ycs or no.
nno
tr yes Ifycs, for bow long? _ ycars

If yes, how many family mcmbers a¡c involved as ow¡ers?. If ycs, how maly family mcrnbcrs ¿¡e involved as mrnagers? 

--How did you get invôlv¿d as an ow¡er of,rhc storc? check one of tlre followiog boxcs.
tl does nor appty - I do nor opn thc srore
tr stancd ùc store mysclf
n ¡ook it over a¡d/or bought it ûom a::other fa.mily membcr
tr bought tle storc from a non-family membcr
tr othcc

Who do you êxpect to orvn this storc I0 ycars from now?
tr rhc prescnt ownc(s) wíll conrínuc to own thc storc
tr úrc stor¿ will probabty have ccased openÌrions
E family rnembcrs rclatcd to the cu¡rent owncr
tr somconc not rclated to the prescnt owncr

Who do you cxpcct to r¡lanage this storc l0 yeaæ from now?
E thc prcscnt managc(s) will conti¡uc ro manâge the store
tr drc storc wíll probably havc ceascd opcratioru
n family membcn rclatcd to rhe currcnr marl.agcr
tr someonê not rclated to the prêsent managcr

Does ùre store owner also own the building? Is your business currently for sale?
t yes C ycs
nnofno
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PART 1: DESCRIBTNG YOUR STORE.S PRODUCTS À\D SERVTCES

Abou( \vhat pcrccnagc ofvour srorc's | 996 toral sales csnte from:
. tte salc oí producs: _r,/o . tlre salc ois¿rvices: 

-Vo
Plc¡sc cstimate thc percenegc-of your 1996 salcs by product crrcgory by placing an X in thc
s p p ro p ri a'lc s p o t a ro n g'"' n' 

î":i;;Ïîq .ï* * r%"$".i.re$ss6-ro*
. ha¡dware & fasrcncrs
. powcr,trand tools
. clctu-rcaLlighting/fars
. plumbing, hcating

& fixru¡cs
. lumbcrþlywood,þancling
. paint/wallcovcring
. flooring/carpct/vinyt
. kitchcn & otbc¡ cabincts
. parior'yarügarCcn
. houscwa¡ts
. major appliances
. otbc¡:

Wtích of ùc following bcsc dcscribcs yow product linc objccrivcs for this sro¡c?

Ú This storc offcrr a nanov but deep assoruent of products. Wc scck to satisff
cu.stomcrs looking for spccializcd a¡d bard+o-find products.

¡ Thissto¡esccklooffe¡a broødbutlÍmÍtedselcctionof diffcrcntproductr. Wcoffcr
ctlstomcñi a bæic sctcction in many product caregoriæ.

PART 3I YOTJR STORE'S CUSTOIVTERS

Plcasc ptacc au X in rhc appropriatc spot along each linc in estirnating rhc percenøge of ¡our
1996 sales thr¡ cemq &om cach ofthc following groups:

i*l*r*"q*4"'ß"-ht%..'fr "Ss%'"'P+
. tradcs pcrson
. do-it-yoursclfcrs
. occasional shoppcrs
. insdrutional buyers
. other:
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PART 4: YOUR STORE'S lvfEùfBERSHIp IN À Bny$iG cROUp

[s your srorc a mcmber of any formal or informal buying group (e.g., Home Harclwarc)
fJno

[fycs, for how long? _ ycars
lf ycs, how much of your srock comcs from rlc buyíng group? _yo

If yes, how imporrant do you think bcing a oembcr of a buying n*ìvork is in hclping your storc
in $c following arcas? Plcasc circle tlrc appropriatc numbcr.

C yês

--- çommuniry college cdr¡cat¿d

_ former trâCesperson

_ univesiry educatcd

Þresent mdesDerson

not tmportant

t2
12
t2
l2
t2

very ¡mpor¿¡lt

45. rcducíng ope nring cosLs
. improving store image
. pmduct educ¿tion
. ræponding to new comperitors
. artracting cì.Istomers to youf store

J

3

3

3

J

4

4

4

4

PART 5: YOUR STORE'S EMPLOYEES

I¡ addition to yoursclt-, how maly cmployees worft in your store?
. full-time employees _ . þart-time cmploycês _

How long has your rypicål cmployec remained with tbis storc?
. full-rime cmployees --- . püt-rímc cmployccs _

About how many of your employees arc in cach of tl¡e followíng categoriæ?

- 

regular higlr school cducation only vocarional+echnic¿l high school only

5

5

5

5

Àbou¡ how many hours each wcek do you spcnd working...

'on intcrnal storc-rclatcd mancrs? (e.g., invcntory, display managemcnt)

. ou monitoríng your compc(irion? (c.g., studying flycrs, visiring storcs)

. on comrnunity involvemenrs? (e.g. Kiwanis, Unitcd Way)

_ houn

_hours
hours
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P,A.RT 6: YOUR STORE'S TECHMCÅL EXPERTISE

-1
I

This grouo of i(cñs deals with rhc knowledge of your srore,s employces in a

a¡sas. Plessc circle thc oñê that bcst ans,yers each itcm-

How of¡en do you or your employees...

monthly wcekly dailY

234

2

Docs your storc havc a point-of-salc accountilg system?

Do you subscribc to any industry t-adc ncwspapcr/magazinc?

E y."

t y"t

. yearly

. provide advice to customers? I

. hold schcduled workshops to

dcmonst-a¡è producs? I

. havc customcrs ask you qucstions
you don't k'low thc answcr to? 1

. talk to a ¡radcsman to bc ablc to

answcr a c'Jstomc/s question? I

. gct additional tcaining orì t\e
pmducs or serviccs bcing sold? I

. learn somcthíng Êoco a customcr
who's vi.siting your storc? t

. business (c.9. Cbambcrof Commcrce)

. ch¿¡iablc (e.g. Unitcd Way)

. servicc (c.g. Kiwanis, Roury, Lions)

. ysuth (e.g- sponsoring sport team)

. rcligious (c.g. in-kind for church auctions)

. other

numbci of diñ'crcnr

hðurly

5

5

5

5

5

)

Dno

üno

the

PART 7: YOUR STORE'S COMMUNTry II{VOLYEMENTS

This group of itcms deal with how yow store is involved in íu communiry.' Please circle
appropriate number for cach actíviry your business is involv'cd i¡.

not involved

t23
t23
t23
t23
t23

vcry involved
45
45
45
45
45

I¡ addition to thc items list¡d abov¿. a¡c thcrc any othcr out-of-særc activítics you arc involvcd is
whicb hclp to form good working rclationships with your customcrs? Plc¿sc commcnt oo bâck
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PÁRT 6 : ESTL\L{TING YOIiR STORE S CORE TRA-DEr'G AR.Eå'

On tìe following map pleÂse do t}re followilg:

l. Place an X to represent ),our st¡re's

2. Draw a circte aroud-t¿,f-sl¡re'6 core L*adi¡g area-

(
v\
1ì

,?'.1
;{i

.'ïl

.ii.l
L.,t
l:;t,Ìf

128
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If a customcr asks, how often would you or yoLn employees:

nevcr somccimes always

. give out yow home phooc nrrmbcr to customcrs jusr in
case thcyhavc a¡ after-hou¡s crnergcncy L 2 3 4 5

. lcan custome¡s products to try out before thcy buy thcar
so tbey get exactly what they nccd 2 3 4 5

. opcn rhc siore up in the míddle of tåc night io ordcr
to hclp customers with an cmergency I 2 3 4 5

. kecp thc siore open past official store hours to help
outcustomcrs I 2 3 4 5

. lct customers rent cquípment without putting
downadcposít | 2 3 4 5

. ake back pmducLs even if customers don't
have a receipt

. rake back products ev€n if they're opened

. take back producs even if thc/rc used

A.bout what pcrccnt of your customcrs do you know by namc?

Abou¡ bow many dollars did you spend on advenising in 1996? S

P.\RT 9: YOUR STORE'S CUSTOIVf ER

How oÍìcn do you or your cmployees...

. grccr your cusrorncrs by namc as they êntet tl¡e storc

. ry to dcvclop Fiendships with customers whilc
rhc/rc shopping in thc storc

. make it a prioriry to be amund the storc during
rcgular hours in order to gct to }c¡ow cu-stomen

W}at perccnt ofyou¡ 1996 advcrrisìng budget was spent on:

_ o/o television _!. ndio 
- 

o/o newspaper

iíyou usc flyers - How frequently do you distribute flyers?

- How many âddresses receivc them cach timc?

RELATIONSHIPS

ncvcr somcti¡n¿s always

12345

% flyers /o o¡her

t?345
t2345
t2345
ô//o
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P.{,RT t0: YOUR STORE,S STR{TEGIC pRfORITIES

Which of r\e lollowing is more importal,t to your store,s strarcgy?
C maineining high servicc lcveis
¡ mainaíning an excellenr product sclecrion

Wlrich oi che fotlowing ís more importar¡¡ ro your srorc,s srEtcgy?
D maìrraining hígh scrvice levcls
¡ maintaining low rcrail prices

\4'1rich ol tic followíng ís more iñponarl io you¡ s¡orc,s st_aregy?
tl mainrainiog an c.<cellent product sel¿crjon
tl mainuining low ¡e.6il p;sg.

Suppose tlar you rcccivc a numbcr of requests for a liac of products that is reratcd to your
cxísling pmduct lincs, but onc that you do uot carry (c.g., supposc tbat you sell ha¡d and powcr
tools, a'nd you bcgin to 8ct requess for scrcws, nails, bolts a¡d oû¡er fasrener ha¡dwa¡e t¡at you
do not carry). which of rhc foilowing s'.rc.enLs best describes wbat your responsc wourd bc?

t] I would continue to refer customers to other stores who seü the linc thcy,vc
inquired about cven though I migbt rose po:cntiar sares (to mai¡tain focus on o,y
prcscnt product lin¿s a¡d avoíd spræding mysclf roo thin).

n I would inquire about Âddlng the product line ro úose I already sell even though it
míght ukc morc of my tímc and add invcotory aod other costs (to main¡¿i¡ s !ro6d
varicry ofproducts to mect Iny cuStomers'changíng needs)-

To mcasura my lorcts succ6s, ít is generally befter to mcasure...
tr the level ofcurrcnr salcs (thar is, largcr salæ are bener)
Ü thc lcvcl of currcnr profit margins (highcr margirs are better)

To increase proJìts it is genenlly bcner to...
tr hold margins constânt and ilcrcase sales vol,,,ne
D incre¿sc margins and hold salcs volumc coosrâ¡t

To minimiz loss¿s ir ís gcncnlly beftcr to...

n hold margins constant and lose salcs
¡ rcducc margirs and hold sales volume constånr

Fo¡ our store to compe(c against Rev_v / Home Depot if is gcncrally better to...

! incrcase margirrs & incrcase volumc E dcceasc margirs & incrcasc vorumc
n increasc margins & decrcasc volumc D dccrcasc margùu & dcc¡casc vorumc

I3I



PART I I : ¡IRRIVAI, OF GLA.¡VT COMPETITORS

l. Ílow *ill :hc aníval of Revy's and Homc Dcpor impact your srorc,s sales?

it will c¡usc our s(ore tó go our of busincss
it will havc a significanl ncgâ!ivc impact
it ç,ill have a marginal neg3rivc imDacr
it rvon't havc any cffcct
it may havc a marginal positivc impact
it deññírely will sigßífìcant positivc impact

How wíll thc arrival of Rcwy's md Home Dcpot impact on your storc's margínr?

it will c¡usc our storc to go ou( of busincss
it will havc a sígnificant ncgâtjvc impact
it wíll have a marginal ncgõrive impacr
it won't havc any Êffcct
it may hrvc a marginal posi(ivc impact
it dcfinircly will significant positívc impacr

Wlat if Rcvy's or Homc Dcpot mountcd a vcry strong advcrtisi.og campaigl claimilg that:

thcy spccialize in servlng Iocel tradespeople (c.g., selling cornmcrcíal gradc pmducts, offcring
cxpcl scn'icc, opcniog at 6:00 a.m. wirb frec coffcc &, doouts)? Choosc r.h¿ onc bEst a¡swer:

o
D
u
trt
c
2.

u
o
ng
0
tr

).

a)

D
t
C
E
D

continue wiúl "busincss as usual" (c.g., you don't scll to conü-acto¡s aflywsy)
match or outdo t¡eir inccotivc (c.g., offer morc gcDcrous crcdjt policics, sxlonger
hourVcoffcc)
rc{ìrect cmphæis ø othcr customcn (c.g., focus on do-icyourselfcrs, drop/ødd product li¡cs)
quít (c.g., lcavc, closc or scll thc storc)
oth¿r:

thcy emphasize seminars to tcach do-iryoursclfcrs (c,g., how to iasta_ll a sint). Would you..,

E conti¡ue wÍth busincss as usual (c.g., you citlcr offcr or cao't afford ro offcr similu scminars)
[] match or ourdo scminars (c.g.. bcgin to offer simitzr scminars)
O r¿direct emphasis to othc¡ a¡cas (e.g., incrcasc focus on scrvicc, product qrraliry, pricc)
Ð quit (c.g., Icavc, closc or scll t-bc stoic)
0 othcr:

they have rhe lowest prfces in Win¡ipcg? Would you...

O conti¡uc with busincss as usual (c.g., your pricing policy is atu-activc as it is)
E match or offer evcn lowcr priccs 1c.g., oo âlt itcm!, on-high profilc/advcniicd itcms only)
E ¡c-dircct cmphasis to oülêr arcas (c.g., product quality, cuiromcr scwicc, producr sclccríon¡
D changc product Iinc (c.g., includc fcwcrprice-scnsirivl products)
O quit (c.g., lcavc. closc or scll thc srorc) 

-

D other:

b)

c)

d) hrvc the \yidesr selection of bra¡ds in Wínnipcg? Would you...

û
tr
B
0
o

continuc witl busincss as usual (c.g., you offcr a wid¿ sclcction alrcady, you cu'l afford morc)
match or ouldo bm¡d sclection (e.g., add nÊw Iinès)
rc{irccr cmphasÍs to oùrcr areas (c.g., pricc, customcr scrvice, product qualiry)
quit (c.g., lcavc, closc or scll ttre srorc)
other:

l0
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PART tl: YOURSTORE'S 1996 PERFOruil.llYCE

Whai wcre rJris s¡orc,s 199ó to¡¡l sales?
Circfe thc appropriare numbcr.
D less rhanSt00,000
! beru¿ccn S I 00,000 and 3219,999
n berwcen S250,0O0 and $499,999
Û beween 3500,000 and 5999,999
tl bcwcen S1,000,000 and Sl,4g9,ggg
! bcnvcen 52,500,000 and S4,ggg,ggg
n bcueen 55,000,000 and 59,999,999
n overSt0,000,000

How big is your srore's selling space?

Circlc rhc appropciaÍe numbcr.

n lcss tl¡an 1,000 sq. ft.

I l.ooo-r.999 sq. ft.

n 2,ooo-2,999 sq. ñ.

n 3,ooo-3,999 sq. ft.
ú 4,ooo-4,999 sq. fr-

n 5,ooo-7,499 sq. ft.

ü 7,500-9,999 sq. ff.

Ü over 10,000 sq. ft.

About what arc your aver¿ge yearly vlcs pcr square foor? S

How s¿risfied arc you with your stoce's curren! perþrnancc in each of thc following arcas?

vëfy ttnçatiSfied
. sales lcveä I 2
. nct profit | 2
. salcs growth raie I 2
. community involvcment | 2

3

J

)
3

4

I
4

4

How h¡ve cãch of thc following charged for your storc over the pLrt f.ve years?

sipificant
decrease

significa¡t
dcgrase

about the

same

3

3

3

J

about the

same

23
23
23
?1

very sarisfied
5

5

5

5

síp.ificant
i¡creasc

5

5

5

5

sigrificant
incre¿sc

5

5

5

5

. salcs lcyels

. nct profit
'salcs growh rate
. cornmunity involvemcnt

' salcs lcvcls
. ncr profit
. sales growth rate
. community involvement

¿

)
)
1

4

4

4

4

4
4

4
4

trNo

What cbangæ do you cxpect for your store ove r the næ fve yean?

Does your store have a pmfit sharing or gain sharing plan? E yes
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YOT'R COMMENTS

ls there anyú.ing else you would líke ro terr w abour your storc in rigrrr of rhc arivar of Rew,s
and Home Depot? If so, please usc this spacc for thaipuçose.

Thank you for your time!

t2

f-
I
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Appendix 3

Survey Instrument at T3 (1999)

[:-----

PÀRT l: YOUR STORtr'S HISTORÌ'IN THE NE,IGIIBOIiRIIOOD

Horv many years has your srore buen...
. in operatìon? _ years
. in rhis neigltbourhood _ years

.Àbout horv close do you live to the store? _ uriles or _ kilorneters

_ minures

fl¡rrv long have you w'orked...

' in thìs indusrry*? _ years
. for this firm? _ years
. ai this location? _ years

Is your storc a family business? Plense circle yÒs or no.

f]no
n yes lfyes, f'or how long? _ years

If yes, horv many lamily nlen¡bers ar¿ involved as owners? _
Ifyes, horv ntany larnily mcmbc¡s a:e i¡rvolved as nranagers? _

llow did you get ínvolved as an owucr ofthe store? Check one ofthe follorving boxcs.

tr does not apply - I do not orvn the store

! started the store myself
tr took ít over and/or bought it from another family rnember

! bought thc storc from ¿ non-family member

! other:

Who do you expeci to orvn this sfore l0 years from norv?

¡ the present orvner(s) rvill coniinue to orr'l the stole

tr the store will probably have ceased operations

n family members related to the current owner

¡ someonr not relared {o the present owner

Who do you rxpecl to mânage tbis store l0 years front now?

n the prcscnt manager(s) rvilt continue to manage the srorc

tr the store witl probably have ceased operations

tr family rnembers relarcd to ths current manager

t] someone not rL'lated to the present manager

Does the store örvner also orvn the building? Is your business currently for sale?

tr yes n yes

trnoDno
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Abou¡

. lumber, ply.vood/paneling

. pain/wallcovering

. floori ng/carp eúvi n,vl

. kitchen & other cabi¡rers

. patío,iyar,rgarden
I hou.sewares
. major appliances

'oth¿r:

P.\RT 2: DESCRTUIT--c YOtiR SIOttE,S pRODUCTS A.i\.D SERVICES

rvhar pcrccntage olyorrr storc's I99g total sales came from:
. tir¿ sale ol products: _oti . the saiè of seryíces..

whìch of the following best descrìbes your produc! lirre objecti'es for this srore?

tr This store olfers a narron, bur dcep assortment of products. we seek fo satisfy
cusromers looking for specialízed and ha¡d_to_find products.

tr This store seeks ro oftet a broad but limited seÌection of different products. We ofler
, cusromers a ba.sic selectiorr in many product categories.

P.{RT 3: yOUR STORE'S ùfE:UBERSHIP Lr,¡ A BUYINC GROUP

Is -vour store a rn¿mber of'any formar or informar buying group (e.g., Home Flardrvare.¡trno
¡ yes ffyes, for horv long? _ years

Ifyes, horv much of your srock comes from rhe buying group? - %

fl-yes' horv ir¡oonanr do you think berng a member of a buyi.g network is in helping your srore
in ¡he fbllowing ¡reas? Please circle the appropriate numbcr.

not impoíant
. reducing operating costs
. improvìng srore image
. producr eciucario¡¡
. responding to nerv compctitor.s
. anracting custorners to your sto¡e

i
I
I

I

I

2
7

2

2

5

J

)
3
a

very

4
Á

4

I

rmportanf

5

5

5

5

5
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Please place an X in the appropriate spot along cach lìnc in esdmating tJte percenøge of vour
1998 s¿les that came from each ofthe following groups:

$oeïsq"ro-aqo-"S..ß"%t-ä"ti.-."i".$%qaoú
. fradcs person
. do-ir-yourselfers
. occasional shoppers
. institutional buyers
. other:

Àbout how nrany dollars did you spend on adveÍising in l99S? S

t\¡}at percent of your 1998 adverrising budget was spent on:

_ % television _%o radio __ o/o ne,,vspaper o/o ílyers 7o otlter

_vocational+cchnical hieh school onli

_ university educated

_ presenr rradespcrson

Iiyou usc flyers - How frequently do you clist,-ibure flyers?

. Horv many addresscs receive them each time?

.: - .;i:. .-: _-:_:::::::::+__

P,A,RT 5r YOUR STORB'S EIVÍPLOYEES

In eddition to yourself how many employces work in ¡rour store?
. full-time employees _ . parl-time cmployees _

How long hæ your typical employee remaiued wirh this store?
. full-time employecs _ . part-tinte employees _

About how many ofvour employees are in each ofthe following categories?

_ regular high school education only

_ communiqv college educat¿d

fonner tradesperson

About how nrany hours each rveek do you spend workíng...

' on internal store-related maners? (e.g., inventory, dìsplay managenlent) --_- hours

' on ntonítoring your cornperition? (e.g., studying flyers, vìsíting srores) -..-_hours
' on communit-v involvemcnrs? (e.g. Kiwanis, Unired Way) _hours
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PART 6: YOT,TT STORE'S TECHÀIICAL EXPERTISE

This group oÍ it¿nts deals ..vith the hrou.led,qe of your store,s crnployees in a numbe¡ of differenr
areas. Please circle the onc that best answers each item.

[{orv of¡cn do you or youi employees..,

. provícic advice to custon'Ìers?

. hold schc'duled u'orkshops ro

demonstrarc products?

. have cusìonlcrs ask.vou qucsriorrs
you don't kno$, the answer to?

. talk ro a t¡adesman to be able to
anslver a cusrom¿r's qucstjon?

. get additione.l taining on the

products or sen'ices being sold?

. L'am sometllinq l¡om a custorncr
rvho's visiting your store?

yearly monthly rveekly daily houríy

12345

Does your store have a point-of-sale accounring sysrem? ! yes

[J yes

5

Ino

ünoDo you subscribe to âny inriustry trade newspape r/magazine?

PART 7: YOUR STORETS COtrI\{UMTY INV'OLVEì\íENTS

This .group of items deel with how your store is involved in its cornmunity. Pleåse circle the
appropriatc number for each activir-v your business is involved in.

not involvcd very involvcd
t2345
12345
12345
12345
t2345

In a,ldition to the itcnrs listed above, are tlìere auy other out-of-store activities you are involved in
rv'hich help to forn qoorj rvorking relationshíps s'ith your customers? Plcase commeni on back.

. business (e.g. Chamber of Commerce)

. cha¡itable (c.g. Unired Way)

. sen'íc¿ (c.g. Kiwanis, Rotary, Lions)

. /'outh (e.9. sponsoring sporr teant)

. religious (c.g. in-kind fo¡ church auctions)

'otlìer:
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PART 9: ToL;R S.I'oRL'S CUSTO}IER RET,^TI0NSITIPS

How oft¿n do you or your employees...

. g¡ccl your customers by name as they cnrer the store
. try' to develop friendships with cusromers rvhile

they're shopping in thc store

never somefrmes alwavs

llar

)
. make it a priorit_v to bs around the store during
regular bollIs in order ro get to krow cusromers | 2 3 4 5

If a cusromer asks, how oft¿n would vou or your employees:

ncvcr
. give out your home phone numbcr ro customcrsjust in
case they have an after-hours cmcrgency I

. loa¡r cusromers products to try out ber.ore they buy them
so they get exactly what ürey need I

. opcn the store up in the míddle of the night in order
ro help custorners with an cmergcncy I

' keep drc store open past official store hours (o help
out customers I

. let customers rent equipmcnt wíthout puning
down a deposít I

. take back products even ifcustomers don't
have a receipt ì

. ¡ake back products even ifthey,re opened I

. take back producrs even ìfthey're used I

About what percent ofyour customenì do you know by oame? %

Have there been any changes over the past five years in terms ofyour store's orientation
towafd customer service?

ono
o yes lfyes, then rvould you say that the ct¡stomcr oríentation of:

a) "front-line" staff(i.e. sales clerks, delivery stalfl has:
c ¡ncreascC
o stayed the same
o decreased

b) "behind-the-scene" staff(e.g. booklieepers, warehouse) has:
u increased
o stayrd rhe same
c decreased

c) physical faciliry has:
o increased
o stayed the same
c dec¡eased

sometioles alrvays

2345

)

2

2

345
54)

)4)
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P¡\RT l0: YOUR STORE'S STRATEGIC PRIORTTIES

Which of ùc foliowing is ilore imlrorn¡t to ).our store.s srrategy?
D rnaintaining higb scrv'ice ler.els
tr maintaining an excellenr product selectìon

Which of rhe following is more importanl to vour srore's sîrategy?
n maìnaining high service levcls
! main:aining low retail prices

Which of the follorving ís nrore importazl to your srorè's strategy?
n mai¡tÂining an excellent product seleciion
! r¡rainbining low rctail prices

Suppose thar you receiv¿ a nulnber of requcsts for a li¡e of products that is related to your
existing product línes, bur one rhar you do not carr-r,(e.g., suppose rhat you selt hand and porver
tools, and you begin to get requests for scrervs, nails, bolts and other fasfener ba¡drvare that you
donotcarrv). \Ìlhíchofthelollowíngsþ¡emcnrsbestdescríbesrvhatvou¡responsewouldbe?

tr I ç'6¡¡14 continue to refer customcrs to other stores who sell the linc thcv've
inquÍrcd about even though I might lose potcntíal sales (to maülrain focus on my
presenr product lines an<l ar.oiri spreading myselftoo Íhin).

f] I woul¿¡ ¡nqu¡r. about adding fhe product line to those I atready sell even though ii
migClt take morc of my time and acld ínvcntory and other costs (to ¡¡aíntain a broad
varier'* of products to meet my cusiomers'changirlg needs).

To nteasure ny store's success, it is generally befterfo measure...

tr the level ofcurrenr sales (thar is, larger sales arc bener)
D the level olcunenr prolit margins (bígher margins are better)

To incrcase profits it is generatly betrer to...

t hold urargins constant altd increase salcs volurne
¡ íncre¿se rnar-eins and hold sales volume consta¡rt

To nútinìze /o.r.sss it is gcnerally beûer to...
tr hold margins consranr and losc sales

tr reduce rnargìns and hold sales volurne constaltt

For our store ¡o compete against Revy / Honte Depot ít is generally bcrter t0...
¡ increase rnargins & incrcase volume ! decrease rnargins & increase volume
tr increase margins & decreasc volume n dccrease nrargins & decrease volume
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I

o
o
c
o
o

2.

c
o
o
tr
o

J.

e)

b)

PART I I: ÁRRIvAL OF clÁlir COMPETITORS

\tvìrar inrpact hæ tlrc ariv¡l of Rcv-v's æd Homc f)epot had on _vour tore's sales?

it has causcd oìrr store ro go out ofbusiness
jt has c¿uscd a significanr ncgative impact
rt has caused a marginal ncca¡ivc impâcr
it has had no effÈct
it has had a mrginal posirivc impact
it has had a s¡gnific¿nt positive impact

Whar impact ha-s lhc arrival of Rcvy's and Home Dcpot ind on your storc's margins?

ít h¿s caused our storc to go or¡t of busíness
it has caused a signiticanr negative intpact
it hæ causcd a nnrginal ncgative impacr
it has h¡d no cffect
it has hrd a marginal positive impacc
it h¡-s had a sig¡nificanc positive ímpact

Hos, have you competed rvith Rev-r'and Homc Depot in tcrm of:

scrvinglocal trndesp-eople (e.g^.,-sclling com¡tercial gradù products, offering expert serç.icc, open¡ng at 6:00
a.m. rvith free coffce & donut.s)? (choose the best ans*er) Ftve vou...
o continucd rvith "busin¿ss as usual" (e.g., you Con't sell to contmctors amrtay)
c imprcved vour service io rhis cuscomer group (e.g., offered bctter credit policíes, longer hours, coffec)o Re-directed emphasis ro cusromers (e€., focus o,: do-ir-yoursefe.s, arojr,aJd piå¿".iii"..i
c quìt (e-g., lcft, closed or sofd rhe srofe)
o oÌher

c)

d)

offeriug/providing seminars to re¡clì do-it1'ourselfers (e.g., horv ro i¡st¡ll a sinl). Have you...o continucd 'xith busi¡css æ usuaì (e.g.,.-vou arrcady otrer, or can't afford to odcr, suchierninurs¡o added more s¿minars (e.g., began to offer similar seminars)
c re-directed ernphasís io other are¿s (e,g.. increescd focus on serv.ice, product qrrality, price)o quir (e.g.. left. closed, or sold ùe storc)
o other

having the lowest prices ín Winnipeg? Flave _v-ou...o conrinued with busín¿ss as trsual (e.g., your pricing policv is anncrive as it ís)o lorvered your priccs (e.g., on alÌ itenrs, on high protìle/advertiscd icenrs only)
c redirected enrphasis t'r c'thcr ari.a-s (e g., product qualit!, custÒmer serti.c, picduct sglectíon)c changcd producc Iine (e.g., include tèrver pricc-sensitive products)
cr quit (c.g., left, closed or sol<l thc srori:)
o other

having the widest selcction of bra.rds in Winnipeg? Have you.._
o conrinued rvith busincss as usual (c.g., ,vou offer a rlide sclcction alrcadv, you can't afford more)o iccreased branC s¿lection (e.g., atìd ncrv li.nes)
tl re-direct enrphuis to orhcr areas (e.g., price, customer scnìce, product quality)
o quit (e.g., lefr, closcd or solrf tl:c store)
o othcr

t0
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YOUR STOR.E'S I 998 PERFOR\Í A¡,ICE

Whar we¡e this store's 1998 totûl sâles?

Círcìe rhc appropriate numbcr.

tl less than S100,000

D benveen SI00,000 and 5249,999

Ú benvecn 5250,0û0 a¡rd 5499,999

! between 5500,000 and 5999,999

tl betw'een S1,000,000 anci $2,499,999

tr beiween S2,500,000 and 54,999,999

tl bcnvcen 55.000,000 and 59,999,999

tr over S10,000,000

How big is your srorc's selling spacc?

Circle the appropriare nunlber.
¡ less than 1,000 sq. ft.
tr l,ooo-1,999 sq. ft.
tr 2,ooo-2,999 sq. ft.
tr 3,000-3,999 sq. rì.
! 4,ooo-4,999 sq. fi.
tr 5,ooo-7,499 sq. ft.
tr 7,500-9.999 sq. ft.
! ovcr 10,000 sq. tì.

Abc¡ut rvhat are your av'era_ee yearly sales per square foot? 5_

Ilorv satisfied arc you r,vith your store's current performancc ineach of the following areas?

. sales levels

. nei profit

. sales growth rare

. conrmuníty involvement

very unsatisfied

t2
l2
rf

t2

J

3

3

3

4

4

^
4

How have each of the follorving changed for your store øver the past Jipe years7

significant
decrease

I

I
I

I

sigrrificant
decrease

f

I

I

I

about the

salne

3

J

J

)

about the

sanìe

very satìsfied.

-t

5

5

J

significant
increas¿

5

5

5

5

significant
increase

. sales levels

. net profit

. sales growtlr rate

. comn:unity involvement

2

2

2
)

What changes clo you expect for your storc over lhe next fve )'eats?

4

4

4

4

4
4

4

ONo

. salcs levels

. rrer profit

. sales grorvth rate

. cornmulity involveurent

23
23
23
23

f)ces your store have a profìt sharing or.gain sharing plan? O Yes

II
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YOUR COMIIfENTS

Is there anythìng else y'ou woulcl like to tell us abour vour srorc in ¡ight of the arrival of Rcry,sand Home DepoÈ? Ifso, please use this space foc rhaipurpose.

Thank you for your tinte !
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APPENDIX 4

Independent Variables: Hypothesis I

Generalists and Specialists

Population ecologists have distinguished between organizations characterized as

generalists or specialists for several decades þarticularly following Hannan and

Freeman, L977) to discuss competition among organizations that differ along a single

environmental dimension (niche-width). Generalists rely upon a wide variety of resources

at any time, while specialists rely upon one or a very limited variation. This is a simple

classification, yet often used in studies involving organizational niche (Carroll et al,

2002). Retailers in this study were deemed specialists if their products mainly focused

upon any one of the fourteen product areas identified in the survey with limited variation.

Specialist firms provide products that are within a narrow focus. Examples of specialist

firms are paint stores (GlÌdden), or flooring(A & R Carpet Barn). Generalist stores would

provide a wider focus in products, crossing into multiple product types. Examples of
generalists would be general home improvement stores (Windsor Plywood) or

merchandisers that cross into multiple product categonzations, such as Canadian Tire.I
used the above method in categorizing retall home improvement stores and classif,red

each store, based upon their reported product variety, and my fourteen years of industry

knowledge. This combination provided the sufficient institutional knowledge to assign

the product niche of retail home improvement stores, which is an accepted approach to

niche categonzation (Dobrev et al, 2001).

Generalists received a value of one (1), and specialists received a value of two (2).

The number of specialists dropped from 40 atTl to 32 at T2 (see Table 3.3). By the end

of the study 27 remained. The failure rate of specialists was 32.50 percent. Generalists

reduced from 18 (T1) to l4 (T2), stopping at 11 by T3, for a failure rate slightly below 39

percent (389%). In a Chi-square test (see Table A-l), no significance \¡/as found for the

distribution of generalists and specialists across incumbents that survived or failed.
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Table A.l : Firm failure of generalists and specíalists at 73.

Firm Failure at T3
Survived Failed Total

Generalists Count
o/o

o/o of Total

11

61 .1o/o

19.0%

7

38.9%
12.1%

18
i 00.0%

31.Oo/o

Specialists Count
o/o

o/o of Tolal

27
67.5o/o

46.60/o

13

32.5o/o

22.4o/o

40
100.o%

69.0o/o
Total Count

Vo of Total
38

65.5%
20

34.5%
58

i00.0%
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APPENDIX 5

Independent Variables: Hypothesis I
Retail Store Typology

Retail store type is a less coarse-grained categorization of retail stores than the

specialist and generalist distinction. Retail type is determined by assigning each

incumbent retailer the classification that Miller, Reardon and McCorkle (1999) arrived at

following their review of classification types. Upon their review, Miller et al voiced

concem for the imprecision present in extant classifications, which they believe may lead

to nonexclusive categonzation. They prepared a retail categonzation that identifies retail

stores as one of th¡ee types: 'limited-line specialists,' 'broad-line specialists,' and

'general merchandisers,' taking into account the consistency that is present in the end-use

ofproduct lines that a retailer offers.

Limited-line specialists "offer the highest level of consistency of product lines"

(p. 108) and in the context of this study, would relate to stores catering to a specific line

of products, such as paint (Glidden Paints) or flooring Ø A R Carpet Barn). Forty of the

58 participating retailers were assigned the category of limited-line specialists. Broad-line

specialists provide a "broader level of consistency of product lines" (p. 108) thus offering

complementary products towards a similar end-result. An example of a similar end-result

would be retailers thatoffer products that would support a full homerenovation (,Srar

Building Supplies or Home Depot), yet, would not extend to products extemal to the

generic end-result, such as automotive products. Thirteen out of the 58 stores were

identified as broad-line specialists. General merchandisers offer "relatively inconsistent

product lines" (p.108), providing products that satisfy needs that are not necessarily

complementary in end-use (Sears, l|tal-Mart). Five of the stores were identified as

general merchandisers.

Categonzation of the retail stores was assigned to a scale, based upon the

consistency present in their products. General merchandisers received a value of one (1),
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broad-line specialists were assigned a two (2), and limited-line specialists were given a

three (3). These values maintain consistency of direction with the 'generalists and

specialists' scale.

The number of limited line specialists dropped from 40 at Tl to 32 at T2. By the

end of the study 27 remained (see Table A.2). The failure rate of limited-line specialists

was 32.50 percent. Broad line specialists reduced from 13 (T1) to 9 (T2), stopping at 6 at

T3, for a failure rate slightly below 54 percent (53.85%). General merchandisers

remained steady at five stores throughout the study. In a Chi-square test, no significance

was found in this categorization with incumbents that survived or failed.

Table 4.2: Firmfailure based upon retail type at 73.

Firm Failure at T3
Survived Failed Total

General Merchandiser Count
o/o

o/o of Total

5

1OO.Oo/o

B.60/o

5

100.oo/o

B.60/o

Broad Line Count
o/o

o/o of -f otal

6
46.2o/o

10.3o/o

7

53.8o/o

12.1o/o

13

1OO.0o/o

22.4%
Limited Line Count

o/o

%o of Total

27
67.5o/o

46.60/o

13

32.5%
22.4%

40
l OO.Oo/o

69.0o/o
Total Count

%o of fotal
3B

6s.5%
20

34.5o/o

5B

100.0%
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APPENDIX 6

Independent Variables: Hypothesis I

Niche Width Score

In this classification of niche width, I combined Miller et al's (1999) retail

typology that is assigned to participants with the fine-grained product focus measure that

is derived from their reported product variety to create a 'niche width' score. Multiplying

two previously established values creates the niche width score: retail type is multiplied

by the niche focus value:

[Retail Type x Product Focus : Niche Width Score]

The two measures create a new measure where values are distributed anywhere on

a scale from '0' to '3.0.' The narrower the retailer's focus, the greater the niche width

score, suggesting a highly specialized approach to providing products in retail home

improvement. The mean niche width score at T1 (N:57) was 2.0870 (see Table A.3). At

T2 CN:38) the mean was 2.0597, and at T3 Cf:37) the mean increased to 2.1122. Over

time, the mean niche width score of incumbents increased. While the study's number of
firms at the various stages was 58 (T1), 45 (T2), and 38 (T3), the table shows only

participants that had no missing data in the construction of their niche focus score.

Table A.3: Niche width score descriptive data at each time period.

Mean Std. Dev¡ation Std. Error Mean
T1 Niche Width Score
T2 Niche W¡dth Score
T3 Niche Width Score

57
38
37

2.O870
2.0597
2.1122

0.9297
0.9283
i.0303

o.1231
0.1506
0.1694

In a paired samples t-test of the mean niche width

significant difference was found. The correlation between T1

positive (r: .94I andp < .001).

score at T1 and at T3, no

and T3 was significant and
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APPENDIX 7

Testing Hypothesis 1

Generalists and Specialists

An initial series of cross-tabulations were conducted to determine if there were

any significant differences between specialists and generalists that survived and failed.

There were no significant differences in firm failure or reported performance found

between stores identified as either generalists or specialists. This suggests that the

distinction between the two store types does not necessarily offer any difference in

competitive advantage. Further testing of these variables was conducted utilizing Mann-

Whitney Rank Sum tests to determine if significant findings may be present in a more

fine-grained non-parametric. The findings in the Marur-Whitney Rank Sum tests however

confirmed the cross-tabulations conducted. No significant differences could be found in

f,rrm failure or reported performance between stores identified as either specialists or

generalists (see Table A.4).

Table A.4: Summary offindings for Hypothesis

Cross-tabulation of Specialists and Generalists with:

Firm Failure at T2

Firm Failure at T3

Reported Performance at T2

Reported Performance at T3

I: Generalists and Specialists.

Not Significant

Not Significant

Not Significant

Not Significant

Not Significant

Not Significant

Not Significant

Not Significant

Mann-Whitney Rank Sum Test of Specialists and Generalists with:

Firm Failure at T2

Firm Failure at T3

Reported Performance at T2

Reported Performance at T3
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APPENDIX 8

Testing Hypothesis 1

Retail Store Typology

An initial Chi-Square test was conducted on surviving stores to determine if there

was any significant difference in any retail store type from the overall rate o f failure.

Then cross-tabulations were carried out using only incumbent retailers identifred as

limited-line and broad-line retail. However, both the one-sample Chi-square test and the

cross-tabulations were unable to find any significant difference in firm failure (Table

1.5). Given the overall survival rate, the expected survival rate of eachretail type did not

differ significantly. The remainder of the testing of retail type was conducted utilizing

Mann-Whitney Rank Sum tests to determine if significant findings may be present in a

more fine-grained non-parametric. The Mann-Whitney Rank Sum tests produced no

findings that would suggest that any difference in retail type produces a more favourable

market position. The distinction of a limited-line, broad-line, or general merchandiser has

produced no significant difference in firm failure, or reported performance.

Table A.5: Summary offindings for Hypothesis I : Retail Typology.

One-Sample Chi-Square Test of RetailType with:

Firm Failure at T3
Cross-tabulation of Retail Type with:

Firm Failure at T2

Firm Failure at T3

Mann-Whitney Rank Sum Test of Specialists and Generalists with:

Firm Failure at T2

Firm Failure at T3

Reported Performanc e at T2

Reported Performance at T3

Not Significant

Not Signiflcant

Not Signifìcant

Not Significant

Not Significant

Not Signifìcant

Not Significant
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APPENDIX 9

Testing Hypothesis I

Niche Width Score

Testing of the scalar measure niche width score was conducted by utilizing the

Mann-Whitney Rank Sum tests to determine if significant f,rndings may exist. However,

the Mann-Whitney Rank Sum tests produced no findings that would suggest that any

difference in the niche w idth score of incumbent retailers produces a m ore favourable

niche in the market. The distinction by way of a niche width score has produced no

significant difference in firm failure and reported performan ce (Table A.6).

Table A.6: Summary offindings for Hypothesis I: Niche Width Score.

Mann-Whitney Rank Sum Test of Niche Width Score with:

Firm Failure at T2

Firm Failure at T3

Reported Performance at T2

Reported Performance at T3

Not Significant

Not Significant

Not Significant

Not Significant
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APPENDIX 10

Dependent Variables

Reported Optimism

Three subjective performance measures were generated for this study. They are

reported performance, reported optimism and intention to exit. ln an exploratory factor

analysis, reported optimism had three of the items load together (see Table 3.1.4) with an

Eigenvalue of 2.449 and accounted for 19.774 percent of the variance. The mean of two

or more of the three reported optimism items were used to form the total score for

reported optimism in each time period with a range between a low of '0' and high of
'5.0'. By taking the mean of only two of the three items it is possible to maximize the

number of cases represented in the analysis. Reliability tests undertaken on the optimism

measures also provided sufficient Cronbach's alpha scores in each period of data

collection: T1 (alpha: .83), T2 (alpha: .87), and T3 (alpha : .73).

Table A.7: Reported optimism descriptive data at each time period.

N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean
Reported Optimism at Ti
Reported Optimism at T2
Reported Optimism at T3

54
38
35

3.6451
3.7982
3.8762

0.7167
0.6178
0.4579

0.0975
0.1002
o.0774

The mean generated at each time period increased over the previous, period with

the mean optimism score at T1 (N:54) starting at 3.645i (see Table A.7). The mean

increased to 3.7982 at T2 (lr¡:38) and then to 3.8762 at T3 (N:35).
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APPENDIX 11

Dependent Variables

Change in Reported Optimism

Change in reported optimism is derived from the three-item 'reported optimism'

measure. Reported optimism is used in concert with the change in niche width and

change in customer fit measures to test the hypotheses generated regarding narrowing of
focus. The change in reported optimism from one point of data collection to another was

measured in the same manner as the previously presented measures. The difference in a

retailer's reportedoptimismscore atTl issubtractedfromthevalueat T3.Thevalue
generated is recorded as the change in reported optimism between Tl and T3 (T1->T3).

For example, if a retailer's optimism score was 4.25 (suggesting a high level of optimism)

at T1 and then at T3 the score was 3.50, a change in optimism of -0.75 would be

recorded between Tl and T3. This would suggest that the level of optimism has

diminished over time.

[Reported opt. at T3 - Reported opt. at Tl : Reported opt. change Tl -> T3]

The mean change in reported optimism over the study was .2742. (see Table A.9),

suggesting an increase in the level of optimism over time of the incumbents that survived

through the study period. The low number of firms reported in the table below (31 of a
possible 38) is due to missing data in cases.

Table A.8: Change in reported optimism descriptive data.

Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean
0.7s59
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APPENDIX 12

List of Participants

Participating
Stores
at T1

Firm Firm Product
Failure Failure Focus
at T2 at T3 at T1

Customer Change in Change in
Focus Prod. Focus Cust. Focus
at T1 T1 to T3 T1 to T3

Behnke Greenhouses
Bird Building Supply
Burron Lumber
Capital Lumber
Cedar Products
Chick Lumber
Dominion Lumber
Dynasty Bath & Kitchens
Paint Place
Sutherland Plumbing
Sutherland Supplies
w.A.s.o.
Bill's Greenhouse
Color Your World (St. Vital)
General Paint
Kilcona Lumber
Livin'Color
Save Way Lumber
Windsor Plywood (Regent)
Winnipeg Supply
A&RCarpetBarn
Anco Wholesale
Arbo Florists
Canadian Tire (Fort Garry)
Canadian Tire (Garden City)
Canadian Tire (Southdale)
Canadian Tire (Westwood)
Canadian Tire (Wpg. Centre)
Carrara Tile
Cedarman
Charleswood Lumber
Color Your World (Nairn)
Color Your World (Portage)
Corydon Hardware
Dels Electric
Doner Pa¡nts
Even-Spray & Chemicals
Glidden Paints (Portage)
Glidden Paints (St. Vital)
Habitat Re-Store
North American Lumber
Northern Paint
Paddon Florists
Portage Avenue Paints
Riverside Nurseries
Robinson Bath & Kitchen
Robinson Lighting
Schriemer's Greenhouses
Schwartz Sales
Shelmerdine's
Sherwin-Willia ms
St. Mary's Greenhouses
Star Building Materials
Su perlite
T & T Seeds
Total Lighting
Western Pa¡nt

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

1.00
0.74
0.84
0.55
0.86
0.73
0.69
1.00
0.95
o.57
o.57
0.94
1.00
o.62
1.00
0.83
0.85
0.40
0.63
o.42
0.85
0.25
1.00
o.22
0.29
0.24
0.33
0.50
0.95
o.79
0.62
o.94
0.95
0.54
0.95
0.81
0.95
0.83
1.00
0.25
0.64
1.00
1.00
0.83
1.00
0.89
1.00
0.90
0.52
0.68
1.00
0.85
0.67
1.00

1.00
1,00

0.06
0.41
0.16
0.78
0.30
0.80
0.44

1 .53
0.10
o.25
0.07
0.05
1.04
1.55
o.t4
1.29
0.50
0.25
0.59
o.92
o.97
0.00
0.90
0.60
0.85
0.75
0.84
1.50
o.22
0.36
1.39
1 .39
1. 19
1.06
t.73
0.50
1.40
7.75
1.09
0.68
1.95
0.00
1.27
0.18
t.44
L.44
0.05
t.42
0.15
2.00
0.13
O.BB
1.63

1.50
1.50

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

o.is
0.20

0.06
-0.15
-0.10

-0.1 1
-0.1B
-0.11
0.03
0.00
-0.01
-0.09
0.00
-0.04

0.17
0.00
-0.08
-0.o7

0.00
o.t7
0.00
0.11
-0.15
0.10
0. 13
0.32
0.00
0.15
o.o7
-0.05

-o.23

o.t2
0.00

-0.33
0.10
-0.28

0.04
0.13
0.29
o.77
0.33
0.20
0.00
o.o7
-0.15
0.00
0.03
0.00
-0,52
0.1,

-0.16
-o.25

0.56
0.06
-0.13
0. r.5
0.00
0.38
-o.27
0.08

0.09
0.00 -0.19

Windsor Plywood (Centurv) 0.69 0.54___________OJ-a -!.qB
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